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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

r A. The 'Meaning of Trade

For Cartadi.arrs, trade is 'Irc^cks and logs," and it is irnportant. WhL:,n asked what "kind of

industry or products is Canada best at producing which Canada could s^!l1 world=wide,°'

the overwhelming response mentioned resour[e_ produc#s. Over one-third (3896) of

respond&its mentioned renewabl^-_ re"sources -- prïrnarily agricultural products. Forest

produ&s stood second at 22%, while energy 'wa5 third with 10%. While all mentions of

manufacturing or production stood at 1496, this can be broken down into heavy

manufacturing {primarily autos} at 596, traditional martufactkiring (e.g., tL^,xtifbs) 3co, and

fu#ute-oriente d ^rnanufacturing and prac esses at 696, 1h all, t his is a very clear pictUre of

a country which sees as its .compar.ative ad+ran[ag^; its resource rjr-hes. From other work

we know that there is no denigratian of being "hewers of wood and drawers of water."

Instead, buRding on that comparative advantage by doing further ^r-ocessirtig of those

resourci^ riches i5 often seen as, the besrt. economic development strategy.

When these data are xooked at on a re&nal basjs, we see'that there is a tendency for

each province to be more likely to beïieve that its products are the sort of products

which the country is best -able to produce and sell: Table I makes this clear.

Table I

BEST PRODUCTS FOR EXPORT BY REGION

CANADIAN AVERAGE R^ G IQ -N

PRODUCT

Primary Renewabre
(agriculture-& fisheries) 33 Prairies 58

Atlantic 48

Fc;rest Products-

lëner.gy

Heavy Martufactur ing

DEClMA RESEARCH LI MITE D

!G Alâerta^ 26
Québec : 16

5 Ontario 8
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Taken together, this table and the overall results indicate a belief by Canadiàns — or 

perhaps more a hope -- that . their particular prOvince's products will do well 

internationally. As - we sl7ialI see Later,  th iS does not necessarily mean that their products 

‘vould do well in a freer trade arrangement with the United States. The clearest example 

of this  is provided by the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan: both provinces 

believe that their grain crops are excellent exports for the country; however, they are 

skeptical about their benefiting from freer trade with the United States, clearly because 

they  do not see a market in the United States for their products .  

[. 

B. Trading Partners 

As the data from the previous section hint, there Is a very large  différence  between 

general attitudes about trade and specific beliefs about freer trade with the United 

States. In fact, there is no consensus that the United States should provide the foçus for 

our future trade efforts. 

There is a very widespread (7896) awareness that the United States is the primary market 

for  Canadian exports, as well as the primary source of Canadian imports (69%). When 

asked, ho • ever, In "the future where Canada bnould try to sell more of the gocFds and 

services we produce," the United States did not dominate responses, !although rnee 

people did mention it than any other ara. Table 2 shows the regional responses. 

Table 2 

%'HERE CANADA SHOULD TRADE BY REGION 

UNITED STATES PACIFIC  EUROPE 	OTHER 
96 	 96 	 -96 

R.EG.I.CFN 

British Columbia 	 28 	 43 	21 	 7 
Alberta 	 35 	 31 	24 	10 
Saskatchewan/Manitoba 	30 	 26 	26 	Le 
Ontario 	 29 	• 	28 	25 	15 
Québec 	 37 	 20 	26 	15 
Atlantic 	 •5 	 22 	27 	12 

CANADIAN AVERAGE 	 33 	 27 	25 	13 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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This table shows the relatively low priority attached ID trade with the United States; 

indeed, strong maiorities in every province can be mustered for diversification rather 

- than reinforcing existing United States-centered trading patterns. 

C. Attitudes Towards the United States 

As the earlier section alerted us, there are mixed views about the United States. First, 

the fart of its dominance and its influence on Canada is recognized and is not a source of 

disquiet for most Canadians. it is, instead, a fact — one which conditions the way in 

which we look at the world. 

When asked what form they would like our relationship with the United States to take, a 

near maiority (46%) said "businesslike but neighbourly." In contrast, only 13% said "the 

warmest and closest of friends," while 36% said "good friends and trading partners." 

Only a small number (6%) said that they wanted the relationship to be "cool and indepen-

dent." 

In comparison with their assessments of the current relationship, this represents a very 

mild desire,for a warmer relationship with the United States. 

As well the respondents were asked for their de.scription of "what the government sees 

as the ideal relationship with the United States" Overall, the respondents thought that 

the government wanted a significantly closer relaticinship with the United States than 

currently existed, or than they the public wanted. The public believe that the 

government wants a relationship which is out of step with public desires. This does not 

mean that they want us to distance ourselves frorn the'United States, rather they only 

want to ensure that the relationship is not too close. 

This preference seems to rest on a belief that the Americans are OUF friends, but that 

they Will not put their Own national interests aside iust because of our :friendship: 

Canadians expects- the government of the united States to act i n  the  wyterests  of t h e i r 

 own country, not of ours. Thus, 73% agree that "Americans,  white  they may like us, don't 

do us any special favours When it comes to trade and eConornics." Only 2156 disagree 

with that proposition. Similarly, 5i:did majorities in all regions would like to see trade 

shifted towards countries othei-  than the United §tates. 

DEC1MA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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The preference f or a ôivarsif ied series of eeonam ic relationships does not.arise out of a

fear of the United States. or ou t of an inferiofity complex. Irrdeed, 6 196 sa.id that they

were t"ennfident that we wilI bargain firmly and effectlvely with the Arnericans," while

39% thought that"we wil1.ehd up with a poor dea1."

When asked why they thbught Canada v,rould be able to bargain. well, most people talked

about the ability of our rregotiators and the intelligence and resourcefuiness of our

leaders. Through these respnnses, one can see a real.sense of pride in aur ability to deal

with the Americans, and even to be able to outdo therri thro^^gh wit and agility.

Canadian5 reject the idea that sixcess in rlegotiations can come (indeed, even whether

they Shauld come) from close personal ties between the President and the Prime

Minister.. Seventy-two percent (72%) of the respondents said that "there are powerful

ine;ustria6 and congressional leaders who can -force the President to take certain. s[eps to

improve the American economy even if this huri^ Canada," while 27% say that t'a good

personal relationship hetweenPrirne Minister Mulroney and President Reagan is the most

important ingredient in ensuring good economic relations." -

Canadians would aisa likè to see the gaverr,m(nt push our point of view.mare strongly

vvith the Americans. Fif?y-eight per-cent, 5$96 .say th8t the Canadian gove.rnment. does

not push its own poirit of view strangly enough with the Americans, while 33% believe

that they have the right balance and 9% believe that they are pushir,g too hard,

Taken tog4^th^!r", these signs constitute a major warning for the government.. Canadians

want a: fri.endlv, but forrrral re.latïorsshfp with the United States. They do not'%,vanç us to

be at all depender^t on American largesse or friendship. Furthermore, such dependence,

as weil as being demeânirg, is ;haught uniikefy to be successful.

On the other side of this wa.rning is a very clear indication of opportunities. Canadiarss

would very much like tb be able To 5ee thémselvès às put barâain€rsg the nrrier'icans. If

their $-L.Lccess Came frerre agility and ni^gQtia.ting prvwi^ss, i1 would be a source of, pride. if

it were seen to be something. gMan by the ArnerFcarss, it would be-a source of 4^ rnbar€as>-

ment. -

i
^
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TRADE IS "VERY IMPORTANT" 
TO COUNTRY BY REGION! 

PERCENTAGE  

REGION 

[ 
g 

I 

, 

1 

• 
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D. Regional Variations 

While the views of freer trade are not deeply divided across most groups' Unes, there are 

some quite significant differences which show up regionally. At a very simple level, 

there is a significant difference in the importance which is attached to trade. In 

response to a question asking "how important trade is to our country," the regional 

responses showing the percentages saying "very important" are shcbwn in Table 3. 

Table 3 

5 

. 	 British Columbia 	 74 
: 	 Prairies 	 7G 

Ontario 	 71 
 Québec 	 5,5 - 

Atlantic 	 67 

NATIONAL AVERAGE 	 68. 

A similar pattern is repeated when respondents were asked how important international 

trade was to the company for which they worked. Again, Québec respondents are 

significantly less likely to believe that trade is important, while residents of Ontario and 

the  West are more likely to say that it is important. 

Even more telling, however, is the general 'drop-off  in the pFerceived imPori.ance as one 

 moves from the national level to the personal Or household level. While 6•8% say that 

trade is "very important" to the country, only  419c  believe that  i  is "very important" to 

their company or employer. This is a consistent pattern .throughout the data: -  while trade 

is important, .it is not very immediate. 

I. 



NATIONAL AVERAGE +19 	 +33 

E. Beneficiaries  of Freer  Trade 

While we have seen different attitudes about the importance of trade, there are also 

dif•erences in the perceived beneficiaries of a trade agreement and in regional views of 

the national Impact of freer trade. Respondents were asked "if trade barriers were 

rernoved, and goods and services were able to flow more freely across the Canada - 

United States border!' would Canada benefit or lose. While the overall response is 

favourabie (55% say Canada would benefit), Table 4 shows the regionai differences. As 

well, it shows the regional responses to the question of whether your province would 

benefit more or less than other provinces if trade barriers were removed. 

Table 4 

f 

é. • 

NET BENEFIT TO CANADA AND TO PROVINCES 
OF THE REMOVAL OF 

TRADE BARRIERS WITH UNITELj STATES BY REGION 

BENEFIT TO CANADA 	BENEFIT TO PROVINCE 

REGION  

British Columbia 	 +28 	 +46 
Alberta 	 +44 	 +61 
Saskatchewan 	 +10 	 +26 
Manitoba 	 +2 	 +13 
Balance of Ontario 	 +7 	 +21 
Total Ontario 	 -2 	 +15 
Quebec 	 +19 	 • 32 
New Brunswick 	 +7 	 +39 
Nova Scotia 	 +21 	 +3'i 
P.E.I. 	 +16 	 +20 
Newfoundland 	 +54 	 +46 

(Benefit-Lo 

L,  

This table: shows that there is an overall belief that the country will lienefit,, but an even 

stronger belief that their particular province will do better from freer trade than will the 

country as a whole. While this is clearty not possjble ., it points out the general m'id 

optimism — or perhaps the }l'ope . that things will turn out well which underiies feelings 

in this &tete. 

DEOMA RESEARCH LIMJTED 
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The table also underscores a persistent concern. Ontario, while b6lieving that the

province will benefit disproportionateiy from freer trade, does not think that it will do

much for the country. In Toronto; this feeling is particularly strong and, in fact,

Torontonians believe that there will be a net cost to the country.

A comparison of Tables 3 and 4 also points out another phenomenon; the lack of

correl:ation between perceptions that trade ia important and a belief that freer trade

with the' United States will benefit Canada, or that it will be parti[ularly good for my

region. This can be sumrnarized regionally as follows:

o Trade is, important and, CanadA bene#its from f reer trade. with the United
States: -

Alberta,
British Columbia;

^ Trade is important but Canada is unlikely to benefit muc.h from freer trade
with the United Staies

- Ontario,
- Manitoba,
- Saskatchewan; and

^, I

o Trade is not overly important but Canada is likely to benefit a fair arnourrt.

- CQu6hec,
a Atlantic Canada.

The conclusion is clear: there must be tfrree distinct, regionally sensitive communications

thennes. In The two westernmost provinces, the cominued thrust must be to ernphasize

the importance of freer trade to the regionfs economy. In Québec and the Maritimes, the

importance of trade - partiçular]}+ Urtired States trade -- needs to be emphasized. In

Ontario, hianïtob,_:,. and SaskatchewQn, the importance of the cu^rent ta.Jks as p4rt of a

Earoger trade stra 4egy seems to be the appropriate course. All of these patterns of

preference are consistent with the pteferer~ces for ï,uture^ trad.L^- dispcussed earlier, as well

as with perceptions of [urrent trading li,rtt.erns.

^^^^MA RESEAKCH LIWTED
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As afinal look at regionai views about the beneficiaries of freer trade, two issue

propositions were included in a battery of statements. The first was that "freer trade

with the United States would heip Ontario industry more than industry in other

provinces." Later, asïmilar sta.tie^mertC was made about Québec industry. The summary

'figures on thesi-_ q,^e5txons are interesting: 5$.96 agree that Ontario will benefit

disproportionately and 31% disagree, wYrile only 29% agree that Québe^, will benefit more.

than others arid 5396 disagrE-e. Even more. important are the regional figures on this

quest ion.

Table 5

QUE BEC AND ONTARIO'S. NET 6ENEF1T F ROM
FREER TRADE WITH UNITED STATES SY RLGION

ONTARIO BEN.EFITS UEHFC BENEFITS
Agree-Disagree Agree-Disagree

REGION

British Columbia +^6 -27
Prairies +Z3` -23
Ontario +19 -30
Quebi^c +34 -18
A GantiC +34 -.23

This table points out three important facts. First, there is very little regiona] differen-

tiartiors -- everyone agrees that Ontario industry will be helped more than industry in

othLt,r provincL*s and everyopL- agreés that .Québec industrv will not. Second, Ontario is

seen as the winner. Finally, Qukbec is si^eri as aIikeky laser, even nmong'Quebeciiis.

The irony in the5e data is that Ontario is the province with the greatewc resistarsce to

freer trade with the United States, while Québec gene_rallv favo,ars it. This also means

that there is thè potential to have the worst of all woflds: a çonsi^nsus. th^-L Ontario

benefits,.aeLd thus the possibility of an antï-.Cntario feeling being generatèd,. w ithout

winning the support of Ontario.

DEcimA RESEARCH LIMITED
5r



F. Thematic Analysis 

An examination of the correlation between various thematic issue statements and levels 
f overall support for the trade initiative suggests thai views are being formed more on 
he basis of emotional concerns than practical ones. More specifically, the dominant 

question appears not so much to be one of economic competitiveness, productivity, and 

'trade balance, but one of arriving at a comfortable middle ground in our relationship with 
the United States. 

On the one hand, many people are concerned that our political, cultural, and economic 
well-being are at risk in any rnove to establish closer ties i.vith the United States and 

oppose the initiative for that reason. Among supporters the opposite view has wide 

appeal, which holds that we should not be so nervous about our ability to retain our 

independent qualities, and instead should have a greater sense of confidence about our 
ability to work closely with Americans withou...becoming like them. 

Two other issues are also heavily in play. First is the concept that freer trade wilI result 
in more jobs in the long-term, and that ,  short-term shocks may be a necessary corollary. 

Second, the question Of whether -  this debate will reopen healing wounds and damage the 
•rogress made towards national reconciliation is also a powerful predictor of attitudes 

- 	towards the initiative in general. 

Table 6 illustrates the degree of correlation between each of the 18 issue statements 
tested and the question which asked people if they thought "freer trade would be good for 
Canada" or "hot having freer trade would be better.' They are listed in descending order 
of strength of relation.ship. 

LJECIMA NESEARCH LIMITED 
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.3018 

.105, 

.0929 

.0637 

Table 6 

CORRELATION 
ISSUE STATEMENT 	 CO-EFFIOENT 

There may be economic dislocations and short-term problems 
if Canada enters into free trade arrangements butwe will 
haveto have free tracle>in order to ensure that there will 
be more jobs in the future.  

I'm really conCerned that the free trade issue is only going 
to create tensions and frustrations in Canada, just as things 
were getting better. 	 .3305 

If our economy becomes any more closely tied to the American 
ecoricFrny we will lose our political independence. 

Because Canada is small compared to the United States, 
Canadian ccrmpanies would never survive if there were no trade 
barriers between the two countries. 

People who oppose a free trade agreement with the United States 
just don't have enough confidence in Canada. 	 .2786 

If Canada appears to be tcFo friendly with the United States, 
the Americans will take advantage of us. 	 .2583 

Canada should limit the amount of foreign goods which can be 
sold in Canada. 	 .2273 

Americans, while they may like us,  dont do us any special 
favours when it cornes to trade and econornics. 	 .1142 

Canada must maintain entirety independent social, cultural, 
and foreign polices even if they lead to problems in our 
economic and trade retations with the United States. 

Canadian trade with the United States essentially means -that we sell 
thern raw natural resources and that they sell us finished 
products. 

American workers are generally more productive than Canadian 
workers. 

In the years ahead our exports will probably be more in the 
areas of information, services, and resarch rather than in 
natural resources or i-nanufactured goods. 

DECIMA . RESEARCH LilvlITED 
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In short, the overarching concerns weighing on people's minds are about exposing our-

selves to the risk of American domination, while the argurnents scoring points in favour

of the inItiarive focus on the exp-ectation, of long-tern3 gain and a faith that Canada has

nothing to, [ear from going 'T40_ad-tp-hëad" with 'the United States, indeed much to look

forward to,. At the sarne tinie, the- pr6spect that freer trade negotiations could damage

relations between grnups and provinces within Canada is-snmething very strongly linkad

to levels of support for the initiative and is thus a perception to be -avaided, almost at

any cost.

i ^
DEC]MA RESEARCH LIMI TED

ISSUE STATEMENT
CO#t€tELA`f1Qh!
CO-EFFICIENT

Free trade-with the United States would help Québec industr.y more
than industry in otfrer provinces.

Free trade with the United States would help Ontario industry more
than industry in other provinces, "

We shouldnrt be'werried if the Canadian dollar continues
to.lose ground against the American dallai; it's better for
our economy because we can sell more Canadian goods and
services to Amer ica ns.

Today, very few Canadian companies develop and manufacture
world class products which can compete internaCionally,

All the discussions about free trade may matt,er tà businesses,
but free trade won't make any difference to the average
Canadian worker.

R

A lot of people talk ab:out high teahnology -and new. types
of industry, but we must recognize-that Canada's future
lies in the thirigs we have always dorre well, like mining
and forestry.

.0392

.0224

.0i81

0 In order to be evidence of a strong relationship between the two variables in question,

the coefficient should be at minimum .2500, which would argue that the firsr six

mterr7erits reflect the dominant issues in the debate toâay.

I
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G. Summary Points/Conclusions 

O A national communications prograrrt, with national themes and regional sub-themes, 

is possible and most appropriate. 

o 	The national themes should fbcus on the fact that this initiative is a fundamental 

part of planning for Canada's future success and that we should feel proud of our 

capabilities and hence anxious for a chance to go "head-to-head" with the Americans 

in our trading relationship. This clearly implies harnessing Canadian nationalism and 

aiigning it with support far  the Initiative. 

o In each province, in focusing on the "future success" theme, every effort should be 

made tcF talk about that province's leading industries and their potential to reap 

benefits from a trade deal. 

ot 	In some provinces, Manitoba and Saskatchewan in particular, it is particularly 

important to characterize the initiative as 'part of a multilateral push for greater 

trade, in order to avoid fueling concerns that Canada is too focused on its 

relationship with the United States. 

o Minimizing tensions witi-tin the country, in particular between the federal 

government and the provinces, is fundamental to ongoing support for the initiative. 

DEOMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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The f oll'owing report provides a detailed arta!}+sis of Cal"adians" attitudes toward

international trade in general, and freer 'trade with the United States, specifically. The

report discusses the public's perception of.#oreign trade and Canada`s primary trading

partners. As well, general attitudes toward the United States, the current Canada-

United States trade situation* p^rçeptions of freer trade (the economic effects and

beneficiaries of such an agreemerït}, and of the process towards such a -trade

arrangement will be probed. Along with demographic and regïonal variations, four

indices have been created in order to delineate particular characteristics within the

public. The four indices which have been created are social aCtivïsm*,, ownership

nationalism, cultural, nattonalïsrn and general nationalism. These indices will be used in

order to further examine attitudes and perceptions of Canada's trading relationship with

the United States.

E

.

Re5p4ndents to the surv2Y were Uked a serieç of questions 125ignad to idenTif y '!soc.ia!

ac`ïvërts." In pede.r to 1dentify %qi:ia3 oGti,rists; partfcipa'ipn leve65 irL tMree distintr

#OrrnS of 6ctivity were rneasured more speGifïCally, 13; have betped cirçulate a pcstitian in

prde{ to ;nfluènce the cuteome of s public issue ï?I the Ir]S* two or thraè p2ars, 193

SCmet ï mes or of te.n conir i bu te mpne ^ to a p6I i 7 i wa I pàhty ,a n^ say they pftGn p2r9uaGe

p*her5 fo :ake their V io"r8 or, pubJf,c fssues. Cons-isteot w1:h. r'iridir55, from. The D°cima

Qu^"rte:iy ail f.y a Sm-5 I I miroCrity of re5vondents can be de.fined as 'jtIeveJri soc al

'aGt rvIL sts f179.); '.Mesé $re peo7le. wro are Eiot vnIy more cCtive., b ii t par-rirj.P,j-e more

frequently in the more diffïc-alt activities. A further 371 can be defined as "n^id-ievel"

activists land 77; can be defïned a5 "ICx+-Iev2l" attivf5t5. One in five wer.i^ deP+ned -d5 r'fion-

1:Ctïvi.StS"' 0s they rdrely. lmr-.icioated ïn the klentifle^,'activi:ie5.

DCOMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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Table  I  outlines the demographic characteristics of social activists. This group tends to 

be upsca!e: persons of high socio-economic status and the middle-aged. 

is influenced by union affiliation and media consurretion. 

Table l 

As well, aCt[visrn 

SOCIAL ACTIVISTS  

Residents of Quebec and British 
Columbia 

Middle'aged 
High income 
University educated 
Union affiliation 
Employed 
French speaking 
Frequent news watchers 
Rely on newspapers as 

primary source of 
in  

Business section readers  

NON-ACTIVISTS 

Atlantic Canadians 
55 years and older 
Low income 
Elementary/high school education 
Female 
Not employed 
English speaking 
Seldom watch news 
Rely on TV or radio 

as primary source of 
in  

t., 

The  second  index to be treated was labelled ownership nationalism. One in .five (2196) 

were defined as ownership nationalists; these respondents favour governinents limiting 

foreign ownership in Canada even if it rneans fevir'er jobs for Canadians. Twenty-nine 

percent (29%) were defined as uno-cOsC nationalists because, while they favour a Emil 

on foreign Ownership, they would change -their position if it coSt >jobs: A ftirther 49% 

were defined as i'non-nationalistC as ihey oppose piacing limits  on  • foreign ownership. 

Table 2 shows the demographic and social characteristics of nationalists. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Table 2 

1 

t - 

NATIONALISTS 

University Educated 
25-34 years 
45-54 years 
Less than $10,000 
$50,000 or more 
More frequently 

read newspapers 
More likely to 

rely on news- 
papers as 
prjrnary source 
of information 

Business section 
readers 

Residents of Manitoba 
and Saskatchewan 

NO-COST NATIONALISTS 

Elementary/high school 
education 

Middle aged 
Children 
Watch news infrequently 
Union member 
More likely to rely on 

TV as primary source 
of information 

Front page/international 
new readers 

French  speaking 
Atlantic Canadians and 

Quebecers 

NON-NATIONALISTS 

Elementary education 
18-24 years 
65 years or older 
No children 
Seldom read newspapers 
Non-union member 
Life/fashion/shopping 

news readers 
English speaking 
Albertans 

As shdo.vn in Table 2, Ownership nationaliSts have a similar demographic and social profile 

tO "high-level" social activists. They tend to be of higher socio-econornic status and 

heavy media consurners1 On the other hand, non-nationalists are less likely to be 

employed in the work force due to their age and show Iess interest in business and 

interriatforial affairs. 

The third index to be created was labelled cultural nationalism, and is similar to the 

ownership nationalism index. Respondents labelled as "cultural nationalists" (2896) would 

oppose including the cultural  industries in  free trade negotiations with the United States 

regardless of the costs invOlved, "No-cost" natiOnalists (l79 )  favour exCluding these 

industries only if it would not cause the iDSS of jobs in other areas A majority (54%) 

were Labelled "non-naitionalists"; they favour including these industries in trade talks. 

-fable 3 examines the characteristics of cultural nationalles along regional and 

demographic lines. 
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Tablé. 3

F.r

d

•

NATIONALISTS

^5 years and older
Frequently read

newspapers
Rely on newspaper

as primary source
of information

Read front page/
international and
business sections

University 6ducated
Men
Urbanites
High level social

ac#ivitists
Mesïderïts of Metro

Toronto and Balance
- Quebec

NO--CCST NATIONALISTS

14-24 years
65 years and older
Seldom/never read

newspapers
Rely on radio as

prirnary source of
information

Read çla^sified ads

NON NATIONALISTS

56ldarn watch news
Sometimes read

newspapers
Reiy on TV as primary

source of information

Read Ii.fe f lfashlonJ
shopping sections

High school education
Women
Residents of British
Colurnbfa Alberta, and

hlew f oundEand

As -shawn in Tahle 3r cultural nationalisrn varies to a lesser c3egrëe on the basis af

demaoaphic' factors and more an the basis of media cansumptiqn. Nationalists tend to

rely heavily on newspapers and express more interest in currenrt' events and business

affairs, wl+„1e non-nationaltsts tend to consume the media more for entertainment

purpa5es.

The final index to be cre^atéd was iat*iied general nationalism. Res.pondenCs to the

survey werè asked a series of questions regarding their perceptions of the f.ederal

government's preference towards Canada-United States rela[ims. Four in 10 respCrndnd

that they would prefer to have a colder (14%) or cciaier (23%) relationship with the

United States than the goverrtemnt would pri^fer. On the other hand, 24% would prefer

to have ac'Ioser {18°ô} or much:clos4^r (6,96) relationship with the Uriled Sta^es than they

perceive the.government' as;vvanting. Porsons who would prefer the coldest: reiationship

were labelled "anti-Americans,," w.hile those who would prefer the closest relationship

were labelled "proRArnericans" in this siudy. `fable 4 outfine5 the demographic and social

characierïstïc.s of each group.

DEcIMA RESEARCH LmfTED



Table 4 

PRO-AMERICANS ANTI-AMERICANS .  

1 •  

r. 

6.5 years & older 
Alberta residents 
High school educated 
Rely on TV as primary source 

of information 
Read local news and sports 

and entertainnient 
Non-cultural nationalists 
Rural dwellers 

Manitoba and Metro 
Toronto residents 

Always watch news 
University educated 
Rely on newspapers/radio as 

primary source of information 
Ownership nationalists 
Read front page and national 

or international news 
Cultural nationalists 
Urbanites 

r 
Data from Table 4 shoY.; that cultural  and ownership nationalists are more likely to be 

fOund among those classifed as anti-American. As well, anti-Americans tend to be 

hr,avier media consumers and rely on the media primarily for information ' Pro-

Americans are more likely to rely on the media as a source of entertainment; as well, 

they exhibt more:idownscale" demographic characteristics. 

In the final section of the report, a more theoretical approach is empCoyed in order to 

create four typologies of Canadians. This analysis outlines those perceptions and 

attitudes which are important in forrning impressions of freer trade and support or 

opposition to trade negotiations. 

,• 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Ill. THE MEAh1Iid^ OF TRADE

r- A majority {60 95) of Canadians say tfratr cornpared to 6 ther people, they have a-very good

(1.2%) or go'pd {48%} understanding of how trade barriers operate. While a plurality in

every group in society claim to have a good understandxng, levels of. kno+wledge dif fef

markedly on the basis of socïa-dernagraphic factors.

Residents of Metropofitan Toronto {6596} and Quebec {6696}, spe.-if itral ly f rarrcophones

(6$90, are rnbre. likefy to say they have ^bL&tter understandïng of trade barriers rthan

orthersj while Atlantic Canadians 451 A are less likely to claim they have a good or very

good understanding. As well, men {689^6}, high income earners {6596}, the highly educated

(7396) and those with a union affiliation (67%) claim. higher levels of understantfing.

lJnderszanciing of trade barriers also differs on the basïs of media consurnption. Frequent

11
new5 u°,tcher.5 (64%) and newspaper readers (64%), especially business sectic:-i readers

(71%), claim a better ursderstanding. In addition, high-level social activists (70%), people

with strong anti-A me rican feelings (65%), and ownership nationaJ;ists (66*) sa y:they havé

a better understanding in comparisqn Co' other^.

ID
Respondents were also asked what exact€y the term free on freer trade rreant to them.

A p l0rality (429b) responded that freer •trade means rthat there are less or natariff s./tax.es

on good's and s4^rvices crassing international borders. As well, Canadians were just as

likely to. say that freer trade means less barriers or gorrE^rr,ment restrictions on fareigr,

trade (16%) as they were to 5ay freer trade means jrrcrea-sed foreign trade and better

relations between countries (16%). The meaning of freer trade for 6% Of (^anadians was

a"bad idea for Canada," whsfe. 5% said that it was a"good i.deâ" because of jbb creation,

1ov.er pr.in^s and econom ic grouLh.

Pe'sidenrts of British Columbia (55%), rni^m (++396), the well educated (5496), and pet-sons

earning over $5O.,000 D21116} were most likely to say -tha*_ freer trad4^ means less or no

taxes/tariffs on international goods, ^Yhile Qu^bi^:cers (26%) were invre likely to sav it

means increa5ed^trade airid better interni^ tional relations.

Ab
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In addition, respondents who express the most anti-American feelings (44%) were more 

likely to say freer trade mean s .  fewer taxes/tariffs,  rh ite  pro-Americans (2296) were 

more likelY to saY that freer trade means increasedlrade and better foreign relations. 

When asked whether or not freer trade would be good for Canada, Canadians are divided 
in their responses. While 5596 said freer trade would be good because it %vould increase 

our export opportunities and create jobs and economic growth, 4296 said not having freer 

trade would be better because more people would buy Canadian products and services. 

Crosstabular analyses reveal that perceptions of freer trade differ greatly along regional 

lines. Residents  of  Br.tish Columbia (66%), Alberta (66%), Newfoundland (7396), and 

Metropolitan Montreal (65%) are more likely to say that freer trade would be good for 

Canada,. while Ontarians (49%), especially Metropolitan Toronto residents (J296), are 

more likelY to saY no free trade. is better. Attitudes toward freer trade also vary on the 

basis of nationalistic sentiments. As shown in Table 5, ownership nationalists and 

cultural nationalists are significantly less likely to 

nationalists or non-nationalists. 

Table 3 

PERCEPTIONS OF FREER TRADE IN RELATION TO NATIONALISM 

favour freer trade than no-cost 

FREE TRADE 
GOOD FOR CANADA  

96 

OWNERSHIP NATIONALISM 

NO FREE TRADE 
BETTER  FOR: CANADA 

 96 

Nationalist 	 48 	 49 
No-Cost Nationalist 	 59 	 3g 
Non-Natiônalist 	 56 	 41 

CULTURAL  NATIONALISM 

Nationalist 	 39 	 57 
No-•Cost Nationalist 	 4 6 	 52 
Non-Nationalist 	 67 	 30 

L. 	DÉCIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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As well, .5996 of persons who expressed the most ariti-Arrke^rltan feelings said that no free

trade is better for Canada, while 70% of the most ar.dent°prutArnericar,s said freer trade

is a good :idea.

irJhile the public is divided over whether or not freer trade between cauntries would be

gaod or bad for Canada, there is a general consensus on L^,tYRes of goods and services

Canada is best at exporting.

For Car^adians, trade is' "rorcks and log5,"and it is importa-m- When asked what "kind of

Industry or pr0ducts is Canada best at producing which Camda could sell worid-wide,'

the overwhelrning response mentioned resource products. Over one third (389ô) of

respondents mentioned renewahEe resources -- primarily agricultutal products. Forest

products stood second at 22%, while energY was third with 109'. While all mentions 0-f

manufacturing or production srtabd at 1496, this can be brolCen clown into heavyr

rnanufacitiring (pr3marily automobiles) at 5%, traditional rr,anufacturing (e.g., tekliles}

3%, and future-oriented manufacturing and processes at 6%. in all, this is a^,*jr clear

picture of a country which sees as its comparative advantage, its resource riches. From

ot.her work', vve kn6w that there is no denigration of being 9^ewrers of wood and drawers

of water." Instead, building on that comparative advantage by doing further processing

of those resource riches is-often seen as the be^,t economi^ ^^e4opment strateby.

When these data are looked at on a rëgibnal basis; we See at there. is a tendency for

each province to be more likéiy to believe that its produc?s. are the sort of products

which the c6untrv is best able -to produce and .5ell. Table 6 n^^se5 this c!ear.

I=• ^ DEC IMA RESEARCH LIMITfD
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National 
Albeèta 
Quebec 

10 
26 
16 
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Table 6 

BEST PRODUCTS FOR EXPORT BY REGiON 

PRODUCT 	 PERCENTAGE 

Pr imary Renewable 
(agriculture 6t f isheries) 

National 	 38 
Prairies 	 58 
Atlantic Canada 	 48 

Forest Products 

British Columbia 	 60 

Energy 

Heavy Manufacturing 

National 
Ontario 

Taken together, this table and the overall results indicate a belief on the part of 

Canadians — or perhaps more a hope that their particular pFrovince's products will do 

well internationally. As we shall see later, this does not necessarily mean that their 

products would do well in a freer trade arrangement with the United States. The 

clearest example of this is provided by the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan: 

residents in both provinces believe that their grain crops are excellent expor -t5 for the 

country; however, they are skeptical about their benefiting from freer trade with the 

United States, clearly because they do not see a market in the United States for their 

products. 
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IV. TRADING PARTNERS 

• 

Canadians were asked a series of questions regarding their perceptions of Canada's 

trading partners. There is a very widespread (78%) awareness that the United States is 

the primary market for Canadian goods, as well as the primary source of Canadian 

imports (68%) (Table 7). 

Table 7 

PERCEPTIONS OF PRIMARY MARKET FOR CANADIAN 
EXPORTS IN COMPARISON TO PRIMARY SOURCE 

OF CANADIAN IMPORTS 

COUNTRY THAT 	 COUNTRY THAT 
CANADA 	 CANADA 

SELLS MOST TO 	 IMPORTS MOST FROM 

United States 	 78 	 69 
Japan 	 6 	 21 
Europe 	 72 
China 	 2 	 3 
Other 	 4 	 4 

While the rnaiority In every group in sbciety believes that Canada sells the most g.00ds to 

the United States, there .are soMe regional variations. Residents of the Prairies, 

specifically Saskatchewan (63%) and Manitoba (62%), are somewhat l es  likely to view 

the United States as the primary market for Canadian goods. On the basis of sex and 

socio-demographic factors, men (85%), high income earners (86%) and the well educated 

(87%) are amont  the most likely to cite the United States, as are people who rely on 

newspapers (849‘) as their primary source of information. In addition, perceptions of the 

United States as the country where Canada sells the most increases  with social activl5m, 

cultural nationalism and feelings of anti-Americanism. 

Perceptions of where Canada buys most of its goods and services varies in mucitthe same 

way as perceptions, of the country's primary export market, with men (7696), persons of 

high socio-economic status, high-level social acti • ists (77%), and those who rely on 

new f:lapers for their information (77§Ei) disproportionately citing the United States. 

Interestingly, there are no significant regional differences nor variations on the basis of 

ownership and cultural nationalism. 

DEOMA RESEARCH L[MITED 
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While the vast majority of Canadians cited the United States as the II:ICUS of current 

trading efforts, a significant minority (21%) view 3apan as the country from which 
Canada imports the most. Those among the most likely to say most imports are [rom 

 Japan are women (24%), non-activists (27%), pro-Americans (29%), and persons of lower 

socio-economic status. Perceptions do not vary widely on à regional basis. 

While the public currently views the United States as Canada's primary trading partner, 
there is no consensus that the United States should provide the focus of our future trade 

efforts. When asked, in the  future where Canada should try to sell more goods and 

services v..re produce," the United States did not dominate responses, although more 

people did mention it than any other area. Table 8 shows the regional responses. 

Table 8 

WHERE CANADA SHOULD TRADE BY REGION 

U.S. 	PACIFIC EUROPE  OTHER 
c7F 

REGION 

British Columbia 	 28 	43 	21 	7 
Alberta 	 35 	31 	24 	10 
Saskatchewan,  Manitoba 	 30 	 26 	26 	1-8 
Ontario 	 29 	 28 	25 	15 
Quebec 	 37 	20 	26 	15 
Atlantic Canada 	 35 	22 	27 	12 

NATIONAL AVERAGE 33 	27 	25 	13 

Table  g  shows the relatiVely low priority attached to trade with the United States; 

indeed, strong majorities  n  every province can be mustered for diversification rather 

than reinforcing existing United States-cen • ered trading  patterns.  

Crosstabular analyses reveal sociô-dernographic differences in attitudes toward where 

Canada should focus its trading efforts in the.future- Among older respondents (38%) and 

the highly educated (35%), a plurality believe trade should be focused on the Pacific Rim, 

while men are equally divided b.etween the Pacific .Rirn (31.%) and the United States 

(31%). Respondents who usually read the business section thoroughly are the rnOst likely 

LJECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Table 9

COMPARED TO.OTHER COUNTRIES; FiOW M.UCH
EMPHASIS 5HOULD WE PLACE ON FUTURE

TRADING OPPORTLah1lTIES WITH THE UNITED STATES*

P.ERCf=NTAGE

A.lot more 16
A little more 28

Respondents who dïd not beIieve'that the United States should be the focus of Canada's

-future trade efforts were asked "How+ much effort should we place on our future trading

opportunities with the United Sta#.es?"' As shown in Table 9, a glurality (445) said that

Canada should place a little more (289n) or a lot more (16%) eMphasis on the United

States than other countries.

to say that Canada should .focus on the Pacific Rim (4396).. Of particular note .is the fact

that cultural nationalists (23%) and ar,ti-Americans (2196) are signif icarrtly less likely to

say trade efforts shou.ld be focused. on the United States than are non-cultural

nationaiists (3J96) and pro-Americans (37%).

• About as much as
on other countries

A .jittle less/A lot Ie5s
37
19

#n=f,335

L.

On a regiànal bas^s, re5ide€tts of British Columbia (51%), Newfoundland (62%), and Princi^

Edward Island (6.1%) are among the most in favour of placing a liltlé more or A lot rriore

emphasis on the United States in comparison to other countries.: Attitudes do not vary

widi^ly on the basis of other socio-econornic factors; however, per^ons who express the

most anti.A rrierican feelings {38°5} are the most likeiy to 5ay -that Canada shm Id piace a

little less or a lot less trading e;nphasi's on the United States.

TheF,e findings emphasize the pub li0s perception of the currerirt importance- 6f the United

States as Canada's primary trading paftner: As well, while most Canadians express a

desire for diversification in the country's future -trading practices, Lz^ven arrkwig t?-rQse who

do not want the United States. to be the focus of future tradé, a rnajorirty do not believe

less effort should be placed on oppi^rtunities in this area.
^
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Y. IMPORTANCE OF TRADE

When ^sk4.^d about the* trading that Canada doe5 with other countries, the vast majority

(68%) said that trade is very import . ant to our coun#ry. lrrdeed, vkrhile 2696. believe that

trade is somewhat importantr only 06 said that it is not very or not at all important.

Sigr3ifïcant regional dif ferences are evidem in the perceptions of`the importance-whrch is

attached to trade in general. Respondents were asked, "How important is tradi^ to our

country?" The regional respons.es -showing the percentages that said "very important" are

presented in Table 10.

Table 1 D

'TRr1DE j5 "VER-Y IMPORTANT"
TO COUNTRY BY REGION

REGION PERÇENTAGE

British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Atlantic Qariada

NATiONAlt. AVERAGE

74
80
74
71
71
55
67

68

Asimilar pattern is repeated when respondents are asked how important international

trade hs to the company for which they work. On a national level, seven out of 10

respondernxs said that trade is either very important {41%} or somewhat import'ainrt (29%)

for them personally. Again, Quebec respondents (34%) are significantly less likely to

believe that Tri-ade is very imPar.tant, while residerrts of Ontario (4-4%) and the West (449b)

are more likely to say it is very important.

On the basis of other demographic factors, men persons over 4-5 years of age

{73%}, high income earners (80%) and the %Ve.ll educated L81?5i are amans the most likely

to say that trade is very important to Canada, as are p^_Ioplé who express the most antiy

American feelings (75%). However, there are few dernooraphic differences in the

per{reived imporlance of trade on a more personal level.

DECI1v1A REHARCH LIM fTED
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Even more telling, however, is the general drop off in the perceived importance of trade 

as one moves from the national level to the personal or household level. While 68% said 

that trade is "very important" to the country, only 41% believe that it is °very 

important" to their company or employer. This is a consistent pattern throughout the 

data: while trade is important, it is not very immediate. 

- 
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, 
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VI. BENEFICIARIES OF FREER TRADE 

While we have seen different attitudes about the importance of trade, there are aiso 

differences in the perceive,d beneficiaries of a trade agreement and in regional views of 

the national impact of freer trade. Respondents were asked "If trade barriers were 

removed, and goods and services were able to flow more freely across the Canada-United 

States border" would Canada benefit or lose. 

As shown in Table 11, the overall response is favourable (54% say Canada would benefit) 

and attitudes have not changed significantly since July i985. 

Table 11 

BENEFIT TO CANADA OF THE REMOVAL 
OF TRADE BARRIERS WITH UNITED STATES 

Benefit a Great Deal 	 1 7 	 16 
Benefit Somewhat 	 36 	 36 
Neither Benefit nor Lose 	 9 	 13 
Lose Somewhat 	 23 	 20 
Lose a Great Deal 	 14 	 13 

On a  régional  basis, residents of Alberta (69.90 and Newfoundland (7690 feel most 

strongly that Canada would benefit from freer trade with the United States, while 

residents of Ontario (Lie6) and Manitoba (4596) are less likely to say  he  country would 

benefit. \Vhile those -employed in  the  public se'ctOr (7096) disproportionately cite benefits 

with freer trade, fe•v other soClo7demb.graphic differenceS are evident. In terms of 

nationalism, m:arked differences in attitudes appear; a ma jOrity of cultural nationalists 

(52%) and people with anti-Arnerican leanings (-57%) believe that Canada would be the 

loser-  in a freer trade.agreernent with  the. United  *States. 

As shown in Table 12, perceptions of the benefit's of freer trade to Canada are related to 

attitudes of whether or not freer trade would be good for the country. Those who believe 

that freer trade would be good for Canada are more likely to believe-that our country 

would benefit from a freer trade arrangement with the United States, while people who 

believe that no free trade is better tend to say that Canada would be the loser if trade 

barriers were removed. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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'Fable 12

ATTITUDES TOWARD FREER TRADE IN
RELATION TO PERCEPTIONS

OF BENEFITS OF FREFIt TRADE

f

BENEFIT SOMEWHAT/ LOSE SO.MEWHATI
GREAT DEAL GREAT DEAL

Free Trade Good 73 18
No Free Trade Better 29 62

Rëspondents were also asked whether or not they,_ personally, would benefit from freer

trade wïth the Uni[ed States. W hile a plurality {4 696} reporti^d that the j+ Wou Id berrefit a

gr.eat deal (17%) or sornewhat (369b), a sigrrïficant rrm'inority (34%) believe that they vwrill

nei ther benef 1t not 10 si^. As with per Cep tions 0 f the benef tt5 of freer irade on a national

level, perceptions of personal benefits tend to vary by specific groups in much the same

way.

If a freer trade agreement with 'the United States were n6gotiated, virtually all

respondents agrée that some provinces would benefit sk,i}stantially more than others, and

this be11-ef has rriafginally increased since 3uly 1983 (from 8196 to 9596). On the other

hand, the belief that all provinces would benefit equally has declined over the last year

from 17% to 1396. While attitudes do not vary gr^!atiy, it is nptable that Alberta (9.095)

and Prince Edward Island residents (9046), those earning over $50,006 (90%), the well

educated {89%} and high-level social activists (89.96) heleivi^ most strongfy that some

provinces would benefit disproportionately.

While the vast rnajority of Canadians agree that some provinces. would benef ir more from

a freer tradLz agreement wtth 'thL, United States,, the public is also inclined to believe that

their province of residence wauld bénelit more from such an agreement. Table 13 shows

the regionaa responses. to the question of whether your province would hertefit more or

less than other provinces if trade ôarr^ers were removed.

.:_: ^ECI1v1A RESEARcH UMITED.
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Table 13 

NET  SE-NEFIT TO CANADA AND TO PROVINCE 
e- 	 OF THE REMOVAL OF 
41Ib 	 TRADE BA RR 1ERS WITH UNITED STATES BY REGION 

REGION 	 BENEFIT TO CANADA 	BENEFIT TO PROVINCE 
(Benefit , - 

British COlurnbia 	 +28 	 +46 
Alberta 	 +44 	 +61 
Saskatchewan 	 +10 	 +26 
Manitoba 	 +2 	 +13 
Balance of Ontario 	 +7 	 +21 
Toronto 	 -2 	 +15 
Quebec 	 +19 	 +32 
New Brunswick 	 +7 	 +39 
Nova Scotia 	 +21 	 +36 
P.E.I. 	 +16 	 +20 
Newfoundland 	 +54 	 +46 

+19 	 +33 NATIONAL AVERAGE 

1 

(

I 

F 
fie 

This table shows that there is an overall belief on the part of Canadians that the country 

will benefit, but an even stronger beliei 'that their particular province wil! do better from 

freer trade than will the country as a whole. While this is clearly not possible, it points 

out the general mild optimism — or perhaps the hope that things will turn out well -- 

which underlies feelings in this debate. 

The table also underscores a persistent concern. Ontario residents, while believing that 

the province will benefit disproportionately from freer trade, do not think that it will do 

much for the country. In Toronto, this feeling is particularly strong and, in fact, 

Tarontonians belseve that there will be a net cost to the Country. 

A comparison of Tables 10 and 13 points out another phenornenon: 	lack of correlation 

between perceptions that trade i5 important and a belief that freer trade with the United 

• States win benefit Canadaor that it will be parftularly good  for  my region. This ca-n be 

summarized regionally as follows: 

DEOMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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o Trade is important and Canada benefits from freer trade with the United 
States: 

Alberta, 
British Columbia; 

o Trade is important but Canada is ut -ilikely to benefit much from freer trade 
with the United States: 

- Ontario, 
- Manitoba, 
- Saskatchewan; 

o Trade is not overly important but Canada is likely to benefit a fair amount: 

- Quebec, and 
- Atlantic Canada. 

The conclusion is clear: there must be three distinct, regionally se -sitive communications 

themes. In the tv.00 western most provinces, the continued thrust must be to e:nphasize 

the importance of freer trade to the region's economy. ln Quebec and the Maritimes, the 

importance of trade — particularly United States trade — needs to be emphasized. In 

Ontario, Manitoba and Saskatchewan, the importance of the current talks as part of a 

larger trade strategy seems to be the appropriate course. All of these patterns of 

preference are consistent with the preferences for future trade discussed earlier, as well 

as %vith perceptions of current trading patterns. 

As a final took at regional vie.ws  about the beneficiaries of freer trade, two Issue 

propositions were intluded in a battery of. statements. The first was that "freer trade 

with the United States would helb Ontario industry more than industry in other 

provinces." Later, a similar statement was made about Quebec industry. The summary 

figures on these questions are interesting: 58% agr'ee that  Ontario wjij benefit" 

diSproportionately and 31 96  disagree, :  while only 29% .agree that QUebec will benefit more 

than others and 53% disagree. Even more important are the regional figures on this 

question. 

ée 	  
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r
QUEBEC AND ONTARIOtS NET BEINEFIT FROM

FREER TRADE WITH UNITED STATES BY REGION

Table 14,

ONTARIO BENEFITS - UEBFC BENEFITS
Agreé - Disa^ree Agree - Disagree7

British Columbia +26 -27
Prairies *23 -25
Ontario +19 -30
Quebec +34 -18
Atlantic Canada +34 -23

This table points out three important facts. First, there is very iiztle regional

differentiation -- everyone agrees that Ontario ifldustfy wil', be helped more than

industry in athër provinces and everyone agrees that Quebec industry will not Second,

Ontario is seen as the winner. Finally, Quebec is seen as a likely loser, even among

Quèbecois.

The irony in t.hese data is that Ontario is the province with the greatest resistance to

freer trade with the Lfniter! States, while Quebec generally fav.purs it. This also means

that there i's' tne potential to have, the worst of all worlds. aconsensus that Ontario

henefits, and thus the possibility of an anti-Ontario feeling being generated, without

winning the support of Ontario.
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VII. A7'TITlJD1=5 TOWAFtD THE UNITED STATES

As the earlier section alerted us, there are mixed views abou.t the United States. First,

the fa[t of its dominant economic influence on Canada is recognized and is not a source

of disquiet for most Canadians. It is, instead, a fact -- one which conditions the way in

which we look at the world.

q ^.

^-

^`

4

w•

When asked To describe the currem rela:tionship whi6 exïst5 between CanadA and the

United States, a near majority (44%) said it was "business-like but neighborly.'r In

tontrast, only 11% said "the warmest and closest of friends," while 3196 said "good

frÿends and trading pzirtners." Only one in 10 03°b} said the relationship was "cool and

irrdependem."

On a re^ivnal level, residents of Newfoundland (2110, Alberta (18%), and Manitoba {,1896)

are more likely to de5cribe the- relationship as °°caol and independantx7 orhile New

Brunswick (55%), Prince Edward Island W%), and Toronto residents {5096} are more

likely to say the relationship is "business-like." Atxitudes, do not vary greatjy on the- basis

of other socio-ecanomic factors.

As well, re5pondènts were asked whart. form they would like our relationship with the

l,lrritèd States to take. A plurality (46%) said they would like the relationship to be

"'business-like but neighborCyx" while 36.% said "good-friends and trading partners". Only

13% would like the United States to.be "the^ warrrrë.st and closest of friends'T and 6% said

the relatiartship 5hould be "cool and independent." In c_omparisorr with their assessments

Of the irurrent reiatiorshïp, this represents a very mild desire for a warmer relationship

with the UrLïted States.

Preferences regarding what form our r0axi6rrshi.p with the United Stat^^ should take

di€fer Along regional lines. ?,tlarstic Canadians (41%) are-somewhat more.likesv to say

they wa+ald prefer the United State5 to be a "good friend and tr^;ding partner,,' while

Quebecers (50%) and Tvrontanians (52°b) would prefer a more business-hke relatiorYs>`,ip.

Aitho^arrh ther.^ are few dif f erences .an the basis of other demographic factorS, senior

citizens (23q6) are 5igpiiifïcantly more •tikèly to prefef the United, States to be the

"warrnest and closest of friends," wi`9ereas; the urriversity educated (52%) and high income

earners (495) u{ould pEefer a bu-siness-iike relationship-
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Warmest and Closest 
of Friends 

Close Friends and 
Trading partners 

Efijsiness-iike but 
Neighbourly 

Cool and Independent 

11 	 13 

31 	 36 

44 	 46 

1.3 	 6 
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Crosstabular analyses reveal that preferences regarding Canada-United States trade 

relations are related to both perceptions of freer trade and perceptions of  persona] 

 benefits of a .freer trade agreement. Canadians who say freer trade would be good for 

Canada are more likely to want the United States to be a "good friend and trading 

partner" (40% compared to  the national  average of 3696),- while people who say no free 

trade is better are more likely than the national average to prefet-  a business-like 

relationship (51% compared to 46%). in addition, people who believe they would benefit 

a great deal from freer trade are among the most likely  to  prefer the United States to be 

the "warmest and closest of frience (17%), whereas a majority of those who believe they 

would lose a great deal with a free trade agreement would prefer relations to be 

business-like (53%). 

As well, the respondents were asked for a description of "what the government sees as 

the ideal relationship with the United States," Overall, the respondents thought  that  the  

government wanted a significantly closer relationship with the United States than 

currently existed, or than they, the public, wanted (Table 1,5). 

Table 15 

CANADA-UNITED STATES RELATIONS 

CURRENT 
RELATIONS 

96 

PERSONAL 
PREFERENCE 
REGARDING 
RELATIONS 

GOVERNMENT 
PREFERENC,E 
REGARDING 
RELATIONS 

96 

1 
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It is interesting to note that residents in Manitoba (32%), Metropolitan Toronto (2796) and 

MetropQlitan Montreal (299 ) are more likely to believe that the Canadian government 

wants their relationship to the United States to be the "warmest and closest," while the 

balance of Quebec (4696) and Prince Edward island residents (4096) are more likely to say 

the evernment's ideal relationship would be business-like. Economic (26%) and cultural 

(27%) nationalists are more likely to perceive the governrnent as wanting the closest and 

warmest of relations with the United States, as are people who believe they would lose a 

great deal if freer trade was negotiated with the United States (34%). 

Overall, the public believes that the government wants a relationship which is out of step 

with public desires. This does not mean that Canadians want the country to distance 

itself from the United States, rather they only want to ensdre that the relationship is not 

too close. 

This preference seems to rest on a belief that the Americans are our friends, but that 

they will not put their own national interests aside juSt because of our friendship. 

Canadians expect the government of the United States to act in the interests of their 

own country, not of ours. Thus, 73% agree that "Americans, while they may like us, don't 

do us any special favours when it comes to. trade and economics," Only 4% disagree 

with this position. W hi le  this. feeling is dorninant in  al]  groups of society, Quebecers 

(83%), the university educated (82%), and high-level social activists (81%) 

disproportionately agree with  the  .staternent. As well, anti-Americans (82 96 ) are 

significantl y  more likely to agree that the Americans will IOC& after their o.wn interests 

first than  are pro-Arnericans (.54%). 

Taken together, these signs constitute a major warning for the government. Canadians 

want a friendly but formal relationship with the United States. They do not want us to 

be at all dependent on American largesse or friendship. Furthermore, such dependence, 

as well as being demeaning, is thought unlikely to be successful in achieving national 

economic goals. 
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V1II. FREER TRADE WITH THE UNiTED STATES

A. The Current Trade Situation

Vr}hen a5ked to deseribe the duties and tariffs or other barrïers governin g trade betl,reen

Canada and the United States, a plurality (46%) said -that thèee are a large r,umber of

tariffs and barriers on trade betwe'en the two countrles. Whï!e 42% said that there are

some tariffs and barriers on trade,- only 12% believe there are only a few or no 'barriers.

Residents cf Quebec (56%) and the Prairies (49%) are arnong those most likely to believe

there are a large number of tariffs and trade barriers between Canada and the Unft:ed

States and Atlantic Canad'ians'{ 19%) are more likely 'lo sajr there are few or no ^arriers.

Perceptions of trade barriers also vary according to socia-economic status and social

activïsm-, a majority of those earning over $50;OOQ (60%), the university educated (5396}

f)"Id high-level social activists (54%) believe there are a large number of barriers to

trade.

As we 11, re spondents wrere asked whether th ey believe C ana da or the Unite d States ►xas

more protectXOnist towards the other. F i f t y-fi ve percent {5 5%} be lieve that the United

States places more res.tr.ictions,on goods corrsing from Canada; this is down from 6096

recordè.d a year ago. However, there has been no change in the number of people

reporting that Canada places more restrictions on goods coming from the United States

(35%).

Quebecers {G4%} and Atlantic Carsadiaris (62%) cohtinue to, be more likely than avéragi^

to feel the United States has erected the most barriers, while Orrtarians (52%) and

Westerners (49%) are less likely- to féel this..way. In addition, older Canadians the

less well educated (61%), and people with low incomes (60%) are more likely than

average to say the United Startes s2ts up more trade restrictions. It is interesttng to note

that no-cost owner..ship (60%) and cultural rsazionalists (62%) are among the most likely to

view the United States as pratèctioriist.

Just as Ca-q adians are somewhaE less like.fy now than a year ago.io view the United States

as protectionisi, the 'numher of respondents who feel ii'is very or somewhat likeE}r that

I**
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the American government might take protectionist action  ta  protect jobs and industry 
has declined (from 7496 to 669 ) . Quebecers- (59%) remain less convinced that this wi.il 
happen; residents of Saskatchewan and the Atlantic provinces, with the exception of 
Newfoundland, are currently most convinced. There are few significant differences on 
the basis of other factors; however, ardent anti-Americans (76%) and cultural 
nationalists (72%) are the most convinced the United States government may take these 

steps. 

There is little disagreement .over the effects such an action would have on the Canadian 

economy. Two in ICI respondents said  the  • effect 1.vould be very serious, and 6196 say 

somewhat serious. Indeed,  perceptions  of the seriousness of the effects have marginally 

increased since July 1 9 5 (frôrri 77% to 81%). While the university educated remain the 

most  convinced of the seriousness of this action (86%), Canadians in ail regions and 

socio-dernographic groups agree the eÉfect on the country's economy u!ould be serious. 

Although the previous "findings indicate that Canadians believe the American government' 

tg be somev,:,hat prôtectionist, the, public believes that cur country is a. valuable trading 

partner with the United States. While a majority (57%) believe that Canada-is either the 

most important (17%) or a fairly important (4-096) trading partner to the United States, 

this also means that only one in six Canadians knows Canada's position as the United 

States' major trading partner. As shown in Table 4, there are significant regional 

differences in perceptions of Canada% importance, 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Table 16 

PERCEPTIONS OF CANADA'S IMPORTANCE TO THE 
UNITED STATES AS A TRADING PARTNER 

NOT TOO/ - 
NOT AT 

MOST 	FAIRLY AS IMPORTANT 	ALL 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT AS OTHERS IMPORTANT 

REGION 

British Columbia 	 21 	 40 	 25 	 14 
Alberta 	 15 	 40 	 33 	 13 
Saskatchewan 	 10 	 46 	 26 	 19 
Manitoba 	 16 	 3S 	 30 	 16 
Ontario 	 21 	 41 	 29 	 9 
Quebec 	 10 	 38 	 34 	 18 
Atlantic Canada 	 IS 	 44 	 25 	 14 

NATIONAL AVERAGE 	17 	 40 	 30 	 13 

Clearly, Ontario and British Columbia residents attach the greatest importance to 

Canada as a trading partner with the United States, while Quebecers attach the least 

importance to  Canada  's role. As well; perceptions of Canada's importance to the United 

States  v ary  greatly on the basis of age, sex, and media consumption. Older Canadians 

(25%), men (23%) and people who read the business section of newspapers most 

thoroughly (2896) are among the most Iikely to believe that Canada is the most important 

trading partner to the United States, as are ownership (2196) and cultural (22%) 

nationaists. 

The data indicate that the pubtic believes there is a strong mood of protectionism in the 

United States; however, there i5 an indication that Canadians believe this mood has 

disSipated somewhat over the Last year. If the United States did move to further protect 

American industry and jobs, Canadians believe this would have a significant effect'on the 

Canadian economy. 

DECIMA RESEARCH Li11TED 
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Free Trade Good 
No Free Trade Better 

28 	67 
52 	32 	10 

I. Perce tions acle 

38 

Canadians were asked whether or not it would be a good idea to enter into "SOITIe type of 

f 

more open trade agreement with the United States." While a majority (79%) said it 

would be a very goocf (1896) or good (6156) idea, support levels have significantly declined 

from one year ago  from 85%). Residents of British Columbia (86%) and Alberta (86%) 

were more likely to say this type of an agreement would be a good idea, while Ontarians 

(7296), especially those from Metropolitan Toronto (6896), were less likely to think so. 

Not surprisingly, those with the most anti- Amer ican leanings (6596), and ownership (73%) 

and cultural (66%) nationalists were among the least likely to think a more open trade 

agreement would be a good idea. 

Crosstabular analyses reveal that attitudes toward freer trade are related to perceptions 

of whether or not a more open trade agreement between the United States and Canada is 

a good idea. As shown in Table 17, peopfe who believe that freer trade would be good for 

the Canadian economy are the most likely to favour an agreement. However, even 

among those who say no free trade is better, a majority believe it k.vould be a good idea 

for Canada tb have a more open trade agreement with the United States. 

PERCEPTIONS OF WHETHER QR ,  NOT A MORE. OPEN TRADE AGREEMENT 
IS A GOOD IDEA IN RELATION TO ATTITUDES TOWARD FREER TRADE 

GOOD I DEA  TCé ENTER TRADE AGREEMENT 

Very 	 Very 
Good 	C pod 	Bad 	Bad 

% 	% 	96 	196_ 

PERCEPTIONS OF 
FREER TRADE 

f ,  
I. 
I. 

• 

o 	  
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Whiie there. is genera! support for a more open ttatie arrangement be.tweeri the two

countries, respondents were 5iibsequenxly asked how urgent they f^lt, the need was to

negotiate such an agreement. Only 4296 of the respondents felt there was some urgency,

(very urgent 7%, urgent 35°6), down from 4996 measured. in 2uly 1925. Again, residents of

the two western-most provinces, Brxrtish Columbia (47%) and Aibérta (49%)x are more

lilcely to ascribi^ an urgency ta such an agreement, while Toronrtanians (32%) are less so.

Table IS outiines other attitudïnal differences toward the urgency of such an agreement..

Table 18

BELIEVE TRAD.E AGREEMENT IS URGENT

PERCENTAGE

Business Section Readers 55
Non-Cultural Nationalists 52
Less Than High School Educatior, 51
45^54 Years of Age 50
Pro-Americans 49
$50,000 Annual Income 47

NATIONAL AVERAGE 42

Ownership iVa#i:onalists 37
Students 37
i8-24 Years of A& 3^
Cultural Natior<atists 2$
Ant i-Arner icans 27

If Canada did reach a trade agreement with the United States, respondents were asked

how fang it would bi^ before the effécts would be felt in Canada. Cieariy, the public does

not believe the effects Would be.immediate; only one in five said the effects wou]d be

felt right âway. A plurality (459G) said it will be three.tn five years hetore Canada would

feel any impact from such a trade agreement, vw•hile 2^% said it will be fiive years or

fnQre. In zidditions 12% of the respon&nt5 said it will be more than fivo year!-, before

Canada is ^LffeCted.

1
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Perceptions of the length of time bL:^fare effects will he fèlt in Canada differ primarily

along regiona1 lines.. Western Canadians (British Columbia, 2.7%, Prairies 25%) are more

likely to say the effects will be felt in the. immediate future, while residents of Quebec

(17%) and Atlantic Canada (14.96) are more likel}+ to, say the effects will be_ felt in the

long-term.

If the trade agreement were pianned in such a way as to phase in the effects on the,

6) said they would be no more orCanadian ecciriom.y over a 10 year period; a plurality 0A

less likefy to favo.ur such an arrangement. i-iowever, 4196 said Lhey would be more likely

to. favour such an agreernent, while only 1 i96 said they would be. less likely to do so.

British Columbia (4$%), and Alberia (469fi) rèsidents are niore likely to favour such an

agreement, while Quebecers (22%) are less likely to do so.

The data ind.icate that attitudes toward an agreement phased in over 10 years are related

to general perceptions of such an agreement. As shown in Table 19, people who believe

it is a good idea to enter a. trade agreement are more likely to favour it if the effects are

phased in over 10 years, while the vast majority of persons who an not think an

agreement is a good idea say that if it were phased in over ten years this would not

change their attitudes toward such a trade arrangement.

Table 19

ATTITUDES TOWARD A TRADE AGREEMENT PHASED
IN OVER 10. YEAR-S IN RELATION TO ATTITUDES 7OW ARD

A M0P E OPEN TRADE AGREEMENT

^ï

FAVOUR TRADE AGREEMENT IF PHA5ED IN

Na More/No
More Likely L ess i.ikeEy Less Likeiy

to Favour to Favour to Favour

TRADE AGREEMENT

Very Good Edea 47 15 37

Good ldea 45 16 39.

Bad idea 23 18 5'8

Vér; Bad Idea 11 17 72
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These findings show that Canadians generally favour more open trade between Canada 

and the United States. As discussed previously, while trade is important, the public does 

not believe there is any urgency to achieve a trade agreement. In fact, there are strong 

indications that if trade were made more open, Canadians would prefer that it be phased 

in over a number of years. 

C. The Economic Effects Of Freer Trade 

Resp-ondents were asked a series of questions regarding their perceptions of the economic 

effects freer trade with the United States would have on Canada. As shown in Table 20, 

attitudes are divided on  the impact such an agreement would have. 

Table 20 

PERCEPTIONS, OF THE EFFECT OF FREER TRADE 
ON CANADA' ECONOMY 

PERCENTAGE 

COMPETITION 

Canadian companies'could cOmpete 	 53 
Canadian companies could r Lot compete 	 46 

JOB CREATION 

More  jobs created 	 55 
Canadian industry would be overwhelmed 

PRICES 

Prices would be lower 	 49 
Prices would be no lower 	 50 

SALES 

American companies would increase sales, 
to Canada 

Canadian companies would increase sales 
to United States. 
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Canadians are somewhat more likely to believe that Canadian companies would do well in 

head-on competition with the Americans. Similar to regionai breaks on the question of 

the urgency of a t rade agreement, British Columbia (66%) and Alberta (6196) residents 

disproportionately say that Canadian companies would do well, while a. majority of 

Quel:Fecers (5496) believe Canadian companies would not be - able to compete, as do people 

employed in the manufacturing-sector (5396). 

On the job creation front, the Canadian public is somewhat inclined to believe that more 

jobs would be created because of the access to a new, larger market. Regional breaks 

are• consistent with perceptions of competition; residents of in British Columbia (68%) 

and A1berta.(65%) are most confident more  jobs would be created. 

A similar question probed the respondents on the issue of job creation. When asked 

specifically if more jobs, the same number, or  !es s jobs would result from more open 

trade, four  in 10 reSpondents replied that more jobs would be created (up from 35% 'in 

July 1985). This finding is consistent with results from the ivlarch 1986 Decima 

Qarter1y1  where 37% of respFondents said that more jobs would be created. While 33% of 

the public said that the same number of jobs would result from such an  agreement,  only 

2796 said fewer jobs would result. It is notable that Newfoundland residents (53%), as 

well as British Columbia (4696) and Alberta (50%) residents are significantly more likely 

to believe more jcFbs would be created. 

Perceptions of the effect of a freer trade -agreement on the cost of goods in Canada are 

equally divided; 49% said prices would decrease and 5096 said prices would be no lower 

than currently. While perceptions do not .vary along regional lines, men (5496), high 

incarne earners (56%), and people employed in the public sector (65%) are the most likely 

to 5ay prices witl be lower, while those employed in the wholesale/retail sector (60%) and 

high-level social activists (56%) are most likely to say prices will not decrease. 

In the area of increased consumer sales, a majority (59WD) believe that American 

companies would increase their sales to  Canada more than Canadian companies would 

increase their sales to the United States. Again, British Columbia (46%) and Alberta 

(4996) respondents disproportionately saY that Canadian companies would increase their 

sales more  however, in no group do a majority say that Canadian companies viould 

increase their sales more than American companies. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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A consistent pattern emerges in relation to the economic benefits of freer trade with the 

United States and feelings of nationalism. People with anti-American leanings are more 

likely to say that Canadian companies cannot compete with Americans (52%) 1  that fewer 

jobs would be created as a result of an agreement (4296), that prices would be no lower 

(55%), and that the United States would increase its exports more than Canada would 

(73%). As well, attitudes vary in much the  saine  way among cultural nationalists. 

Canadians were also probed as to which Canadian industries would be harmed or would 

benefit from a free trade agreement with the United States. Table 21 shows the 

perceived "winners" and "losers" from a free trade agreement. 

Table 21 

PERCEPTIONS OF BENEFIT/HARM OF FREER 
TRADE TO SPECIFIC SECTORS 

BENEFIT 	HARM 	NET BENEFIT 
96 	- 96 	 96 

Primary Renewable 	 13 	 17 	 -4 
Lumber 	 17 	 5 	+12 
Energy 	 8 	 3 	 +5 
Heavy Manufacturing 	 15 	 15 	 0 
Primary Extractive 	 2 	 1 	 +1 
Traditional Manufacturing 	 5 	 14 	 -9 
Future ivIanufacturing 	 6 	 2 	 +4 
Blue Collar/Trades 	 .5 	 3 	 +2 
White Coliar/Business 	 3 	 5 	 -2 
Other 	 12 	 18 	 -6 

Table 2! illustrates that the lumber industry is perceived to be the big winner in a freer 

trade agreement with the United States, followed by energy and future rnarkuÉ'acturing. 

The big losers are believed to be traditional manufacturing and primary renewable 

industries. 

When these data are examined on a regional basis, we discover that there is a tendency 

for Canadians to believe that their province's products. will do well in a freer Canada-

United States trade  agreement.  b- 

■ 	L_ 
i 
i 
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. Table 22

i

i

NET BENEFIT OF FREER TRADE TO !^FEC IFIC
SECTORS By REGION

B:C. PRAIRIES ONTARIO Q UEBEC A?'LRN;TiC
96 9 96 96 %

INDUSTRY

Primary Renewable -15 -2 -4 -3 10
Lurrrbër 0 4 5 13 4
Energy Q .11 2 7 2.
Heavy Manufacturing -14 -5 2 3 -2
Primary Extractive .^ 2 2 t2
Tradïtienal. t1rianùfacrturing -16 -4 -6 -12 -7
Future Manufacturing •3 3 5 4 .^
Blue C oltarJTrades 2 0 2 X 1
White Co.UarJl3usiness -1 -3 -2 -3 0
Othèr -5 -3 -7 -6 -3

Tahle 22 indicates that Canadians in all regions- of the country believe the lumber

indusTry will benefit from a free. trade agreement, however, people in British Columbia

and Quebec express the most dptimisrrt. As well, Prairie residents àre most likely to

believe that the energy industry will benefit and Atlantic Car3adiarks disproFariionatel^r

cite. the benefits that would accrue to primary renewable jndu5#ries. While the public is

less convinced that manufacturing industries would benefit from such a vade

arrangement, Ontarians foresee the most benefits for this sector.

R8spo^hdents•w^re^ also asked a series of questions regarding. the impact of freé:- tradL- on

specific ïndustr ie5. These data are presented in the following Table 23.

t
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Table 23

IMPACT OF FREER TRADE ON SPECIFIC iNDUS`i*1tiES

HELP NOIMPACT HARM NET BENEFIT

SNDUSTRY

High Technology
Industry 63 J3 23 +40

Forest industry 62 13 24 +38
Fishing Industry 47" 17 34 +13
Farming, Agriculture '46 16 37 +9
ManufactUring. Sector 46 10 44 +2
Automohilé Industry ++0 20 39 +1
Cultural 'lndnstry 39. -19 4.2 -3
Textilek Clothing lndusTry 36 14 50 .-14

Clearly, Canaâ.ians beliéve that -the high technolag}+ and fbrest industries will benefit the

most from freer trade. Inierestingly, residents of Alberta (72%) and Newfoundland (70%)

expressed greater confidence that the high technoxogy industry will he helped. On the

other i•,and,: British Columbia resident5 {7W and Quebecers (69%) are among- the most

likely to say that the forest industry will benefit #rorn an agrée.rnent:

The public is divided over whether or not -farming, fishing and the manufacturing

industries will. bene f•it or be harmed by freer trade. A plurality in British Columbia (42%)

and Ontario (44%) believe that the farming industr.y will be harmed., urhile a majority of

Atlantic Canadians (60%) have confidence that the -agreement will benefit the fisKing.

induszry. Residents of the Atlantic pr.ovinces (5456} are more inclined to believe That

maeiufactur.ing industries will be.gefi:; how'éver; Ontariarss (41%); especially thosi,_ from

MetropQlitan Toronto (54:96); express the greatest concern that this industry will be

harmed.

While canadians are just as likely to say thaTL 'the CAnadian automobile industry will be

helped as harrneu, Quebécers (4.3%} a^rernbre like3y to say it will be helped-0 °Fl^rc-eptions

of the effect of free trade on the automobile industry in Ontario do not differ from the

national average. However, a majority in Ontario believe That the textile and 00.1hing,

industry will be harmed (52%).
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A plurality of respondent's feel that the cultural industries would not be helped by freer 
trade. Ontario residents (46%), especially those from the Metropolitan Toronto area 
(47%), are the most likely to say this industry will he harmed. R.espondents were also 

asked whether or nOt cultural industries should be included in the freer trade negotiations 

with the Americans. Over half (5496) of Canadians said that they should be included 

because it would provide new markets'and opportunities to this industry. While 46% said 
they should not be included, one-third of  th  is number-  would favour including them if by 

not including the industry in negotiations, jobs would be lost in other areas. However, 

61% of those who oppose including cultural industries in negotiations would do so even  LI 

it cost jobs. These findings are consistent with those from the December 1985 Decima  

Quarterly. Not surprisingly, people who oppose Including cultural industries in trade 

talks with . the United States regardiess of the costs involved are the most likely to 

believe that these industries would be harmed by freer trade (5696). 

Table 24 summarizes the net benefit (percent help - percent harm) of freer trade with 

the United States for each of the specific industries examined by region. This table 

provides further evidence of the tendency for Canadians to believe their province's 

industries will benefit from such a trade agreement. 

Table 24 

NET BENEFIT OF FREER TRADE ON SPECIFIC 
INDUSTRIES BY REGION 

B;C. 	PRAIRIES  ONTARIO g_UEBEC ATLANTIC 
% 	 96 

INDUSTRY  

Farming, Argriculture 	-2 	+15 	-3 	-+24 	+22 
Forest Industry 	 +53 	+32 	+24 	• +51 	+56 
Fishing Industry 	 +13 	+6 	 +4 	+ 2 2 	+30 
High Technology Industry 	+43 	+41 	+36 	1-41 	+40 
Manufacturing Sec -tor 	-10 	+2 	-2 	-F3 	 +19 
Cultural Industry 	 0 	0 	-10 	-5 	+20 
Textile/Clothing Industry 	-24 	-11 	-19 	-8 	-5 
Autornibile Industry 	 -6 	. 	-5 	- 	+10 	+6 

L 
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The data presented in this section indicate that the public is skeptical about the 
economic benefits to be derived from free trade with the United States. Whiie 
Canadians generally support a more open trade agreement, they b-elieve certain 
industries would benefit a ueat. deal from such a trade arrangement, while other sectors 

would be "big losers." However, there is a hopFe among the public that their provinces 

industries would do well in an open trade situation. 

D. The Process Towards Freer Trade  

As discussed in an earlier section, there is a preference among the .public for a 
diversified series of economic relationships. However, this preference does not arise out 
of a fear of the United States.or out of an inferiority complex. Indeed, 61% said that 

they were "confident that we will bargain firmly and effectively with the Americans,' 

While 39% thought that "we will end up with a poor deal." It is notable that the number 

of people who believe that Canada will bargain effecth.oely has increased over the last 

five months. In the December 1985 edition of The Decima Quarterly, 54% of the 

respondents polled said that Canada would be effective at the bargaining table, while 

46% had qualms about our ability to negotiate. 

Residents of Newfoundland (7796), Alberta (7296), and Prince Edward Island (7096) were 

the most  confident that Canada would bargain .firmly; Manitoba residents expressed the 
least confidence (.52% were nervous about the negotiations). While senior citizens (5196) 

and those with an elementary education (46%) are somewhat more nervous about entering 

into negotiations, there are feW other demographic differences in attitudes. However, 

cultural nationalists (54%) and people who would prefer a colder relationship with the 

United States (59%) are among the most likely to say we will end up with a poor deal. 

Crosstabul -ar analyses reveal that perceptions of Canada's bargaining ability are related 

to perceptions of free trade. As shown in Table 25, people who believe that free trade 

would be good for the Canadian ecoribmy express the most confidence that Canadians 

will bargain firmly and effectively. 

LJECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Table 25

PERCEPTIONS OF CANADAS BARGAINING ABILiTY
IN RELATION TO P£RCEPTjONS OF FREE TRADE

BARGAINING ABiLiTY

U.S. Setter Canada Bargain
6argair,er. EffecEively

9^6 ^G

FREER T'RRDE

Free Trade Good 25 75
No Free Tr,ade.6étter 57 43

When asked why they thought Canada would be able to bargain well, most people talked

about the ability of our negotiators and the intelligence and resourcefulness of our

leaders (59%). Only 15% believe it is because the United States needs Canadian

prot[uct:s, while 4% say it is because of the friendly relationship that curreritly exists

betweq^n the two countries. Through these responses, one cao see a feaE sense of pride in

out ability to deal with the Arnericans, and our ability to even out do them through wit

and agËlity.

Canadians rérect the idea that success in negortiatioris can come (indeéd, even whether

they 5houlâ cpm^) from. close per.sonal ties between the President and the Prime

Minister. Seventy-two percent (72%) of the respondents said that "there are powerful

industrial and congressional leaders who can force the President to take certain steps to

improve the American 'econamy- even if this hurts Canada," while 27% agre:ed that "a

good persOnal relationship bet^veen Prime klirsïstEr Mulroney and President keag,^n is the

most importent ingredient in ensuring gaod er-anomic relations."

It is inzeresting to note that resicferiEs of Manitoba (80%) and Metropol-aan Toronto (81%)

are most, likeiy'to helïeve that the American governrnent may take syep5 which will harm

while New.fouhdl,^nd residents (43%) and residents in the balance of Quebec

{36%} are most likely ta say the close persona] ties invaEved will errsure suçcess. In

additi'on, high incorno earners (15%), the urtiv4^r5ity educated (12%), anti-Ameri[ans

(13%), and cultural nationati-sts (18°5) are less likely to say success will come from

frier:dship.

^EamA RESEARCH LI1v9ITED
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Canadians would also like lo see the government push our point of view more strongly 

with the Americans. Fifty-eight percent (5896) said that"the Canadian government does 

not push its own point of view strongly enough with the Americans, while 3396 believe 

that they have the  right balance and 996 believe that they are pushing too hard. These 

attitudes have not changed substantially since July 1985. 

On a regional baSis, Quebec t'espondentS (4696) are most convinced there is the right 

balance currently, while Nova Scotia (67%) and New Brunswick (70%) residents believe 

that the government does not push its own point of view strongly enough. Not 

surprisingly, the vast majority of ardent anti-Americans (7290 believe that the Canadian 

government does not push strong enough, ,.vhile pro-Americans (52%) are less likely to say 

this. 

Canadians were also questioned on whether or not the government should pursue a trade 

agreement if it lacked provincial approval. One-third of the public said the government 

shouid negotiate an agreement Only if all the provinces approve, and 43% said only if 

most of the provinces approve. Only 696 said the government should negotiate if half the 

provinces approve, while 14% said the government shouid pursue an agreement regardless 

of opposition, if it is in the best interests of Canada. Al-though people from Metropolitan 

Montreal (51%) are more likely to say the government should have the approval of all  the  

provinces, the vast majority in all groups believe the government should have the 

approval of ait  or most provinces before pursuing a trade agreement. 

While- Canadians believe the government should have provincial approval before 

proceeding with an agreement, they would be unfikely to oppose an agreement if 'other 

provinces benefited more than their . Own prOvince. The data in Table 26 show that this 

feeling has bot changed over the last _year. 

rev  DECIMA RESEARCH LlivilTED 
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Table 26

SUPF09T OF FREER TRADE AGREEMENT IF OTHER PROVINCES
SENEFiS MORE THAN PROVINCE OF RESIDENCE

Ii1LY 1985 APRIL 1986 .

Stzongly Support 6 7
Support 57 55
Oppose 79 .29
Strongly Oppose 6 9

Witjle 6296 said they would support an agreement even if some provinces would benefit

more than th6lr own, significant regional differences in resportses are measured

(Table 27).

Table 27

SUPPORT FOR FREER TRADE IF SOME PROVINCES
aENEFiT DISPRoPORTIoNATE1<Y

SUPPORT OPPOSE

REGION

British Columbia 6. a 32

,^lt^erta Î^ 24
.Saskatchewan b 2 34

Manitoba 61 36

Ontario 58 40

Qu2oeC 61 3.9
New Brunswick- 50 49
Nova Scotia 60 38.

PEI 64 36
Newf oQndland 53 46

it is notable that while British Columbia and Alberta residents are most likefy to Support

an agreerr,.ertit, regardless Of the. disproPortianaf biF.Ine f•its, they are also the most 11 4çely to

say that tlieir provinces would benéf.it mare in cort7parrsorr to other provinces if rrade

b^irriers were rerrtov4^d. On the °otKer hand, while residençs of New Brunswick and

^ .
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Newfoundland are more likely to say their provinces would benefit from freer trade, they 

are most likely to say that they would oppose an agreement if benefits were not shared 

equally. As well, there is a significant minority in every province which would oppose 

more open trade if its benefits were not felt across the country. This is a sharp 

indication that if Canadians perceived that their province was not benefiting, they would 

not support the agreement. 

Canadians were also asked whether or not they thought the federal government would be 

able to negotiate an agreement which would be satisfactory to the American 

government, the provincial governments, the labour union movement, and business in 

Canada. A majority (9%) bbelieve that it is not.too likely (37%) or nbt likely at all ( -22%) 

that such an agreement would be satiSfactory to all parties involved; one in four 

respondents thought that it was likely. Attitudes do not vary greatly along regional lines; 

however, Metro Toronto residents (68% unlikely to satisfy all) expressed less confidence 

that the agreement would satiSfy all involved and Newfoundland residents expressed 

more (59% likely to satisfy all). The university educated (72%) and high-level social 

activists (66%) are more likely to say such an agreement i.vould not satisfy all parties 

involved. Attitudes among persons with a union affiliation do not differ from the 

national average. 

Not surprisingly, perceptions of the agreement vary considerably on the basis of 

nationalism. People who would prefer a colder relationsl -sip with the United States (70%), 

ownership nationalists (65%), and cultural nationalist (69%) are the most convinced that 

an agreement would not be satisfactory to all parties involved. On the other hand, most 

people who believe that free trade is a good idea (57%) and w ho  believe that attaining 

such an agreement is. urgent (59%), believe it will be satisfactory. 

The data show that the public does not believe that the federal government will be able 

to negotiate a trade agreement which will satisfy all parties involved. It is - perceived to 

be important for the government to consult with the provinces before pursuing such an 

arrangement because, while it may be in Canada's best interests, regional effects may 

vary. HOwever, when Canada does  en ter  into negotiations, there ls a very clear 

indication of opportunities. Canadians would very much like to be able to see themselves 

as out-Uargaining the Americans. If their success carne from agility and negotiating 

prowess, it would be a source of pride. If it were 

Americans, it would be a source of embarrassment. 

seen as something given by the 

• 
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LX. THEMATIC ANALYSIS

L. Public Consensus On Free Tradé Issues

Ftesporidents to the survey were pfe`sented with 18 issue propositions, and asked whèther

they were more likely to agree or disagree with each statement. As shown in Table .28,

public consensus varied depending on the specific issue examined, The propositions are

ranked in order" of public consensus, beginning with the issues of greatest conserisus and

following through to the issues over which there is the gi-eaCèst divk.sioh in attitudes.

Table 28

AGREE DISAGREE
9^6 ^6

Canadian trade with the United $ta-tes
essientfaliy means that we sell.thern raw
natural resources and that they ^eflus
finished prcz)ducts. 64 29

Amer an workers are generalEv more
productive than Canadiar, wOrkers. 28 63

DEÇIMA KE5EAKCH LI1v1lTED.

ISSUE STATEMENT

Rrnericans, while.they may like us, don't
do us any special favours when it comes
to trade and economics. , 73 21

Canada must maintain enrtire.fy independent
soc-ia i; cultural, arrd fore ign polic ies.
even if they lead to problems in our
econiwmic and trade relations with the
United States. 65 29

L
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AGREE 	DISAGREE  
96 

ISSUE STATEMENT 

All the clisçussions . about free trade 
may matter to businesS'es, but free 
trade won't make arty difference to 
the average Canadian worker. 	 31 	 63 

There may be economic dislocations and 
short-term problems if Canada enters 
into free trade arrangements, but we will 
have to have free trade in order to 
ensure that there will be more jobs 
in the future. 	 61 	 28 

Free trade'with the United States would help 
Ontario industry more than industry 
in other provinces. 	 57 	 32 

A lot of people talk about high technology 
and new types of industry, but we must 

- recognize that  Canadas  future lies in 
the things we have always done well, 
like mining and forestry. 	 J7 	 37 

Canada should limit the amount of foreign 
el:ids which  can  be sold in Canada. 	 56 	 34 

If Canada appears to be too friendly with 
the United States, the Americans will take 
advantage of us. 	 54 	 39 

Free trade with the United States would help Quebec 
industry more than industry in other provinces. 	 29 	 53 

We shouldn't be worried if the Canadian 
dollar continues to ground against the 
American dollar;  its  better for our 
economy because we can sell more 
Canadian goods and services to 
Americans. 	 53 

People who oppose a free trade agreement 
v&th the  United States  just don't have 
enough confidence in Canada. 	 52 

• 
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AGREE D[SACREE
9^ 96

I

ISSUE STATEMENT

In the years ahead our exporrts'wil! probably
be ri7ore in the areas of inforrtratiori,,services,
and researc^h rather than in natiurai resources
or manufactured goods. 51 40

Soday, very few Canadian companies develop
and manufacture world class products
which can compete ïrrter-nationally. 43 50

B ecause: Canada is.srr3a1! cornpare_d to the
United States, Canadian companies would
never survive if there were no trade
barriers between the two countries. 43 4:9

I'm really concerned that the free trade^
issue is otxly going to creart^ tensïor^s
and frustratior^s in Canada, j ust as things
were getting better. #I 48

If our economy becornes any more closely
tied to the American econamy we will
lose our political independence'. 47 47

The data indicate that there is thiz greatest consensus arnong Canadians on the issues

that deal with the very nature of Canada, Whi€e the .public may view the United States

as a friend$ a majority agree that the Americans are unlikely Co do Canada any econemic

favours and, in fact, may try to take advantage of our c6tjn[ry's frïendship.. As well, free

trade is perceivèd'ici be important., haweyerx CancdFan independence is more important.

Propositions in the m-iddJe of the pack centre more on the debate over free trade. There

is consensus that Ontario would benefit more fr.orn such an agreement, While Quebec

would not. In additions there i5 a belief that the Canadian econoniy shoufâ continue to

rely on traditional iridustrie5 for which there is a market in the United States, however,

the public is in favour of lïmiting the amount of' ioreign goods which can be :sold ih

Canada.
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The issues over le.rhich there iS the greatest division have to do with the consequences of 

free trade. These issues concern whether or not Canadian companies  co u d  survive 

American coiripetitioh, whether an agreement would create tension within Canada, and 

the fear of American domination. 

B. Support For  Freer Trade 

An examination of the correlation between the various thematic issue statements and 

levels of overall support for the trade initiative suggests that views are formed more on  

the basis of emotional concerns than practical  ores.  More specifically, the dominant 

question appears not 50 ITIUCh to be one of econOrnic competitiveness, productivity, and 

trade balance, but one of arriving at a comfortable middle ground in our relationship with 

the United States. 

On the one hand, many people are concerned tht' our political, cultural,  and  economic 

well being are at risk in any move to establish closer ties ‘z,rith the United States and 

oppose the initiative for that reason. Among supporiers, the opposite view has wide 

appeal. They tend to believe we should not be so nervous about  our  ability to retain our 

indepencfeht qualities, and instead, should have a greater sense of confidence, about our 

ability to work closely with Americans without becoming like them. 

Two other issues are also heavily in play. First is the concept that freer trade will result 

in more iobs in the  long-terni,  and that short-term shocks may be a necessary coro llary. 

Second, the question of whether this debate will reopen healing wounds and damage the 

progress made towards national reccFnciliation is also a poi.yerful predictor of attitudes 

tOwards the initiative in general. 

Table 29-  illustrates the degree•of correlation between each of the 18 issue statements 

tested and the question which asked people if they thought "freer trade would be good .  for 

Canada" or "neFt having freer trade would be better." They are liste.d in destendLng order 

by strength of relatiOnship. 
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COR RELATION
COEFFICIF^NT

.4401

.3305

.3103

.3018

'.278'6

.2583

.2273

.1142

:1Q59

United States sells finished pradiicts .0929

Table 29

ISSUE STATEMENT

Short-tc-rm prohlem-s, but free trade ber*ficial

Free trade will create tensions

Canada will lose political independence

Canada can't compete with Arnericans

Those opposet€, laek confidence in canada

United States will take advantage of our #riendship

Canada should Hmit imports

-United States Wonlt do us any favours

Canada must remain ïr3depencfent

Canada sells .raw natural resourcesf

United States vkrorEcers more productive .065'G

Future exports will be information and services .0637

Free trade help Quebec more .0549

Free trade help Ontario m. ore .0392

I,o.w doilaf good f.6r Canadian export's .0224

Few.. Canadian world-class prodLc,"s .0, 211

No difference for average Canadian worker .0181

Future trade will be in mining and forestry .0052

'` DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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The first six statements reflect the dominant issues in the debate today, as shown by• 

 their high correlation to overall support for freer trade. 

In short, the over arching concerns weighing on people's minds are about exposing 

ourselves to  the  risk of American  domination,  while the arguments Scoring points in 

favour of. the initiative focus on the expectation of long-term gain and a faith that 

Canada has nothing. to fear from going "head-to-head" With the United States, rather, 

much to look forward to. At the  same time, the prosp-ect that freer trade negotiations 

could damage relations between groups and provinces within Canada Is something very 

strongly linked to leveis of support for the initiative and is thus a perception to be. 

avoided, almost at any cost. Conversely, econornic arguments about competitiv.eness, 

provincial effects, and the nature of. future Canadian exports do not have a targe effect 

on support or opposition to free trade. 

C. Factor Analysis: Attitudes Toward Free Trade 

Factor analySis was appiied to the 18 issue propositions on general attitudes toward 

trade. This analysis helps TO determine the Interrelationships between these distinct 

issues and provides manageabie information for understanding Canadians' attitudes 

toward trade and formulating a . freer trade strategy. In factor analysis, those variables 

which are related to each other are linked together into a pattern of characteristics 

which can be used to collapse all the. variables into a manageable few for discussion. 

These "factors" describe an underlying continuum of extrernes ,for the grouped 

variables. The following discussicbn presents those variables which load highest on the 

factors, as well as a  brie f description of their CorreIation with demographic and 

na.tionalist variables. 

r 
I. Defining. the 'factors 

Four clearly defined factors result from the analy,si. These  factors  define Canadians 

In  terms of their general attitudes tbWard freer trade. 

• 	DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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FACTOR 1 — Raw nationalists — the first factor is made up of the following 

variables. 

PROPOSITION 

Canada will lose 
political independence 

United States will tal5e 
advantage of our friendship 

Free trade will create 
tensions 

Short-term problems, but 
free trade beneficial 

Canada can't compete with 
Americans 

FACTOR LOADING 	EXCLUSIVE/SHARED 

	

0.674 	 Exclusive 

	

0.657 	 Shared 

	

0.649 	 Exclusive 

	

-0.586 	 Shared 

	

0.583 	 Shared 

Canada should limit imports 	 0.492 	 Shared 

Those opposed, lack 
confidence in Canada 	 -0.460 	 Shared 

Canada must remain 
indepandent 	 0.328 	 Shared 

Canada sells raw natural 
resources/United States sells 
finished products 	 0.325 	 Shared 

United States won't do us 
ny favour 	 0.294 	 Shared 

In this analysis, the factor  loading refers to the correlation between the issue 

proposition and the - factor;  propositions  with the higher values are more important 

cOmponents of the factor. Propositions which are exclusive only appear in this 

factor; propositions which are shared will appear in another factor. 

Clearly, raw nationalists perceive freer trade issues in terms of nationaliStic 

sentiments. These people would prefer to place sorne distance betu,een Canada 

and the United States, not out Of economic concerns, but from a fear of lost 

independence and the creation of tensions within the country. 

L. 
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FACTOR 2 -- Qptimistie Traditiona9ists

PROPOSITION FACTOR LOADING EXCLUSrVEjSHARED

Future trade in mining
& forestry 0.699 Exclusive

No difference for average
Canadian worker 0.598 Exclusive

Free trade help Quebec more 0.52$ Exclusive

Few Canadian world--^-_lass
products 0.400 Shared

.5h art- t er rr7 pr obI e ms, but
free trade beneficial 0.346 Shared

Those opposed, lack.
conf idence in Canada 0.325 Shared

Canada should limit
imports 0.291 ,5harea

For these ^anaâians, trade is "racks and iogs" and they perceive a market for

these products .in the United States. They belie.ve* that freer trade would be

beneficial. for the 'Canadian economy, especially for Quebec, and that it `would

not affect- the average Canadian a great, deal.

DECIMA RLsEARCH.LIMrTED
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FACTOR 3 — Wary QptiMiSiS 

PROPOSITION 	 FACTOR LOADING 	EXCLUSIVE/SHARED 

LOW dollar good for 
Canadian exports 	 0.553 	 Exclusive 

United States won't do us any 
favours 	 0.52,5 	 Shared 

Canada must remain 
independent 	 0.497 	 Shared 

Free Trade help Ontario 
more 	 0.445 	 Exclusive 

Short-term problems, but 
free trade beneficial 	 0.290 	 Shared 

United States will take 
advantage of our friendship 	0.266 	 Shared 

These Canadians are wary of the United States; however, they are not opposed to 

'free trade. They pFerceive economic benefits in a freer trade agreement with  the 

United  States, especially for Ontario; but this preference does not rest on the 

belief that the Americans are our friends. They would like tà nsure that Canada 

remains entirety independent, even if tnis causes problems in reaching a trade 

agreement. 

L. 	DECNIA RESEARCH LIM[TED 
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FACTOR 4 - Inferiority Complex

PROPOSITION FACTOR LOADING EXCLUSIVEISHARED

United States workers more
productive D-683 Exclusive

Canada sells raiw natural
resoUrceS/US. sells
fin ished products 0.503 Shared

Future exports will be
information and services 0.313 Exclusive

Canada must remain
independent -0.287 Shared

Canada can't compete
wiCh Amer- icans 0.281 Shared

" F^-_w Canadian world-class
products 0.268 Shared

These Canadians clearly believe that Canadian industries cannot compe.te with

^ Americans. In order for the country to survive economi^_-aily in the future.,

ClaCnadian industries must diversif}'r rathe^ than continue to dep^,nd on traditional

Oxp&t^: For these people; this means looking to the United States for support,

• even if it costs Canada its indep.endence,
I
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2. The factors

b2

Tables 30 through 33 pre5ent a mote` descriptive look at the specifïc character.isti[s

of those who corErprise the four factor types. This analysis will illustrate which

derrtographïc group5 are strongly or negatively associated with each of the fat:tors;

who is most likely or 7east likely to fsll into the various grou ps and where they stand

on specific policy issues.

Table 30

FACTOR I - RAW NA7'IOMALIS7`S

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION N.EGATiVE ASSOC^AT1ON

DEMOGRAPHïCS

Residents a# ^jetro Residents df British
`Fqroe^t^ Columbia, Alberta,

Newfoundland

8aI ance of Q^ehec

18-24 years of age

65 years of age or
q ldeé-

$1Q,4Co - $ 19,999 $50,0[}0 or over

ElèrnéntaryJsome high University educated
5ehoo1 education

Currently unemployed Currently ernployed

French speaking

Err,pGo}+ed in primary/ EmnCoÿed in public
emenewable industries seetor

Note: it is rrotew.orthy . that there is no differr̂ nce on the ba-sis of social
activs^m or union affiliation.
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Personally benefit 
somewhat/a great 
deal if trade 
barriers removed 

Good/very good idea 
to enter more open 
trade agreement 

Urgent/very urgent 
to enter trade 
negotiations 

Prefer same or 
warmer relationship 
with United States 

Non-cultural 
nationalist 

I my 
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Table 30 -- Continued 

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION 'NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION 

ria.„  POLIC Y  ISSUES 

Personally lose somewhat/ 
great deal if trade 
barriers removed 
bad/very bad idea 

Bail/very bad idea 
to enter trade 
agreement 

Not urgent at all to 
enter trade negotiations 

Prefer cooler relationship 
'.ith United States 

Ownership nationalist 

Cultural or no-cost 
cultural nationalist 

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION 
TO FREE TRADE 

No free -trade better 	Free trade good 
for Canada 	 for Canada 

This factor tends to be comprised of downscale respondents.. the very young or senior 

citizens and those of lower socio-economic status. They are More likely  ta  live in 

Metropolitan Toronto or the balance of Quebec. Raw nationalisls do not believe that 

freer trade would be a good idea, and wou/d prefer to distance Canada from the 

United States. 

L.  
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Table 31 

FACTOR 2 OPTIMISTIC TRADITIONALISTS 

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION 	NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION 

Residents of the balance 
of Quebec, 
Newfouridland 

18-24 years of age 
65 Years or older 

Less tha.n $20,000 

Elernentaryison-ie 
high school education 

Non-union member 
(weak) 

Currently unemployed 

Women 

French speaking 

Rural dwellers 

Employed in whole-
sale/retail sector 

Not social activists 

Residents of the Prairies, 
Metropolitan Toronto 

35-54 years of age 

$30,000 arid over 

Serrieigraduated 
university 

Union member (weak) 

Currently employed 

Men 

English speaking 

Small urban dwellers 

Employed in 
service sector 

Social activists 
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Table 31 -- Continued

POSITIVE A5.50CIATION

POiIÇY ISSUES

Urgent/very urgi^nt
to enter trade
agreement

Prefer closer
relaCionship wjth
United States

Non-^uttural
nationalist

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION
TO FREE TRADE

NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION

Personally lose
sornewha:rt/great
deal if trade
barriers removed

Ba-divery bad idea
to enter trade
ag^e^rr^:ent

Not at all urgent
to enter trade
agreement

Prefer coldi^r
relationship with
United States

Owner^-,hip natïonaliat

CUltural natianaiist

Free -trade good Na free trade better
(meclium)

Optifnistic traâitia.na.iis[:s are verY simïlar tO raw natïortafRsts along dem.vgraphic

fines, with the exception of location; thes^ people-are less likely to be residents of

Toronto and more likely tb be found in Newfoundland. These respondents look a-[ the

world diffeTe-nt;y than rratioriat'isU; they beli eve that free trade vvould be'gaod'for the

country and that Canada shoWd have a closer reLlationship with the Ur,izéd Stazès.

DEciMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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Table 32

FACTOR 3 -- WARY OPTI2IAïSTICS

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION IvEGATIVE ASSo^^ATrON

DEMOGRAPHICS

Residents of Quebec

45-54 years of age

$40,000-$49,999

{

I •'^
A

I.
.1

,F

1'.

^^f
^ a.

10

1t.

t-

Some /gr a du a te d
University

Men

French speaking

Urbiariities

High-level social
ac*_ivists

Very gbod idea to
enter trade
agreemenr

Pre fer colder
relations-hip
with United States

DE^IMA RESEARCH LfMITED

POLICY ISSUES

Residerzts of Alberta;
Ontario, New fb undlarnd

18-24 years of age

65 years or older

Less than $14t000

Some high schoo.l
education

V1omen

English speaking

10,000-999,999
Population

LNon-aetivists

Losi^ sornewhat{great deal
if trade barriers
removed

Bad{y*ery bad 't&!A
#o.enter trade
aârei^]i^ent

Not at all urgent
to enter -trade
negD.ti ^tioe^s

Pr6fer C1oser
relationship
with United States
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Table 32. - Continued

POSIT[V£ ASSOCIATION NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION

SUPPbRT jO^^OSITION.
TO FREE TRADE

Free trade good No free trade
(medium) better (medjum)

VVar}r op#irnists tend to. be upscaleâ msdd le? aged, t hose of h igh socio-ecariorntC status#

and urbarrities: While they think that frc^,e trade` is agoad ïdea for the Canadian

econo.my., they wDuld prefer to have a coder relationship with the United States.

Table 33

FACTOR 4 -- Ih1FERIORITY-^OMPLEX

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION

DEMOGftAPKICS

POLIC`f ISSUES

DEc11►{1A RESEA^CH LNITED

Residents- of Metropolirtan RO-siderrts of balancë
MOntreai of Ontario and

balance of Quebec

55-6++ years of age

Less than $10,000

fëlenientarv e¢ucation

Non-uriip;l fa-IrnËiy Union af f ; I ïatior,:

Very urgent/urgent Not too urgent
toi eMei- trade to enter trade
agreerni^nt agreernent

11
L
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Table 33 -- Continued 

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION  

SUPPORT/OPPOSITION 
TO FREE TRADE 

. EGATIVE ASSO,ClATION  

• 

1. 	• 

._) 

Free trade good 	 No free trade 
(weak) 	 better (weak) 

People in this group tend to be of tower socio-econornic status and frorn the 

Metropolitan Montreal area. While they favour free trade somewhat, they are less 

likeiy to take a stand on the issues involved in negotiations. 

3. Summary 

As v..'e might expect given the correlations on whether or not free trade would be good 

for Canada, the issues that drive support or opposition to an agreement are 

nationalist ones. The centre of the debate is around Canada's relationship with the 

United States; the economic issues'are not as.strong predictors of attitudes. Clearly, 

raw nationalists have the greatest fear of American intervention into Canada's 

political  and sOcial life; however, wary optimists would only favour free trade for 

economic reasons. There is a strong indication that they i.vould .with draw their 

support if they felt Canada's independence was threatened, whil e optim i.s tit 

 traditionalists favour a n-iàre open trade arrangement, this appears to be because they 

do not perceive the agreement as having non-economic effects. People with an 

inferiority cOrnplex are least likely to say they fear American domination, and do ncFt 

show concern over a loss of Canadian independencevhowever, they  are  not strong 

• supporters of freer trade. 

DECEMA RESEARCH LUTED 
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X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

r, 

o A national communications program, with national themes and regional sub-
themes is possible and most appropriate. 

o The national themes should focus on the fact that this initiative is a 
fundamental part of planning for Canada's future success and that we should 
feel proud of our capabilities and hence anxious for a chance to go l'ilead to 
head" with the Americans in our trading relationship. This clearly implies 
harnessing Canadian nationalism and aligning it with support for the initiative. 

• In each province, in focusing on the 'future success" theme, every effort 
should  be  made to tali< about that province% leading industries, and their 
potential to reap benefits from a trade deal. 

▪ In some provinces, Manitoba and Saskatchewan in particular, it is particularly 
important to characteriie the initiative as part of a multilateral push for 
greater trade, in order to avoid fueling concerns that Canada is too focused on 
its relationship with the United States 

0 *  Minimizing tensions within the country, in particular between the federal 
government and the provinces, is fundamental to ongoing support for the 

DEC1MA RESEARCH LilyliTED 
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A. SURVEY OVERVIEW 

Ian McKinnon and Bruce Anderson were principal investigators for thi$ study. 

They were assisted in the various phases of research and ana/ysis by Wendy 

Ill Webb and Martha Cronyn1 

d.; 

1. Sample Selection 

The population consiSts of all Canadian residents, 18 years of age or older. Ç 

 - Male, and female 'respondents were selected in the same. proportion as the 

_ general  population,  on a 50/30 sex quota. A total of 2,000 interviews were 

i-. 	completed. 

1  Effective survey research must be based on a sample trülY representative of 

. the universe of interest. A multi-stage sampling technique was employed to 

I  gather the data for this study. The ess .entiaI feature of this procedure 4 

1 	that individual respondents are predeterhined by the selection procedure 

: itself. That predetermination j e  m a de  by careful speculation of a  eries of 

ontrolled choices. 

The sampling technique produced a systematic random sample with probabi/ity of 

selection disproportionate to size at the national level. The first step in 

the sampling procedure was the divi-sion of the country into 11 strata or 

"regions" (Table A). 

Table A presents the total population of Canada represented in each region, 

follOwed by the pereentages of the total population. The third column' 

preeents the disproportionate sainple actually completed, followed by the 

weights used in each region. The fifth. columm repreSents" the 'number of cas-es 

in each strata  fter the weighting was applied. 

DEGMA KESEARCH LIMITED 
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Table A

SAMPLE STRATA

TOTAL FERGL^TACE UPS
POPULATION OF POPULATION N WEIGHTS WEIGHTED N

Orxtish Columbia 2,9{}0t400 11.4 250 .916 229
Alberta 2,35Ttb'04 9.3 200 .93 186
Saskatchewan I;020,104 4.0 125 .532 79
Manitoba 1,072,100 4.2 125 .68 85
Balance Ontario 6,947,100 27.3 324 1,6913 5.48
MeLro Toronto 2,164,000 '8-.5 176 .97-15 17.1
Quo-bec 6,597,700 .25.9 450 1.1533 519
Nëw Brunswick 7.19p400 2.19 100 .57 ^7
Nova Scati.a $83,400 3.5 100 .70 70
F'EI 127,700 0.5 50 .20 10
Neu£oundland 581,100 2.3 100 .46 46

Within each of Ghese regions, a sampLitxg procedure was er.apl(jyed which i5 based

upon map ping the kxn4cage between the geographic location of individuaL

telephone exchanges and S.tatistics Canadas fundarnental building block for the

census -- the enumeration area (EA).

Telephoae companies divide thèir service régions into smaller areas s.erved by

a single switching centre. Within each switchirxg. centre a rea, all teLephnrie

numbers begin with the same two digits. We refer to these mutuaLly exclusive

exchange areas as NNKs (NleX representing the first. three digits of a to-lephone

number). Using census data, tagether with maps shaving the g^ocrap?sic 6ounda-

ries of NNXs, it i.s possible tb det.2rmine exact population figures. for each

NN7C and determine thé appropriate number of responderr.ts to be surveyed in each

NNXi

Primary sampling uni[s Csrauas of Nl`dXs) and secnndary samplisig. units

(indïviduai hNW saare selected or the basïs of probabiLïGy propdrtâa,n2te to

popul:ation size. Telephone numkiers were then generated using a comput4^ri.aed

random number generacior, program employing random s[ari and fixed interval

ÎÎaLhodsi

DKIMA KESEARCH LIMITED
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3. Field Procedures 

1: 	
The questionnaires were printed, consecutive/y numbered, and assembled into 

Ainfield packs of three interviews -- two males and one female or two females and 

Ilene male. This procedure ensured that the 50/50 sex quota would be met by 

F . 	preselecting half males and ha/f females before the interviewing began. 

The interviews took place betWeen April 10 end 20, 1986, Weekday interviewing 

was conducted between the hours of 530 and inco p.m. Meekend. interviewing 

was conducted between the hours of 1000 a,m. and 5:00 p.m. The questionnaire 

contained 116 questions, eight of Which required Open—end responses, and . took 

approximately 40  minutes  to ComPlete. Fifteen percent (15%) of all  interview

were monitored while  in  progress for procedure and content from an extension 

mcni-tor. All interviews were carefully edited as soon as ihey were completed 

to ensurm that no questions were omitted and that skip—patterns were fol/owed 

correctly. 

Experienced telephdne interviewers were used  to  collect  the  data. A briefing 

wes held by the  .Field Supervisor and the Research Assistant was  present to 

LAIOnswer questions or clarify procedures. The: Field Supervisor first read the 

questionnaire  ro the intervieWers, thereby ensuring that > pronunciation would 

[: be correct and UnifOrm, and secondly, interviewer—respondent role—playing' was 

.used to illuStrate skip and rotation patterns. The interviewers then had an 

opportunity to ask questions. 

1. 

On the first evening in the field, the Research Assistant' listened to the 

interviewers on an -extensiOn monitor. The monitor prevents the inr. erViewer 

and respèndent from knowing they are being /istened to. This ensured that the 

skip and rotation  patterns were iollowed cOrrectLy and that there were no 

questions  casing interviewers  any paTticular difficulty. When an error was 

caught, the interviewer was briefed again and the respondent was  called baCk 

in urder te correct the questionnaire. 
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All work was edited by the Senior Field SuperVisor, checked for cnmplétei,ess,.

quality, and skip-pattern adhetence. Then, 1'5X of each is2terviesrer{s work was

verified.; that is, respondents were contacted by telephone and were asked to

vertify that the interview actualLy tDaic place. ltesp4ndefl[s were also asked to

answer a few que5.tions from the questionnaire in order to check the accuracy

of the data collected.

4. Codirig

The questionnaires sxer.e coded and the data were entered by exptrieneed Detima

personneL: The.foZlpwing standard procedures were fplZowed:

0 Arl ii7ICZal briefing;

0 Supervision of traïned staff; and

o Verification of 15% of each coder#s work.,.

Using the first 25% of camp^eted questionnaires in. each stratum, codes were

cunstructed for the open-end- questions by sorting and writiqg out the

respons2s into independent categories. The Research AnaLyst checked all

categories.for completeriess and cobsistenc.y.

5: Data Processing

The ent*y and processing of the data were carried out on-site using Decima's

Ui.gi.Ç*a1 PDP 1.1144 computer. Decima's interactive software system, designed

specifically for survey anaLysis, haa a robus€ data efltry facï?ity, x+hzcn

perm,its cleannng of the .data, including out-of-range valses and skip-pat[ern

errors, as weLl as other logic errors. The fully cleaned data were [hen

summa-rized into aggregate tables. - Further analys.is of the data ;.nclL;deu

Ç7- asstahuLatiqn tables, me,asures of assoçlaC1aa; regression analysis, and

factor analysis.

DECIMA RESEAKeH UMiTED
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6. Confidence Limits and Validation 

The weighted sample of 2,000 cases produces results which are accurate for the 

population of Canada as a whole within ±2,2 percentage  points,  95 eut of 100 

times. 

In order to validate the samp l e,  we compared our data for the age categories 

of the population with figures provided by Statiitids Canada, Table Et 

outlines the percentage of respondents in each age .categéry for the sample and 

the corresponding populatinn figures. As these figures suggest, the sample 

drawn for this study reflects the more general characteristics of the Canadian 

adult.  population. 

Table S. 

SAMPLE VALIDATION 

SAMPLE 	UNIVERSE 

(n=199 7 ) 	(N-=r8,445,000) 
% 

AGE 

/8-19 Years 
20-24 Years 
25-29 YearS 
30734 YeazS 
35-39 Years 
40-44 Years 
45-49 Years 
50-54 Yeays 

55-59 Years 
60-64 Years 
65 Years and oLder 

Adult population of Canada. 
Source. 	Post Census Annual. Estimates« _of  Population  
by Marital Status, Age, Sex., and Components of Crowth 
of Canada, Provinces and Territories. ju2:Le 1, 1984, 

Catalogue 92-210, 

411› 	  
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It !5houid be noted" that age has been walidated for CanAdiens who are 18 ye$rs

of age or oLder. As well, the sample is onLy representati.ve of re-sidents in

the provinces who have direct dialing telephone services. Therpfare,

Canadians who are a0cessible, only by s"telephpr,e servicing a large numbo_r of

peoplO, such as serfko.r citizen homes, hospita1s, and- Yndian Reserves, and

those who have only radio-telephone service or no telephnne service at -a11p

are automaticaJ.ly exeludèd from the sample.. Any further questions the reader

has about samplirlg should be referred to the Rësearch Consultant.

whilé the most sophisticateci proueduFes have been used to cqIlect and analy'ze

Clii^ infprm'Ati'nn pres.ented herein, it must be remembered that surveys are ^tlot

predi.ctivns. They are designed to measure public opinion within iden[ifiahle

statistical limits of accuracy at s-pecifxc points in Lime. This survey is in

no way a predictiots of opinion or beliaviou€ at any future point in time:.

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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S. INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

A. Are you 18 years of sge or YES {GONTINUE}. ................A
older and a re-sident of Canada? NO (ASK TO $PEAK TO ELICIBLE

itESPONDEtJT, IF STILL "NO,"
ï`HANI{ AND TEEtMINATE} . . . . . . . . B

r,

B. Have I reached you at your YES (CONTINUE) ................A
home phone number? NO (ASK TO SPEAK TO ELIGIBI.E

RESPOI+1D£I+QT, IF STILL "NQtr,
THANK. &D TERMINATE}.a...,..,B

Note 1: -Responses may not sum to 100% due to rour,ôing throughout the

Technieal APpendixes.

2: ( °' ) denetee a percent.age value greati^r than 0 but less tha€:
0.5 thrfl.ugFe'out the TschriïcaL Apgendïxes..

DECIMA RE SEARCH LIMI7EDI
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1 4 	There have been discussions in the news over• the last while 
about  Canada  becoming involved in free or freer t‘rade with other 
countries. What exactly dees the term free Cr  freer t.rade meap 
to you7 (PROBE—ACCEPT ONLY ONE RESPONSE,..ANSWER MUST BE AT 
LEAST  TN  WORDS) 

REMOVAL/LESS TARIFFS 	 01. 	(17%) 
NO  TAX 	 _ 	 02 	(12Z) 
NO DUTY 	 .03 	(10%) 
NO CHARGE ,ON coops nossruc BORDER  	 04 	( 31) 
LESS RESTRICTIONS/BARRIERS/LIMITS 	 05 	(15%) 
LESS GOVERNMENT RESTRICTIONS/CONTROL 	 06 	( 2%) 
TRADE BETWEEN. COUNTRIES  	 07 	(13%) 
BETTE CANADA - UNITED STATES RELATIONS 	 08. 	( 1%) 
CHEAPER PRICES.. . 	 09 	( In) 
FEWER JOBS. IN CANADA  • 	.   10 	( 1%) 
MORE JOBS IN CANADA 	 - 	...11 	I%) 
PRICES SAME IN CANADA/UNITED STATES 	 12 	( 1%) 
INCREASED TRADE 	 13 	( 314) 
LOSE INDEPENDEN•E/UNITED STATES TAKEOVER  	14 	( 22) 
NO POLITI CAL  INVOLVEMENT IN TRAD4. 	 . 	 15 	( * ) 
coop FOR -CANADIAN ECONOMY 	.   16. 	( 1%) 
coop IDEA - GENERAL 	 17 	( 1%) 
eAD  IDEA - GENERAL.: 	 - 	 18 	( 2%) 
INCREASED TAXES/DUTIES/TARIFFS  	19' 	* ) 
INCREASED PRICES 	. 	 20 	( * ) 
OTHER 	 .21 	( 3%) 
DON'T KNOW 	 22 	(101) 
NO RESPONSE  • 	 '23 	( 22) 

REFER TO APPENDIX C FOR COMPLETE VERBATIM RESPONSES 

2. 	Thinking.  generally about the 
trading that Canada doe's with 
other countries, how important 
would you say this trade is to 
our country...very imporuant, 
somewhat important, not very . 

 important, or not important 
at all? 

VERY IMPORTANT 	 1 
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT- 
NOT VERY IMPORTANT ....... 
NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL  - 	4 
NO  OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)..... 1 5 

(67%) 
(261) 
( 51) 
( 2%) 
( =e ) 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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3. And what about the importance VERY IMPORTANT ................1 ( 41t.)
of Canada's international trade SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT ............. Z (29b)
to you persanally? In other NOT VERY IMPORTANT. ... ..... .,.3 03X:)
word's, hou irnpartant is Gsnada+s NOT IMPORTANT.AT ALL...........4 02%1
international ttade to the well- NO ONE IN HOUSEHOLD WORKING
being of the-companyyau work d.VOLLFNTEEREDj........ ..a.....5 ( 5%)
for, or if you are. not workiflg, NO OPINION (VOLLiNTEEREI?) ...... b ( 1Z)
the company that the principal.
wage earner in your household
works far...very important,
sornewixat import$nt, not very
impgrt.asit, or not important
at 4117

4. Would you strongly favour, STRONGLY FAVOUR
favaur•, oppose, or strort.gly (GO TO Q5)....... ..... ..,.j, (10%)
appose governments limiting? FAVOUR ( aL7 TO Q5)... ..........^ (41%)
forei.gin ownership of businéss OPPOSE (SKIP TO Q6) .,.......:,,.3* (39%)
in Canada? STRONGLY OPPOSE.

{SK?P T0 Q6) ................4* ^ 9%)
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) ...... 5 ( 2%)

IF- „S.TRONG^.Y F^V4ilf^t" OR "k'^VOUfK'T TO Q4, A^^:
- Rw=----__

-_..____________________-a_^r=----------------------------I
-5. What.if less foreign FAVOUH......................I

ownership of business OPPOSE .................... .Z
meant fewer jobs f`nr NO OPINION (VQLL1hTEERED)....3
Canàd i ans ? Would you

favour or oppose

gôvertnmeriGs a1lowir.g. less

foreign ownership of

business in Canada?

10
DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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Thinking of the many kinds  of  goods and services  whith Canada 
prOduce.s, which particular kind of industry or products is 
Canada best at producing which Canada could sell world-wide? 
(PROBE....ACCEPT ONLY ONE RESPONSE...TRY FOR A VERY SPECIFIC 
RESPONSE..ANSWER CAN BE FIVE WORDS OR LESS) 

WHEAT  	 0.1 	(15%) 
GRAIN - GENERAL  	 02 	( ez) 
AGRICULTURE 	 03 	( 4%) 
Ft 	 ............... . ... ....... . .......... .... 	 ( 12) 
usAcco 	 • 05 	( 	) 
OTHER SPECIFIC GRAINS 	 •D6 	( 	) 
WOOD/LUMBER/FORESTRY/TIMBER 	 . 	07 	(18%) 
PULP AND PAPER 	 OB 	4%) 

OIL AND GAS 	 09 	( 6%) , 	 #1.4#4# 

AUTOMOBILE/CARS/TRUCKS 	 10 	( 4Z) 
LRON 	• 	 11 	( * ) 
STEEL 	 (  2)  
MINERALS/M1NING - GENERAL.-- .......... 	............ .....13 	( 22) 
OTHER SPECIFIC MINERAL5• 14 	( 1%) 
RESOURCE/NATURAL RESOURCES. 	 15 	( 3%) 
RAW MINERALS 	 . 	 . 	 16 	( 11) 
CLOTHING    • 17 	( 22) 
TEXTILES -  	 1B 	( 12) 
MANUFACTURING - GENERAL 	 19. 	( 1%/ 
MANUFACTURING - SPECIFIC- 	 20 	( 4%) 
SIGH TECHNOLOGY 	 ' 	21 	( 4%) 

COMPUTERS  . 	. 	 /2 	( 1%) 
FISHING 	 .23 	( 2%) 
POTATOES 	 ›,2 4 	( 	) 
LIVESTOCK 	 25 	( * ) 
MEAT 	 .... 	. 	.2h 	( 	)• 

PRODUCE— FRUITS - VEGETABLES  • 	 .27 	( 12) 
FOOD - GENERAL 	 • 	 , • 	 ' • -  2 8 	( I%) 
OTHER SPECIFIC FOOD  	29 	( I%) 
ENERGY  	 30 	( 4%) 

TOURISM 3.1 	( * ) , 	. 	. 	, . 	, 
ELECTRONICS 	 '32 	( 1%) 
SHOES 	• - 	 . 	 - 	33 	( * ) 
ARTS/CULTURAL/MEDIA 	 - • 	0   34 	( 	) 

... ï ........... 	......... 	............ ..- 	35 	( 	) 
Hu•pe RESOURCES 	 36 	( * ) 
COMMUNICATIONS 	 37 	( 12) 
ENGINEERING   	 18 	) 

NONE 	 39 	) 
EVERYTH/NG... ......... , ....... 	. ............... ... , .. 	. 	.40 	( * ) 
OTHER 	 . 41 	( 	) 

DON'T KNOW 	 • 	42 	( 62) 
NO RESPONSE  . _ 	 43 	( 12) 

r 	6. 

re  

REFER TO APfENDIX•C FOR COMPLETE VERBATIM RESPONSES 

t 
i 
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7. 	To the best  of  your know- 
ledge, which coUntry or 
area of the world would 
you sey Canada sells the 
moÉt goods and services to? 
(ACCEPT ONLY ONE REspoNsE... 
DO NOT READ LIST). 

. 	From which country or area 
of the world would you say 
Canada ,buys  the most goods 
and services? (ACCEPT ONLY ONE 
RESPONSE...DO NOT READ LISTi--  

F.  One issue whic.h ha s been talked about lately i$ inte-rnational trade. 
As you knoW, Canada buys goodS and services from different counuries, 
and sells to different cOuntries as 

UNITED STATES 	• 	 (78%) 
JAPAN 	n 	 02 	(.61) 
ENGLAND/UNITED 	 ( 2/) 
EUROPE 	 -  0 4 	( 5t) 
CHINA  , 	 05 	( 2) 
RUSSIA 	 06 	( 
THIRD WORLD 	• 	• 	 07 	( 	) 
FRANCE 	 08 	( 	) 
OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) 	O. 	( 1%) 

NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)  — 	10 	( 3%) 

UNITED STATES 	. 	. 	01 	(69Z) 
JAPAN 	 o . 	(21•) 
ENGLAND/UNITED K/NODOM 	( 11) 
EUROPE 	 - 	C4 	( 270 
CHINA  • 	• 	 05. 	( 3Z) 
TAIWAN 	 06 	( 1Z) 
BONC KONG 	 . 07 	( * ) 
KOREA 	 OB 	( * ) 
OTHER (.1.)LEASE spEcTry),..„ 	09 	( In 

NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	10 	( 

[ 

• 

n  L_,ECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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9. Thinking about the future and`
where Canada should try to

ge11 more of the godds and

services we.prad.uce, what

country or area, of the world

do you think our efforts should

be focused? (ACCEPT ONLY 'O3JE

RESPOWSE..00 NOT READ LIST)

FRANCE (CQ TO Q^U^..«...:..,...ü1 { 12}
ENCLAND/UNITED KINCDOM

(Co TiD.Q1Q) .. . .............02 ( 3%)
PACIFIC RIM (JAPAN, KQREA

CHINA, AEJSTRALIA)
(CO TO Q10} ................03 (27%)

EUROPE {CO T0 Q10}........:...44 (19X)
UNITED STATES (SKIP-TO Q11)...05* -- (33%)
RUSSIA.............. ....... ...Ob C 2%)
CANADA4 *s.sf.r+.+saPa4•0t0 ..o-0.7 1/.)

THIRD kT^RLD... . . . . ._. a . . . . ... OS, C 3t}
oTkiER (SPECiFY) (GO TO Q10),.09 < 9X)

NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED).. . , ...10

---------------------------------------------------------------
IV U.S. NOT MENTIOUED IN Q9, ASK::

_____R_------------------ -- --_ _--____----_--_ - ------..---

1Q. Compared to other court[ries A LOT ^4QRE ...................1
that we trade with,.how A LITTLE MORE ...............2
much emphasis should we ABOUT.AS MUqtI AS ON OTHER
p.l.ar_e on our future' trading COUNTRIES .............. ...3
opportunities with the A I.iTTLE LESS.............:....4
U1^ITED STATES....should we A LOT LESS...................5
place a lot more emphasis NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)....b

on the United Sr_ates chan

ori other countrïes., a little

more, as mudr as on ather

cauntries,. a little le,ss,

or a Lot lesa than other

nountries7

11. SJhic!i of Che £ollowxnE hest

deSCrZbeS hOw you p2r9Qri811y
would Î.:F.ke Canada's reLanion-
shxP with the U.S. to be...
(READ AND ROSATE)...the
warmesc and clo5est of frï'ends,
close f..riends and trading
partr,ers, business-2ike bu;
nezghbour.ly, rzool and
inde.gendent?

WAMEST AND CLOSES.T 01F
FRIENDS .. .. ...... .....1 (131)

CLOSE FRIENDS AND TRADING
PARTNERS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

BUSINESSLI.KE BUT
R E I G H B O U R L Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

COOL AND INDEPENbENT,.........4
NO Q P1 N? 0P1 ( VOLUh'TEERED ) . . .. . . . 5

l

^.

DEClMA RESEARcH ^IMITED.

(36%)
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1.2. And uhiCh of thase.. four do

you thïnk the Cana.dian

gover.Tment sees as the ideal-

relationship with the United

States....(READ AND ROTATE)?

13. And which do you think best

de.scribes the way the

reizat.ionshig i s at the presentesent

time hetween our two

rouritries. .. {ftEAI} AND
Et0 TATF) ?

1:%. Thinking about the ampunt of

trade canada does with the

United States, I'd like you

to tell me, to the best of your

knowledge, how important a

trading partner we -are to them,.

VJoul-d you say we are their most

important Crading, pzrtfler,.a

faXr.ly important trading

partner, about as impor tant

as other trading partners,

'not too important, or not at

all important to the Americans

as a trading partner?

83

WARMEST AND CLOSEST.OF
FRIENDS ..................... (21%)

CLOSE FRI ENDS AND TRADING
PARTpdE}1S.._.................. 2 (402)

BUSINESSLIKE BL1T
NEIGHa^^RL^r f t r* r f r..r i*.... *.5^ 04+G)

COOL AND INDEPEZENT.......... 4 ( 5%}
NO OPINION (VOLETN3'EERED)...... 5 { 1.2}

WARMEST AND CLOSEST OF
E`RIEIdDS ...........4...... ...! (I1%)

CLOSE FRIENDS AND TRADING
PAïTNERS..............:.....2 (312)

BUSINESSLIKE BUT
irEIGHBoURLr:.a...............3 (44x)

COOL AND IhiDEPENDEtdT.......4..4 (13%)
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEEREF) ...... 5 ( 1%)

MOST IMPORTANT...... ....a...1 (172)
FAIRLY IMPORTANT . . . . . . a . . : a . •. . 2 (40%)
ABOUT AS 1MPOftTANT AS ^THER

TRADING PARTN ERS . . . . . . . . 8 . . : 3 (30%)
NOT TOO I T ( 121)
NOT ,AT ALL IMpOFET.ANT...., . ,.. . ...5 ( 1^)

As you may know, trade in goods and services betweeii countries is not
always complet-ely free and open. Many countries place imporr taxes
caLled tariffs or duties on certain goods and services coming into
their country. There are Also non-tariff ba.rrïers such as government
repLations. These zariffs- 'arid other non.tariff bareiers make the
imported goods and services mor:e costly to r_pn5umers# and 'there.by
encourage them to buy goods and services prôdiwced in trreïr on
country.

15. Compared to most ather people VERY GOQp....: ................1 (1.2%)
you know, would you say your C000... . ........ .... ....... ...2 (4$%)
un¢erstanding of how the'se tr,^de NOT 5O GO^E). ... ... . . ...... ...3 (33;:)
barriers work i5 very goud,. goq, d,, NOT GOOD AT ALL ...............4 (` 71)
not .so good, or not good at all? NO OPINION (VOLUNTTEERED).:,**.5

DECI1vlA RESEARCH L1mIrED
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16. Some people say that free or 
freer 'trade would be good for 
Canada because the removal of 
tariff and non-tariff barriers 
would increese  Our  export 
opportunitieg and ult .imately 
create  job e and stimulate 
the  Canadian ectoomy. 

FREE TRADE  COUD. . .. 	 1 	(55%) 
NO FREE TRADE  SETTER 	 2 	(417.) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	3 	( 3%) 

Other people say that not 
having free or freer trade 

better-for Canada's economy 
and job situation because 
by keeping trade barriers in 
place more people buy Canadian 
prcducts and serviees. 

Which one of these two points of 
view best represents your own? 

THERE ARE A LARGE NUMBER 
OF TARIFFS  AND  BARRZERS 	1 

SOME TARIFFS AND BARRIERS 	2 
ONLY A FEW 	 3 
NO TARIFFS Al...1D BARRIERS 

AT 	 ....... 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	5 

1 7. Which of the folUwine do 
you think- hest describes the 
duties or tariffs and other 
barriers governing trade 
between Canada and the United 
States...there are a large 
number of tariffa and barrierS, 
Some tariffs and barriers, 
only à few, or no tariffs ,  
and barriers at all governing 
trade between Canada and the 
Unid -States? 

113 	To the best of your know- 
ledge, which country, Canada  
or the United States, places 
the most restrictions on goods 
coming from the otherl 

(46%) 
(42%) 
(10%) 

( 2%) 
'( 1%) 

CANADA  . 	. 	 1 (15) 
UNITED STATES 	 2 	(55Z) 
SAMEiBOTË (VOLUNTEERED) 	1 	( 9%) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	4 	( I%) 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
1=1.Zà. 
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BENEFIT A GREAT DEAL. 	 1 	(171) 
BENEFIT SOMEWHAT 	• 	2 	(MI) 
NEITHER BENEFIT NOR LOSE 	3 	( 9Z) 
LOSE SOMEWHAT 	 '4 	(23/) 
LOSE A GREAT DEAL 	 5 	(14%) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	5 	( 11) 

19. Actually, there are a fair 
number of barriers put in 
place by each country. If 
these barriers were all removed, 
and goods and services were 
able to flow more freely across 
the Canada-U.S. border, do you 
think Canada would benefit a 
great deal, somewhat, neither 
benefit nor lose, lose somewhat, 
or lose a great deal? 

20. And  ho  w about your family and 
the -wage earners in your 
family,.do you think they 
would benefit a great deal, 
somewhat, neither benefit nor 
lose, lose SOmeWhat, Or lose 
à great deal? 

BENEFIT A GREAT DEAL. .... 	 (12%) 
BENEFIT SOMEWHAT.. .... ... 	(34Z) 
VEITHER BENEFIT NOR LOSE 	3 	(34%) 
IOSE SOMEWHAT 	- 	• 	 4 	(12%) 
LOSE A GREAT DEAL- 	 5 	( 6%) 
NO OPLNION (VOLUNTEERED) 	6 	( 1%) 

21.. Compared to other provinces, 
do you think your :province 
would benent a /otmore a 
little more, about the same, 
a little less, or à lot lees 
if al/ trade barriers were 
removed? 

A LOT MORE 	 1 	(24%) 
A LITTLE MORE 	 2 	(33%) 
ABOUT THE SAME 	 3 	(18%) 
A LITTLE LESS 	 4 	(let) 
A LOT LESS 	 5 	(  9)  
ticé OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	_6 	( I;) 

r. 
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22. Thinking about what would change if Canada ha d free trade with 
the United States, whith type of industry or worker would be 
most _helped  by free trade with the United States? (PROBE... 
ACCEPT ONLY ONE RESPONSE...aRY FOR A VERY SPECIFIC RESPONSE... 
ANSWER CAN HE FIVE WORDS OR LESS) 

. 	 . 01 	( I%) 
GRAIN - GENERAL 	 02 	( 	) 
AGRICULTURE..  	 ..... 03 	( 31 ) 
FARMING 	 ..04 	( 31) 
TOBACCO 	 .. 	Os 	( * 1 
OTHER SPECIFIC GRAINS 	 06 	( * ) 
WOOD/LUMBER/FORESTRY/TIMBER ........ ....-.,..... 	 07 	(15%) 
PU.LP AND PAPER 	 DS 	( 2%)•
OLL  AND -CAS  	09'  
AUTOMOEILE•CARS/TRUCKS 	 . 	10 	(12%) 
IRON 	• 	 11 	( ça) 
STEEL 	 12 	• 21) 
MINERALS/MINING - GENERAL  . 	 13 	( 21) 
OTHER SPECIFIC MINERALS 	 14 	* ) 
RESOURCE/NATURAL RESOURÇES 	 15 	( IZ) 
RAW MINERALS 	 16 	( 11) 
CLOTHING 	. • 	 17 	( 3%) 
TEXTILES 	• 	 • 	18. 	( 2%) 
MANUFACTUR/NG - GENERAL 	• 	 • 	 . 	19 	(. 4 1) 
MANNfAOT•RING - SPECIFIC 	 . 	20 	( 21) 
HIGII TECHNOLOGY.  • 	 21 	( 4%) 
COMPUTERS 	 22 	(  1%) 
FISHING 	 • 3 	( 3%) 
POTATOES 	 24 	( 0%) 
LIVESTOCK  	 25 	( 	) 
MEAT 	  

	

26 	( * ) 
PRODUCE - FRUITS - VEGETABLES 	 27 	(. 	) 
FOOD - GENERAL 	 . 	 .2B 	C I%) 
OTH • R SPECIFIC FOOD 	• 	 2.9 	( * ) 
ENERGY 	 • 	 , 	 • 	30 	( 3%) 
TOURISm 	• 	.   31 	( 1%) 
ELECTRONICS 	 32 	( 11) 
SHOES 	• 	- 	 33 	( * ) 
NONE  	 34 	( 31) 
EVERYTHING 	 . 	35 	( 1 1' ) 
BLUE COLLAR/LABOURERS/INDUSTRIAL/FACTORY 	 36 	( 3%) 
CONSTRUCT/ON/TRADE 	 37 	( 2%) 
BUSINESSMAN/WH/TE COLLAR 	 38 	( 1%) 
SMALL BUSINESS  	 39 	( I%) 
LARGE CORPORATIONS 	 • 	 40 	( 1%) 
GOVERNMENT/CIVIC 	 . 41 • ( 1%) 
1,1ORKER - UNSPECIFIED 	 . 	42 	( 	) 

L 

DEOMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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22. Continued

RETi%IIt. . . 4. i+ 1 i+ i i+ 1f . i f.• • a i.. i i i•. a. i• o s o ab •.•,•. o• i a•4^

BANKINGfF1N.diNClAL ... .. . ts+....i+l++.....^.l......+..+.....t-.ri lsi47
.ARTS/CULTURAL/MEDIA . :... a, t i+!. •.• •+*is i!+.+.....l.# sr i s a s,4 4

SHIPPINC1TRLICKING :.••.••.•.s•..•...•.+.+.rtr.s+.t+'s n .it+lsaas.t.o-^^

EXPORTELtS.............................. ......,•aa.l,+ar•s.........^^
TRANSPORTATION ................... ..rt..4.... .+................51.
SERVICE ...............+.............................................5.2
MEüICAi.,.+.,+........•.+l.:..,.....,......r.•r... . ...53

................
11 * i7E F ! i i s + s + . r i.+.i :• ! + + s i + s i ! s + # i n + . : . . . . o . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . a . • n f s . 55

DONT 00.w:...+.s+....+.l..s+.s•,:............,........++,.s.ls.56
NO RE :'. . . . . o- . . . .rt . . . e ... . i r! s + + i t a + i rt i + a i J f

MIDDLE CI.ASS.................................................... 43
UPPER CI.ASS...,..,.,.+#,..a•.o+a.•.-.,,•..,.•.••• .•. •.•a• •ta•444
PRIVATE SECTOR, rt++r+ts..r. . ...s+s..... o-...+.ii.i....•.r,..+4J

REFER TO APPENF?IX C FOR COMPi.ETE VERBATIM RESPONSES

.23. And which. type of industry or worker wou1d be most hurt by

free trade with the United States? (PROBE .,+ACCEPT ORLY ONE

ftESPONSE TRY FOR A VERY SPECIFiC RESPOUSE .rt.AA1SWER CAN BE FIVE

WORDS OR LRSS)

^dHEAT.......++.+»+l..++..,.+......+.,.....,... . .... ....,..^1
GRAIN ^ ^ENERA^,+•+.,.+....+«+.+•............ . ... ....#•..!!02
AGRIC.LILTURE.....•..,r.+...•.,+...,.,.,•........... . ........,Q,++l03
FA..^l N{ â......... .... •.e.+.,...,...+......o-..........s+..sis++, 6.04

TVRALt.rO .i • t • i • • . •i • •+ • • • • . i . + • + • i • i • . 4 • • • a a • }P-+ #^t ! i + , y rt , f • t o f • • .05

OT?i'^'R SPECIFYC GRAINS ...........+....,,rt......... .............+..ü6

WQOD/ LT_iM$ER 1 FORESTRY! TIMB ER. . * + s , r + . . i + - , r . . . +. , .. i + , ._• . . . • . . . F 0/

PULP AND •... ......•+•.•.•..0$
OIL AND GAS,+,...+....±.s.,...-+.s+.,s. .. ..........,•.•.•.•.... .Q9
AUTOP7O 8ILEICAR SITRlJC.k S.l,+l.+.+.•............,......rt............ ,.1Q
IRON...•.....•...,•.,,.,..,•,.,•rt•,............. ..............,+..11
STEEL.= ............... „ .,,---- „ •....•......,........... ._.12
MI ^^^^LS/MININC - ^ENERAL .. . .•+ + . . + . . . . . q . . . . + . a . rt . . . . . . . . . . . . i.i 13

OTH£R SPECIFIC MINERAL5............................... ...........14
RESOURCEÏNATU'RAL RESOUR.GEâ. + rt . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . + .,.15
RAW KlNEft.ALS .., .. ....................... ....... ..+..• •...16
CLQTHING................................. ............l+..,,.....17
TZXTILLS:.........•...._...•..... ........................+...18
MANiJFACTJRINC - GENERAL.... . • . • • . ...... . + . . . ... . . .,. . . . . + . + , . . . . . . . . 19
MANUFACTURING ° SPECifiÏC.,... .+,,.•,...,•,•,rt+•,+•...:,...,.^0
HIGH 7ECHNOLOGY ............................• .. . ,.•.......^i
COMPUTERS .++.+.•..,, ... ......, ....+....+..........+.+.........22

FIS##ING....................................... . ..+. ....+«++..2 3
POTATOES ..•. .,.,... ....................... .,.•+,,..,.,.,.,..,.2^+
LIVESTOC9 ,....,...,s++.•.... •.•+.++,., ....•++.•..+,•,•,•.•...2'5
MEAT.,+. .•,•,+....,.+.++.......... ....... .......................26



as

r 23: cnnr-itlued

PRODUCE - FRUITS -- VEGETASLE5....,i....,.i ..............+...s,.+27
FOOD - GC. lY E RriI..+ . . . . • i . .. + a . . . . . . . + * + . . i . s a * i . . . . . . . + . . . . . . i . a'28

OTHER SFECIFIC FOOD+.,...... ._.......«.i..a. ..........+_.....29
^'}7^^ikY l'. ^. a.+• a^ t a.r J s. ^ i i i a.+ .,. i_a ^ i i.-. .^ i. 1 s 4 i.^ .. i t ^+. o . r^^ k/

â V ŸR1SH., boom P4 r s a s s 4+* 1... i...... i s s3 1

LiL4`{,i+.iVNl,k+S a . i . i . s . ar i s . s i s i s. s i f... o- F F r i r r s i.^..i .. o-. t.. ; .+ f'. . s 41l:

SHQ ErJ .. . rt . . . . i . . . . . . ..e o- . . i . i s . . . : . . i s . r . i . + i i i s t r is i . t a a rt i t . r *33

NONE .......++.........s...+.....',.i .............rt.....i+.+.....34
EVERYTHZt^G. .*i.i+. +.sas.siaa.irr.s.+..o-ai+a..a......+.....i++*:35

BLIJE COULARI^r.AHQLERERIINDLTSTRIALIFACTORY. a .. a . . . . , . . . . . a . . . . i .. i 36
1 a a T.fa a. oa 4#. #. n i^^ ^

BUI'^ES SMULN lWH ITE ^OLFLAR ti.a{i ii..o......s.. n s+a.fi.a.a.a.a asai a .. +i r34

SHALL EUSINESS..i+.+......................aai.......s+:..:i.i..i-39
LARGE ^ O R P G f ^ 1 TION^J. . + . .I O N S . . . . . . . . . . . . . i s i s s i i s + . r + .4 + . a r s + t t s 4.41)

U4fY ELi'ly L-L4ly1 fCI Y 1 yr . ... 1. .... i a . o- i.. o-.o- .r. i* a i i s i. r. i i i. r+ a rt i .1 r • t+F ^

WbRKER - INSPECIE'IED.-.... ................,... ....:*....,..s..... .................. . . .. ...i.42
.^ IDDL ^ CUSS . . . . o- . . . + . . . . . a . . . . . . . . a + . i r s + i si . i t i.. + . rt t i i . . . rt . . .5+ ^

^^^^R CL.4ss i . a t . . . . . a i a . . . a * r f r rt s . rt s . s i e , . . . . o- . o- . + . . . . . . ... 44

PRIVATE SEGTOEk..... .ia.. ............. . ........+....+... ....45
C44.L iâl L. f...... t+ s f Y i 06.6 ....i. a •... t.... t. i. i s.:+

BANKING/E'IN,4i51CIAL.....a....a...........+......+...a....,......i.^+7
AFtTSÏCULTURAI./KEDiA.+.:..+...... ............. .,..,. a.. i i rt...48

[.AF{)LL iER S a++. . t a+. i. n . .•. a a a. • t.+ . .. . s. . t. .5SI

i Li.iill r% iOL 4TiiTIŸN f 4 a i i• a a F . a i. a• a O a i i a 0a i i i. i 1 i, i. i f rt. t.-.^ • o••+. t.'+ i 1

SERVrCEa.s i t s i i + a s. a i. i r r a r.+.+ a r i s i a s. a a. t s rt i rt i. ia o-. o-.+...... +52

X'EDIC1aiL+ o- . . . ► . . . . . . e + i e a a y .. rt .. .. s i . .. .. ... -------------a----- . 5 3

METALLLIEiGICAL...................................... .+.......... i.^,..54
OTHER. . . . a a . . . + . . . . . . o- . . . . . . . o- . a . . . . . a a i-..

DONTT P. ^4^.+..,....a ................ia..ii.aa.,i... .....,.... .56
NO RE SPONS-E r .i i i +.i . . a a . a , . . i a . i + i i i i rt i . . i_+ . . . . . . . .. . 57

-REFE?L TO APPENbIX C F0lR. COMK^TE VERBATIH RESPONSES

I'd Like to read you a list of industries and ask'}►ou to telL me for
each one, how you thïuk that a freer trade agr.eement *aouLd affect.
thnse industries in Canada.: For each one, pLease tell me-whether you
think that industry vould be he'lped a great' deal,, -helped $ bit,
neitlier helped nor harmed,. Eiarmed a bit, or harmed ^ grear deaL. Haw
aboute.-. (REAb AND ROTATE Q24 TO Q31).

24.. farming az)d.,agricuiture HELPED A GREAT
HEI:PED A BIT ............ +.2 (31%)
NEITHER HELPED NOR

HARMED. +_. ... , + . . . . . . . . . . . . i:3 06%)
HARMED A. BIT... . i...+ ..+..4 (12%)
HARMED A GE(EAT D.ruA L+ . + . ..+ . . . . 45 (157-1. )
NO OPINION (V OLUNTEERED) --------6 { I%)

^EoMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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I 25, the fores[ry industry HELPED A GREAT DEAL........... 1 (28%)
HELPED A BIT................... 2 04%)
NEITHER HELPED NOR

HA.RMED..... . ... . .. . . .......... 3 (13S)
HARMED A.BIT. .,.....+..... ..4 (14%)
HARMED A GREAT ^CAl. ....., , . . . 5. 5 (10%)
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEER IED)........6

26. the fishing industr} ► HELPE1? A GREAT DEAL:. . . . . .... . . + 1 (17%)
HELPED A BIT ............. ,......^ (30%)
NEITHER HELM NOR

HARMEI}.+.............. . ....3 {171}
HARMED A BIT ..... ...........4. (22Z)
HARMED A GREAT DEAL............5
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) ...... 6

27, high technalogy industries IiELPED A GREAT DEAL........... 1 (29%)
HELPED ABIT..»......... .. . ..... 2 (.341)

' NEITHER HELPED NOR
.Î^^^^^^.+ r t s t-.... . .. . . . . . ^ s * n s s i t ^ (13Z)

HARMED A ^I^`... .«..+..,+...:^+ {I3%}
liAftMtD A GREAT f.}EAL........... 5 (.91)
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) ......6 ( 12)

2$. the manufacturing sectbr' HELPED A GREAT DEAL........... 1 06z)
HELPED A Hz.T..+.+.,,...........+2 ^30^)
NEITHER HELPtD NOR

HARMED. y i s + + e . .. . . . . + + + + t + t J (10%)

HAMED A $IT....... ... . ....... 4 (28%)
HARMED A GREAT DEAL............ 5 {1b1}
NO OPINION {VOLUNTEfi4ED) . + . . , .fi { 1z}

29. cultural industries, such as

book. publishin.P, television,
and the performingarzs

HELPED A GREAT DEAI.............. 1 (161)
1?EUPED A BIT......+,,,........2 (232)
NEIT'H"cR HELPED NOR

HARMED .:.:+.. ... .. ..+......3 (19%)
HA.4AED A BIT +++......,+.+,.....4 {20%}
HARMED A GREAT {,222}
NO OPINION {VOLLTNTEEREW , . . . . .6 { 1t)

I^ioMAREsE,aKCH LNiTE,D
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30. the textile and clothing 	 HELPED A GREAT DEAL 	 I 	(In) 
industry 	 HELPED A BIT 	2 	(232) 

NEITHER HELPED NOR 
HARMED 	 3 	(14%) 

HARMED A BIT...... ..... 	4 	(25%) 
HARMED A GREAT DEAL 	 5 	(252) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	6 	( IX) 

31. the  Canadian automobile industry HELPED A GREAT DEAL 	 1 	(162) 
HELPED A BIT 	  .,...2 	(242) 
NE/TUER HELPED NOR 

HARMED 	- 	 3 	(202) 
HARMED A.BIT 	 4 	(202) 
HARMED A GREAT pga 	5 	Ogn 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED). 	6 	( 11) 

END OF ROTATION 

• • W, I'm going to read yoU a list of statements different people have 
made recently about Canada-U.S. relations and ask yeu to tell me, for 
each of them, whether you agree Or disagree. Yeu can do this by 
,giving me. a number between -5 and +5, where -5 means  yu   
diaauee  with the statement, and +5 means you U?le1Ly_AzI2f  with the 
steteiént. Many people's Opinions fall somewhere,  in belween these 
twq points depending on how they'feel about the statement. The first 
statement is.,.(ROTATE STATEMENTS 32 MUCH 49...READ FIRST 
STATEMENT—REPEAT SCALE INSTRUCTIONS IP REQUESTED) Where would you 
place yourself on this scale? 

TOTALLY DISAGREE - DEPENDS 	 TOTALLY AGREE 

-4 	-3 	 -1 	0 	+1 	+2 	+3 	+4 	+5 

RAT I 
- 5 TO +5 

32. Americans, while they may 'like us, don't do us any 
special favours when it comes to trade and economics. 	1.99 

33. Canadian trade with the U.S. essentially means that 
sell th .em raw nàtural resou'rees and . that they sell 
us finiShed prOducts. 

34, In the years ahead our exports,wiLl probably be more 
in the areas of informatien services, and reseach 
rather than in natural resources or menufanured g • ods. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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RATING 
-5 TO +5 

35. American workers are generally more productive than 
Canadian workers•  

R- 	36. We shou/dn't be worried if the Canadian dollar 
F' 	 continues to lose ground against the American dollar; 

it's better for our economy because we  cari  sell more 

7 	 Canadian goods and services to Americans. 	 -0.67 

37. Because Canada is small compared to the United States, 
Canadian companies wou/d never survive if there were no 
trade barriers between the two countries.  

38. If Canada appears to be too friendly with the United 
[mr e 	 States, the Americans will take advantage of us. 	 0.54 

39. Today, very. few Canadian companies develop and 
manufacture world class products which c an  compete 

, 	internationally.  

40. There maY be economic dislocations and short-term 
problems if Canada enters into free trade arrangements, 
but we will have to have free trade in nrder to ensure 
that there will be more jobs in the future. 1.10 

41. Free tirade with the U.S. wouLd he/p Ontario industry 
more than industry in tither provinces. 	 0.79' 

42. Canada should limit the amount of fcreign goods 
which can be sold in Canada. 	 0.76 

43. All the discussions about free trade may matter to 
businesses, but free trade won't make any difference 
to the average Canadian worker. 	 -1.26 

44. If our economy becomes any more closely tied to the 
American economy we will lose our political independence. -0.13 

45. People who oppose a free trade agreement with the 
United States  jus:  don't have enough confidence in 
Canada. 

46. A lolt of  people  talk about, high technology and 
new types of industry, but we must recognize that 
Canada's future lies in the things we have always 
done well, l_ke mining and forestry. 

1 •  
DECIMA RESEARCH L MUD 
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31eULD INCLUDE, CULTURAL 
INDUSTRIES (sup TO Q52) 	1* 

SHOULD NOT INCLUDE CULTURAL 
INDUSTRIES IN NEGOTIATIONS 
(GO TO Q51) 	  

NO OPINION (VOLU(TEERZO).,14113 

(54%) 

(46%) 
( 1 ) 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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RATING. 
-5 TO +5 

47. Free trade with the 	wo9.41 help 'Quebeo industry 
more than industry in .other prOvi.nces. 	 4.88 

48. Canada must maintain entirely independent social., 
cultural, and foreign policies even if they leed to 
problems in our economic and trade relations with 
the United States. 

49. I'm really concerned that the free trade issue is only 
going to create tensions and frustrations in Canada, 
just as things were getting better. 

END OF ROTATION 

O.  There has been some talk about 
whether or not Canada's cultural 
industries such as television, 
book publishing, and the 
performing arts should be 
included in our trade negotia-
tions with the United States. 
Some people say that Canada's 
cultural identity has been 
growing stronger  and  that we 
should include cultural 
industries in the negotiations 
because it would provide them 
with new markets and 
opportunities. 

Other people say that cultural 
industries should nor be included 
in the negotiations because if we 
do fl ot protect these industries 
f•om American competition, sooner 
or later our cultural identity 

•will be seriouslY threatened. 

Thinking of these two points 
of view, which one best reflects 
your own? 	--- 



r

^ 5 J

^

, Which one of tttese twp points
of view best represents your n+an?

^ DECIMA RESEA RCH LIMI TED
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---------------------------------------------------------------

IF "SHQULD NOT INCLUDE CULTURÀI. INDUSTRIES M NEGO3'IAî'IONS"
TO Q5 * 0t. }1SK:

51. What if nat Lncludzng E^iuOIFR..+.. . ..s., n .r......al (372)
Cultural industries in (61t)
our trade negot*a.tians NO OPINION (V4LUNT.EEEtED)....3 (2t)
with the UniCed StAtes
meant that we would have
to make concessions in

other t.reas which could
cause the loss of jobs?
Would you then favour or

oppOse inc ïud ing. c,u1 tural,
industries in our trade
riego.ti.ations with the
Uriited States?

52. Some people say thst. a good FkELATIONSti^P.HTWEEN PM AND
persOnal r2latianship betw2én PRE5YDENT-MQST IMFORTANT....1 (27%)
Prime Minister -Niàf,rcney and POWERFUL ÎNAUSTRIAi. AND
President Reagan is the most CONCRESSIONAL LEADERS..-..,..2 (72%)
important ingradient in ensuring WO OPINION (VOLUNTFERED).. . ....3
good economic relations with the
Unitéd. States as a whole.

lip

Others say that even though
the Pres.iaett and Prime 8inister
might like each other, there are
powerful ifldustrial and
cobgressional leaders who can
force the President to, take
certain steps -tn improve the

American economy even if this
hurts Canada.
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53. Some people sey that they arte
nervpus about Canada eritefïng
into freer trade ne.got^atians
because they feel that the
Americans are better bargainers

than Canadïan's and therefore
we will end up with a poor deal.

Others sap that they are

canfident that wewill bargain

firmly and effeetively with the

Americans and will get the best

deai,possibLe.

NERVOlI5 ABOUT FNTERItdG FREER
TRADE NEGOTIATIQNS
(co to Q54)................,.1 (3.9%)

CONFIDERT IN SARCAINFNG
FIRMLY AND EFFECTIVELY
(SKIP T0,Q55) ...............2* (61%)

NO OPINION (VOLl,i'NTEERED) ...... 3 ( 1%)

Thfnking of thes6 two p.oi:z-its of

view, which one best reflects
Your pwXi?

IF "NERVIDUf ABOUT ENTERING FREER TRADE NEGOTIATIONS" TO
Q53, ASK.

----------------- ----------------- ..----------------^__ tt .

544 id1hy do you think the Americafls are better bargainers?
(PROBE.... ACCEPT ONLY' ONE RESP4NSE...ANSWER MUST BE AT
LEAST TEN WORDS)

I

MORE £XPEfiIENCE ............... . .... ......+.,.+....U1 (17%)
MOR E POW ER FULrt .. i.. . . . . . . . . . * r . . . UL (16%)

MORE MONEY.......... + ........ , ....03 (10%)
L1^RGER . . . . . . . a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. * . i * a s a + t + i r . ... . . . 04 ^ 9%)

MORE INDLTS+iRY( gU 'SINESS . . . . . . . . . . . . s r+ * s + s i s + r i. r . i r .. . . ^^ ^ 5%)

MORE TO BARGAIN WITH . . . . . . . . . . .. ... .. ....+ .... . . . , . . . . . . Qfr ( 32)
WORLD REPLfTATION ....................+..+....+,.,......,U7 { 2:)
MORE ACCRESSIVE ...........................+......... .a$ { 5%)
:OUT FOR THEMSELVFS... . ... .. .......... ...+....+...,........()9 { 22)
PAST PERFORMANC E:.S ..............+...++..,+...s,,.........14 ^ 2-%)
5NEAKIEEt....... . .......+..+.++ss+..s..+....,....I1 { ^S)
AFiEAD OF US ...............+..,+.+.++++...+,,...........1.2 { 1^}
WEED THEM ..........•+..•+s+••.iit+.i+is.rt+t...i.f+*..*+}'^ ^ 12!

BETTER BAROAIN£fi5 - CENERA1............ ..rt.+............,..Z4 { 4%)
s-MARTEfi{BETTER................... +....++ ...............15 { 4%)
TOUGHCR:... ............. , .,.. , .., .........+.1ô ( 1%)
-MULRONZWC4VER"ENT. Wé.Ax. , . , . . . .., . . . . . . . . . . . . . + + . . + .17 ( 41 7
REAcANlcOŸERrrMENT MoNc ..............+.rt+, . .._.+.+..ts ( ^^)
STRONGER. BARGAINING. POSiTIOH .-.+.,.,..+.,,........+,+..,..,19 ( 6%)
OTHER.. ... .......... .... . .. ++.+:.»..........a.+..........24 ( 2V
DON'T KI+1OW............................. ... ...... ...... +++2] { 1^}
,NO RESPQNEE .......................,..,.......,.........22 ( ^` }

REFER TO APPENDI}[ CFOR COMPLETE VERBATxM RESPONSES

^^^IMA RESEARCH LIMITED

^
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IF "CONFIDENT IN 8ARGAINING FIRMLy AND EFFEOTIVELY" TO Q53, 
ASK: 

55. Why do' you think we can 
tively? (PROBE ...ACCEPT ONLY ONE RESPONSE...ANSWER 
MUST BE AT LEAST TEV WORDS) 

NEGOTIATORS GOOD/SKILLED 	 01 . 	(15.X) 
GOOD .PARLIAMENT/POLITIC/ANS 	 . 	 02 	( 15, )  
BRIAN MULRONEY- • 	 03 • 	( 22) 
CANADA STRONG 	 04 	( 32) 
CANADIANS INTELLIGENT 	' . . 	05 	( 92). 
PRODUCTS WANTED BY  US 	 06 	( 8%). 
UNITED STATES NEEDS CANADA.. . 	 0 7 	(.2%) 
MUTUAL BENEFFTS 	: 	  08 	( 2%) 
GOOD CANADA/UNTIED STATES RELATIONS  . 	 09 	( 4%) 
WORLD REPUTATION 	 10 	( 31) 
KNOW/GET WHAT WE WANT  ' 	 11 	( 22) 
UNIOUS 	 12 	( * ) 
GOOD REACANiPRIME MINTSTEK RELATIONS 	 13 	( * ) 
STRONG/GOOD LEADERS - PEOPLE 	. 	 14 	( 52) 
CONFIDENCE IN CANADA . 	, 	. 	 15 	( '62) 
CANADA ABLE TO NEGOTIATE AS WELL 	 16 	( M 
STRONG CANAD/All ECONOMY' • 	 17 	( 1%) 
OUR TECHNOLOGY/PRODUCTS  	 18 	( 5%) 
CANADA WILL FIGHT 	 1 9 	( 32) 
EQUAL OPPORTUNIT/ES/FAT13. 	  20 	( 3%.) 
NEED T0/40 CHOICE.. ............. „...„...... .... 	21 	.( 32) 
OTHER 	  ' 	22 	( 12) 
DON'T KNOW 	 • 	• 	. . 23 	( 32) 
NO RESPONSE  • 	 24 	(  1%) 

REFER TO APPENDIX C FOR COMPLETE VERBATIM RESPONSES 

Many people have different views about the effeCts of enturing into 
some form of  free tradE agreeMént with tbe United States. I'd like 
to read yOu a list cf contrasting points of view and ask , you to tell 
Me for aach set, which point of view best reflects your own. Thè 
first two statements are...(READ QUESTIONS 56 - 59, ROTATING ORDER) 
Which view is closest to your own? 

bargain firmLy and effac- 

56. Canadian companieS would do 
véry 1,e11  in heae-on com- 
petition with Amezicans. 
Canadian companies would not 
be able to compete head-on 
with the Ame'ricans. 

	

WOULD -DO VERY WELL............1 	(512) 
WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO 

COMPETE 	 2 	(46%) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	3 	( 2%) 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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57. Canadian, companies would create 
more jobs and be more profit-

• ble because of  the • access to 
a rie,  larger market.  

woun CREATE MORE JOBS AND 
BE MORE PROFITABLE 	 1 	(55%) 

WOULD BE OVERWHEIMED  Bi THE 
STRENGTH 	• 	. 	 2 	(43%.) 

	

NO OPINION (V0LUNTEERED)...1..13 	t  2%) 

Canadian companies would be over-
whelmed by the strength of larger, 
richer American competitors. 

58. Canadian consupers would be able PRICES WOULD  SE  LOWER 	1 	(49%) 
to  buy American made goods and 	PRICES WOULD BE NO LOWER 	2 	( •0%) 
services at LoWer pricéa than 	NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)1...1 	3 	( 1%) 
th.ey now pay, 

Prices of American goods and 
services probably would not 
be any lower than prices for 
the same Canadian goodS and 
services. 

iT  

59. American companies would 
increase their sales of goods 
and services to Canada more 
than Canadian companies would 
increase their  sales  to the 
United States. 

AMERICAN COMPANIES WOULD 
INCREASE GOODS AND SERVICES 
TO CANADA-- ...... 4 . 	 (592) 

CANADIAN COMPANIES WOULD 
INCREASE GOODS AND SERVICES 
TO UNITED STATES ..... 	 (38%) 

NO OPINION. (VOLUNTEERED) 	3 	( 3%) 

Canadian companies woulid 
increase their sales  ro  the 
Unitgd States more  than 
American companies Wogld 
increase their sales to Canada. 

END OF ROTATION 

j 

L _ 

- 
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60. If Canada entered into some form FEWER JOBS 	 1 	(27%) 
of more open trade agreemenr. 	THE SAME NUMBER 	 2 	(33Z) 
with the United States,  •some 	MORE JOBS 	3 	(40%) 
people have suggested that 	NO OPINION (VOLHNTEERED) 	4 	( 1%) 
some of our industries would 
probably not be able ID 
survive the competition with 
similar American industries, 
and jobs would be lost. 

Others say that even if some 
jobs  were loat.in certain 
industries, about as many  new 
jobs would he created in other 
industries where we c an  out-
compete  th  s Americans. 

Still others say that such an 
agreement would cost some jobs 
but even more new ones would 
be created .  

Thinking about these three 
points of View, do you think 
there would be feWer jobs, the 
same number, or more jobs as, 

 result of this type of agreement? 

61. Recently, there has been same 	VERY LIKELY 	 1 	(21Z) 
talk among American congressional SOMEWHAT LIKELY 	 2 	(45Z) 
and business leaders about 	NOT TOO LIKELY.... ..... 	 (2n) 
increasing  the tariffs and, 	NOT AT ALL LIKELY . .... 	4 	( 6%) 
barriers  place d on Canadian 	NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERE0) 	5 	( 1%) 
goods and services coming into 
the United States, to protect 
American industry and lobs. 

How likely, do yoU feel it is 
that the American goverPmenE.  
might take this type of action 
....very likely, somewhat likely, 
not too likely, or not at all 
“Içély? 

lib 	 
[ LACIMA RESEARCH LMITED 
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62. Now, if the .Amsrican g.overtnmk2nt V£RY SERIOU5................... 1 (20%)
did take. this kind of as^tian SOME4JHAT SERIQUS............... 2 (64t)
uvuld you say the effer-t on the NOT TOO SERIOUS ............... 3 {17%)
Canadian ecanomy would be very NOT AT ALL SEEtIOi15............. 4 ( 2%)
serious, somewhat serious, not NO OP.I9ION (VOi.LFNTEERED)...... 5 C1V
too serïous,, or not at all
serious?

63. Do you think that in its P1WE5' ITS OWN POINT OF VTEW
dealings with the United Statesk TOO STRPNGI,Y ................ 1 ( 9^}
the Canadian goverflmeflt pushes HAS THE RICIiT 8i4LAKE.........2 (33%)
its or point of view too DOES NOT PUSH ITS OWN POINT OF
strongly, does not pz^sh i'ts VIEW STRONGLY ENOUCH........3 (58z)
own point of view sLrongl}i No OPINxQN N4LLNTEEREB)..+...4 ( 1^}

enough, or has the right
balance?

64. If the federal gaverament

negotiatèd a more open trade

agreement with the United

SG,ates, do you think all of

the provinces would he

affected in pretty much the

same way, or would some

provinces benefit subsCar.-

r.iail.y more than others?

65. What if other provinces
benefited more than your
own prov.ince did from such
an agreemer.•t...if that
were the case uould you
sCrdrigl}► support., .support,
oppose, or strpngly oppose
such an agri^ernenC?

DEciMA RESEARCH LIMITM

ALL AFFECTED IN PRETTY MUGH
SAME WAY . .. .+...+.....+. .. .! (13%)

SOME BENEFIT SUBSTANTIALLY
MORE THAN 4TffER&. . . . . a .. . . .2 (85%)

,NO ^^NE^EI1' AT ALL -
(YOLfTNTEEEkED ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 { 22)

NO OPINION (VOLLfNTEERED)...,.:.4 ^ -n )

STRONGLY ^U^PORT...+...+....+.:.I { 7%)
SLlPP . Qk'r •.,. .+..+.+.+.,......2 (55Z)
VPFVSEf.+iaï•i.....+.+.. ...... ^ (27rs)

STRONCLY OPPOSE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 { 9%)
NO OPINION (VQLLiVTEERED)^...+,.5 { 1t)



66. If the fnderaL government -

were able to negotiate an

agreement with the Ame,rican. -

$overnment, should it pursue

such an agreemènt only if

{RüTATE}.-..all - of. the pr^vinces

aPProved of the agreement, most

of the provinces approved, about

half of the provinces apprnved,

or in the.face of opposicion

from most provincesf should the

federaL government pursue such.an

agreement if it is convinced

that it would be in the best°

interests of Canada?

ALL QF' THE {37.1}
MOST OF THE FRDVINCES-.......2 (43%)
HAL.F OF THE ^RQV^N^ES.........^ ( 62)
PURSUE EVEN IF PROVINCES
OPPOSE......... .............^ {142}

NO OPINION {VOLUNTEEAED) . . . . . . 5 ( 1%)

67. !ivw,likely do you think it VERY LIKELY ....r.....:.....s...l- ( 6%)
is chat the 'federal government SOMEWHAT LYlCE1,Y ...............2 (34Z)
will be able' to negotiP :è a NOT T00 Lf^EI.^.......,,. ,.. .. ,.3 (377.)
dea1 T,ihith is satisfactor:y to NOT LIKELY AT RLI ..............4 (22%)
the American government and aL.Sâ NO OPTNI4N (VOI:UNTEERED) ...... 5
to the p.roviri6al gavernme nts, -

the labour union mvvement_, and
buslir,ess in Canada? Would you
say it is very 1ike1y, somewhat
likely, not too likeiy, or not
likely at a11?

68. In your view, if Canada an8

the. U.S were able to reach an

agreement on trade, how long

do you think it va;ald be before

the effects lould be felt in

right away,

two to t3iree years; three to
five years, five to ten years,
or more than ten years?

ALMOST f1IGHT AWAY...:......,..,:], (20%)
TWO TO THREE YEARS,,...:..,...2 (45%)
THREE TO FIVE YEARS ...........3 (23%)
FIVE TO TEN YEARS.. ...... ...... 4 C 8%)
MRR F THAN TEN YE:4EtS . . . . ... , ... ... 5 ( 3%}
NO O P I O N (VOL U' NTE ExE D) ....,..^ ( * }

69. If the agreement were planned MORE LIKELY TO FAVOUR AN
in such a way as co phase in AGREEMENT........ ..... ... .... 1 (41%)
the effects on the Çanadi.ap LESS LIKELY TO FAVOUR ^'N
economy over a ten year geriod,. AGREEMENT .. ... .. ... ... .., ,., . .2 (15Z)
would this make you more likely NO MORE NOR LESS LIKELY........^.3 {43.%)
to favour an ag.reemenc, less NO OPINION {VOLUNTEEREb}...... 4 { 1^^
likeLy to favour an Elgreement,
or no more nor less likely?

; ^ - .....^_

Dmw RESEARCH LIMITED
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JO. Overall, would you siky it would 
be a very good idea, a good 
idea, a bad idea, or a very 
bad idea to enter into some 
type of more open trade agree-
ment with the United States? 

VERY COOD 	 (181) 
GOOD 	• 	 . .2 	(61Z) 
BAD 	• 	- 	...,3 	(161) 
VERY BAD 	 ... A.+44 , 	( 41) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)......5 	( In 

71. Would $u say the heed  ta  
negotiate such an agreeMent is 
very urgent, urgent, not too 
urgent, or  flot urgent at ali? 

VERY URGENT 	 ......1 	( 1%) 
URGENT 	.2 	(351) 
NOT TOO UR-CENT 	 (45%) 
NOT URGENT AT 	 (12%) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)...,...5 	( * ) 

Within the last t O or three yearS have you.... 

72. Helped circulate a petition 
in order to influence the 
outcome of el:public  issue?  

NO 	.I 	(87%) 
YES-.  	.2 	(13%) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED) 	- ...3 	( * ) 

	

73. Contributed money to a political NEVER.. ..... .....   .1 	(707.) 
party or cause...never, seldom 	 .......... ......2 	(10 2 ) 
sometimes, or often? 	 SOMETIMES.. ... . ... ..........3 	(14%) 

	

OFTEN.... ...... ...........4 	( 5%) 

	

NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)......5 	( 	) 

I 

74. When you are talking about 
public issues with someone 
else and your viewpoints 
differ, how often -do you 
persuade the other person 
to accept your point nf-vielÉ;..1 
(READ LIST)?' 

VERY 	 ( 7%) 
OFTEN ...... 	..... 	 (282) 
SELDOM 	 , 	3 	(40%) 
VERY SELDOM 	 • 4 	(251) 
NO OPINION (VOLUNTEERED)......5 	( 1%) 

Now, I have a few final questions for statistical purposes... 

F'd 75. What is your age", please? 
(IF RESPONDENT REFUSES, OFFER 
TO READ CATECORIES AND HAVE 
HIM/HER TELL YOU WHICH CATECORY 
HE/SHE FALLS INTO) 

18-19 YEARS 	 01 	(  4)  
20-24 YEARS 	 02 	(121) 

	

03 	(16%) 
30-34 YEARS. 	04 	(13%)• 
35-39 YEARS... ......... 	 (131) 
40-44 YEARS 	 06 	( 9%) 
45-49 YEARS 	  ..07 	( 114') 
50-54 YEARS 	08 	( i%) 
55 - 59 YEARS 	 G9 	( 6Z) 
60-64 YEARS ....... 	 ( 5%) 
65 YEARS OR OLDER 	11 	( 82) 

25-29 YEARS 	 

uEOMA RESEARCH LIMITED 
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76. Which of the following irtcoine

gfoups includes your anrrual
household income? (READ
CHDIÇES)

77. Would you s,^y you watch the
i"1ew8... (R$AU LiST.)?

78. WoL^ld you say you read ja daily
rnewspaper..•(Ri,AD LIST)?

79. Thiriking about the var-ious
sources. of itiformat3orn ava.iLable,
what do you.rely on the most

for information on. current

iEsues and events+:.newspapers,
radio, magazines_ T.V., friends
and family, or people you work,
wïth? (AtCEPT ONLY ONE
RESPONSE)

80+ Whic:h section of the newapaper

do you usually read most
thurou'ghly+.. the fr0iit page

and national news, the fron[
.page' and .ïnterr^atïor^al news,

the front page and local news.,

the husiness section, sports
or ente.rt-ainment, or lifestyles,

€ashian, shopping, or classified

ads? ^AGCEPT QNLY 4LVE RE5PONSE)

r ^
DE CIMA RESEARCH L I1vSi7 ED
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LESS THAN $,5,000 .s. ,...+. ....C) 1

$ 5,004 - $ 9,9,91...,..+++.• +0?
$10,000 - $14,9.99..+• ...+•.+03
$15,400 - $1^3,949+...,.........^^i
$20,000 - $24,999:.........++05
^^5t0^^ - $^9,4.9^s++s..•.+s:•^^
$30,000 -.^34,999 ............ 07
$35,OOü ^ $39}999......a+...+Q8
$40,000 ^ $44,499....•...,. +^9

$49,999 ...... .10
$50,000 AND ..s++ ..,11

ALWAXS..... ..,..•.. i^ii. •. y 1 (43$).

USUALLY4..••.•..,.•..•..,..••„ 2 (31%)
SO*9ETIMES....+6 ..• +*4, .. •4•F 6 .3 (17X)
a^^L^^^+...:'a..• +..+ti....++si •.4. l 71)

NEVER+F..++., ++•.+.... ... , ...5 ^ 27.)
NO OP INION {V4Ll7NTEGRED)..+:....6 ( 0%)

ALWAYS,•..... •.•....... i ....... 1 (40%)
USIIAiLY....... ; +....+... . .,+ .2 {23X}
S4METIMES....+,+, ..+.+.. .,..,+.."3 {19z}
SEI.DOM .+... •.._+•.•.+....,++.,4 (12%)
h?£VE^.++..•«...,.. ..+... .i, ..•5 ( 6%)
NO OPINION {V4LUNTEEéLED}. + . . . .6 ( 0%)

i^E^iSPAPEfiS,,..•..••+•.+...+...1 (302)
RADI0.:................. +...+..,.2 (172)
MACAZ1NES • • . c s i . . + t + . . • +. .. . ..^ (-4ru )

T.• V . •t +.. • • + + i M . . , • r . • . . + + , , . + + 4 (45% ^

FRIENDS AND E'AMILY............ 5 ( 2%)
PEOPLE YOU W0E1K WITH. .. . + .. . .-+b ( 2%)
NO OPINION (YOLi1NTEE€kED) . . . . . , 7 ( 1t)

.FRONT PAGE, NATIONAL NEUS+....1 {2.$%}
FRONT. PACE, INTERNATIONAL

^€^5+..,..,.. ....+ ....... 2 (221)
FE^ONT PACE, I.OCAI, NtW$., t..... 3 (197.)
BUSINESS SECTICIL....i

SPORTS OR Eh'TERTAINMENT....... 5 022)
iIFESTYi•ES, FASH1UN,

SHOPPING 6
CLASSIFIED A.DS,. ....+.•.++..7 ( 41)
NO OPINIpt! (VOLL't^TEERED) + . , . . +8 ( 5% )

,.,^._
^..
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IF "YES" TO Q84, ASK: 1 

10 3 

84. 	Are .you currently employed 
outbid@ of home?  

YES (CO TO Q85) 	 • 	. 1 	(64%) 
NO (SKIP TO Q86) 	 2* (361) 

85. What type of company do you work for? 

AGRICULTURE 	 DI 	( 2%) 
FORESTRY 	 02 	( 2%) 
FISH/NG 	 .  

	

03 	( 1%) 
MINING 	 . 	04 	( 1%) 
OIL AND GAS .... i .. ......e ........ , .... ,...- ...... ............05 	( 2%) 
CONSTRUCTION 	 . 	06 	( Ea) 
TRANSPORTATION 	 , 	 07 	( 42) 
COMMUNICATIONS 	 , 	08 	( 21) 
PUBLIC UTILITIES    09 	( 2%) 
.PUBLIC SECTOR/GOVERNMENT 	 10 	(102) 
ARMED FORCES 	 11 	( IZ) 
FINANCE'INSURANCE/REAL ESTATE . 	 , 12 	.( 7Z) 
MANUFACTURINC 	 , 	 13 	( 1.5%) 
WHOLESALE 	 . 	 14 	( 2%) 
RETAIL 	 . 	. 	. 	 ' 	15 	(102) 
SERVICE 	. 	 16 	(331) 
STUDENT.... 	, 	 1 7 	( On 
RETIRED 	 - 	18 	( 0%) 
UNEMPLOYEb . 	 , 	 19 	( 0%) 
LIVE ALONE 	 ZO 	( OZ) 
SELF EMPLOYED 	 21 	( 12) 

SKIP TO Q87* 
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IF "YES" TO Q82A, 

ONE.. 	  
TUO 	 . 
THREE 	• 	 4 
FOUR 	- 	 5 
FIVE 	 6 
MDRE THAN 	..... ..,., 	7 

82.B How Mealy? 

L. 

102 

	

8I.A Are you currently attending 	ifs  (map To Q82A) 	 6* (Ioz) 
school, college, or university 	MD (CO TO QB1B) 	 A 
as A full—time student? 	- 

(18%) 
(212.) 
( 9%) 
( 2%) 
( * ) 
( * ) 

[ 	

IF "MO" TO Q8IA, ASK.:: 

'$1.B What is the highest 	PUBLIC/ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
level of cichooling 	ÏGRADE 1-8) 	 1 	( 5%.) 
that you have 	 SOME HIGH SCHOOL 	 '2 	(17%) 
oompleted? 	 GRADUATED H/GH SCHOOL 

(GRADE 12 OR L3) ... . .. 	 (29%) 
VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL/ 

COLLEGE/CEGEP 	 4 	(In) 
fflME UNIVERSITY 	- 	5 	( 15;) 
GRADUATED UNIVERSITY ... .. 	(/62) 

82.A Do you have any children 	' WS (CO  TO 982 3 ) 	 A. 
living in the home with you? 	U0 (SKIP TO Q83) 	 I* (50%) 

83. 	Do you or does any other member RESPONDEN1"  • 	 1 	(152) ., 
J._ 	 of your femily belong to , a 	OTHER 	 2 	(In) 

labour union? 	 BOTE  (VOLUNTEERED) ..... , . .,...3 	( 4%.) 

. 	 NENE 	 4 	(65%) 
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86. What type of company does the principal wage earner in your 
houBehold work for? 

AGRICULTURE 	 01 	( • 5%) 
FORESTRY 	02 	( 32) 
FISHING 	. 03 	( 1%) 
muING 	  ..... 04 	( 2%) 
OIL AND CAS.... ... .  	05 	( 1%) 
CONSTRUCTION  	06 	( 67;) 
TRANSPORTATION  	 07 	( 4%) 
COMMUNICATIONS 	....08 	( 1%) 
PUBLIC UTILITIES 	 09 	( * ) 
PUBLIC SECTOR/GOVERNMENT 	 10 	( 7%) 
ARMED FORCES  	11 	( II) 
FINANCE/INSURANCE/REAL ESTATE 	 12 	( 3%) 
MANUFACTURING 	 13 	(11Z) 
WHOLESALE.... 	 14 	( 1%) 
RETAIL 	 15 	( 2%) 
SERVICE  	 16 	(15%) 
STUDENT 	 1 7 	( 11 ) 
RETIRED 	- 	 18 	(23%) 
UNEMPLOYED 	 19 	( 82) 
LIVE ALONE 	 20 	( 4%) 
SELr EMPLOYED ...... ......... ....... 	.. ... 	.. . .... 	21 	(  2t) 

87. Sex.' (BY  OBSERVATION)  KALE 	 1 	(50g) 
FEMALE 	 2 	(50%) 

BS. Language. Of questionnaire. 

[t; 

L 
lie 	 

DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED 

ENGLISH 	 - 1 	(77%) 
FRENCH 	 . 	2 	(23%) 
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Question 1

C. VERaATIM it£SPQNSES

There have been discussions, in the news over the l ast while about Canada
becoming involved in--free or freer tradè with other countries. What exattiy
does the term free or :freer trade mean to ynu?

01. RemovaMess Tariffs -- Free tradep no tariffs. / Trade without tarXffs.
No tariffs on goods acrass. borders. / Don"t have t:$riffs on goods from

United States and visa versa. %No tariffs on goods entering or leaving a
country. Ï No tariffs on goods and s^rvïces cprning from another country.

L
Ï No tariffs. / No tariffs placed on goods goirig betweer^ coû^tries. / It
Means , no tariffs on borders And Iwondex' how`i.t will work between C.,^nad's
and United States. / There (4ould be no tarïff to and from the. United
States in certain indus[ries. / No tariff.s on goods flowing between
countries. / Lessening of tariffs between thXngs from one country to
ariother: / That we should be abLe to trade with other Couiitries with no
tarif f s or less tariffs. / That would rnean there would be no tariffs
eitfier w^y -- going in or out of the country. 1` No tariffs or less
-tariffs. / Drop.ping tariffs at the border. / Less tarïff.s. I Lesser
tariffs or no tariffs. ^ That they would get rid of the tariffs between
coun tries_.. ^ Lowering or removi-ng tariffs on goods bezwi^en two or more
countries. ^ Being able to trade with other rountries without tariffs. /
It means reduc.tïon or elimination of tariff barriers. / Goods can travel

^ from the United States to Canada without any tariffs being charged. / No
tariffs -- everyone trades freely. I think it would not work.. / Selling
to us ûithout tariffs. /No tariffs on goods pas- sing over the border. f
More goods and services flowing over the border without tariffs.. / Free
'trade means a non-tariff trade between two countries. / It will
definitely heLp because tariffs go off so you will have more American
services ug ij) Canada. / Removing tariffs on some thipgs' leads to

creation of p.rodur-ts Xn Canada with less cost to us. / Trade' across the
borders withaut any [a.ri£fs. I Cutting out tariffs on trade. / No tarïffs
plaéed on goods being imported or exported from or to Canada and United.
State-s. / Less tnriff.s an imported goods. / Product.s or goo^^ r-ros:sing
the 'border withaut tariff or trade barriers affecting their free. flow
back and forth. I No tariff struÇtures or duties going back and forth°
over the border. I It means we can buy whatever we want and don't pay
tariffs. ^ The lowering of the tariffs between two countries involved in
trade. Ï Well, I guess taking down ta.ri'ffs for free rrade, -- more
e;ipartiag, more importing. I Less taritfs, 1aw.er impart d:u.tie^. / No
tariff's, on products which result in Lower'prïcës. { Fewer Çus.tom tariffs

between nations. / Relaxing 'import tariffs to stirESulate, 4rade. / Trading
of goods without tariffs. 1ike exCis.e taxes. / No tariffs on .gocds coming
in f:ran^ other countri-es or on goods. gaing to other cauntries. / It mëans
thart there will be no tariffs or taxes on goods travelling bet^jeer; Canada

I
s
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Question 1 -- Continued 

There have been discussions in the hews over the. lest while about Canada 
becoming involved in free or freer trade with other countries. What exactly 
does the term free or freer trade mean to you? 

01. Continued.-- and the United gtates. /  No  tariffs would be placed on goods 
and serVices exchanged between Canada and United States. / Less tarifs 
on imports from the United States, sé cheaper products for us. / No 
tariffs on emports or imports to or from other countries. / Lifting off 
different tariffs on goods going across the 	border to increase 
competition. / Firms 	trading -- seling to other countries freety 
without tariffs. 	Goods going from one country to another without any 
tariffs. / Trade without tariffS -- without costs added on. /  No  tariffs 
or lower tariffs, / RemoVal  of  tariffs going in and out of colintries. / 
Anything entering Canada Without tariffS  and the same thing the other 
way. f Less tariffs. / Less tariffs on Odds being traded. / Relaxation 
of tariffs between both countries— / Exchanging goods without tariffs. / 
Less tariff dut-'es,  taxes  and cheaper goodr, / No tariffs, or taxes on 
items that are being shipped to other countries. / Less  •arifs and taxes 
on goods on either' side. / No  trade barriers or tariffs betWeen the 
nations. / The loWering of  all  the tariff harriers is all I can say. / No 
tariffs. or barriers effecting trade. / Less tariffs and barriers 'on 
imports, / A loosening of restrictive tariffs on commodities entering the 
coüntries. No tariffs and no restriction on  importing and exporting 
goods. / No tariffS or barriers on exported and imported products. j 
Remove/ of tariffs and barriers. Each giving their products without 
undue tariffs Or Special limitations. / Tariffs and regulations placed on 
products. i No tariffs on imported Or exported goods -- no protection 
between two countries• / I  assume  it means without restrictions, without 
tariffs. / No tariffs, duties or import quotas. 

02. No Tam .  -- Lifting taxes from goods coming from other countries. / Lack  of  
tàx if I buy items from another country r have te  pay- more tax, I This 
means  free  ttadé -- not having to pay border tames. / Well, Something 
about taxes. / Meahe trading with other countries without taxes. / Free 
trade means more exchange of goods without  taxes  across the American and 
Canadian borders. / Sômething that has to do with doing away with taxes 
on products. i No taxes or duty on imports. / Reduced taxes on customs. / 
Don't have to pay taxes , at borders. 	They are not going to  ta  x products 
coming 0,,›er the border. 	There will be no excise tax on productS, / I 
think it  mers taxes wil,1 be reduced 	/ There are lighter taxes for 
imports  'and expOrts. 	Canedà wil  have a larger SelectiOn of eoods tà 
purchase.  f I thinlç it's to do With removing:some kind,of tax on certain 
things. /  Trading  with other countries without paying  taxes  for getds. 
Free trade would mean no CAKeS for go•ds bought and sold between the 
United States and Canada, / I gues when they say free trade it means nt 
tax  on  goods we import or ekport. / Good idea -- will bring  taxes  down. / 

DECNA  RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Question 1 -- Coutznued
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There have been discus-sioris in the news over the last while
be^comi.:ng involved in free. or freer trade with other countries.
does the term frèe or freer trade mean to you?

about Canada
Wha t èxi c tly

02. continued -- That there are no taxes on imported or on exported
materials. / Isn't it about taxing stuff we ship to Chem and they, ship to

us? / I dont understand -- without excess taxes across the barder,
elimination of import and export tax; lumber subsidation. / Trade --
Canada and the United States without taxes. I Na tax on irnpqrt and. ex-port
goods. ^Expor[s without taxes -- goods cnming in or out of a country
withoùt any taxes. / Being able to pass goods to and from countries
without taxes on the goods. / No import taxas should bring down if there
were no taxes. / It means that therin Wauld be no extra taxes on some
goods and Canadian good's in the United States would cost the same as
here. / It's when -ynu bring thirsgs in from other countries without having
to pay tax. I No tax on items imported and txported over the borders. {
No tax on goods car.iing from another country. / Reiuction of. Caxes on
imports and 'exporks. / It roean5 trading bac.k and forth without impasi.ng
higher taxas. / Free trade meafls no taxes o.n goods coming into Canada: /

No taxes on import.s. / Wnn't have to pay ext:ra taxes. I Trading at the
border, without having to pay taxes for Canada and America. / Don't pay
any taxes on goods. / Free 'exçhange of goods acrass the barder or

inçernat.ionally ^oithout paying taxes. ! Ro taxes or tariffs. / It tends
to lift the many taxes .arïd- tarif Es from the country. 1The removal of
taxes and import duties on trading g9ads. / There is no limit on the
import or export of customs and taxes. / Thè borders would be more open
to p.roduct.s mnving back and farth -- kess taxes and stuff on them. I.t

wau.ld be easier to bring prnducts in and out of Canada. / It means less
red tape; reduced taxes on âoods coming into`the country and going out. ^
The barrier is drnpped, therefore Americ4ns could buy things without any
t.axes. / Free trade with Pth.er couritries -- no Eàxes or barriers.. Ï No
taxes or regulaCians on goods ga.ing between two tount;^ies. / Lowering
import and export tax and quotas. This will have a spin off effect.

D3. No Ruty_ -^ Wouldn't be any duGy or customs on goods ':1eir,g br.aught over
from the United States. / Not having to pay duc, IDuty -freiE^ ---
obtaining more for the dollar. / Elimination of dutn__ on cross border
Crade. / Less duties. / It's a case of paying duties c-, imports from the
United Stât.es.. / The eliminatï6n of duties on anything crcssing tjiu
border. It would be litce therie is rio border. / That there is no duty
placed on goods going between the two countries, betw.een Canada and the
United States. / No duties ccmi.ng or g-oing. / Na duty on items coming

$cross the border either way. ./ When there is no kind of tariff between

two cauntries and nti dufii'es have to be paid. / It means trading of goods
across the border, dut}r°free. I Fre.e import duti.es. / Produce ift3d goods
move from one country du[yYfree. I To me, it wiD,ild mean that there wo.uld

DECIMA RESEARC H LIM ITED
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Question 1 -- Continued

There have been discussions in the news over the last while about Canada

becoming involved in free or freet trade with n.tkier countries. What exafitïp

does the term free or freer [rade mean to you?

03. conti.nijed -- not be any imported duties there with free exchange. ^Du.ty-
free you buy snmething and don't pay taxes. / Free trade would mean no
dutias or excessive taxesh4ts^eéri Canada and Chd United States. I N.n duty
on things you buy in the United States. I Just bring over United States
good without paying dktties. 1No import or export duties between Canada
and the United States. / Trade in products aeras$ the border without
duties to be payed. / Not having to pay any duties. / Duty you have to
pay if you import or ex.port any goods vaould be reduced or done away with

completelg.. / No duti-ès`- imposed. / Import duties are reduces. / Less
duties and excise "taxes. / I support it. It maans enhanced trade without
duties or tariffs. / Open up the border and have no duty. / Duties taken
off aCrnss. the borders., government restrictions taken off imports and
exports. I It means th2C,r+n duty or less restrictions would be placed on
foreign goods entering Canada.

04. Na Charge ora Chods Cros.si,ng Border " No import feës -- price of products
wouLd go down. I Nor hsi,*ing to pay at the border. / Free goods, no mor ►ey
charges over the t+ard^r: / Not havirtg to gay money at the border.
Imports and eirpnrts sold from one country to another without Ci?ar.ge.

^ Canada wouldn't be charged for brtrtgin, things over there arid vice versa.

/ It meàns that Cariadians can cross the border without having to pay

anythizlg. / Abilï:ty to trade goods without paying for it.

05. Less Etestrsetï.ons/B$rrierslLï.mït5 -- Less restrictions, tariffs, taxes on

gaods- exported or imported.. Exchange with other countries or [rade --
have- no restrictions or taxes on goods. / No.. restrictions, tariffs or
barriers. ISeLL and buy .g4ods back and forth with no restrictions,
tari.ffs amd duties. / Open the borders up both ways -- no restrictions:,
no import duties either way -- includes hanking. / No restrictions on
trade bexveen Canada and the United States and no tariffs. / It is the
limits ziiac çhey, set upon goaas comirig over the border. / Trad.ing withoue
protection on our goods and. services. !No s.et 1imit to what ex.port nr
import with anybody. f Protective hanr.ers -- free trade is free trade. /

Being. able to trade wi;tfi whoever you want to with no restrictions

sihatsoe vdg. ^ Less restrictions on movement of g0jads Drop of

restrictions on imports. / A lot less restricsions on trade. 1Tradi.ng
with other countries Wittiouz any restrlctl4ns- ^ The wiilingness to trade
anyth1s)-g between two countries without any restrictions. I Means l.atlc of
trade barriers for pradunts being shi.pped in and but. 1 i]rop:p,ing barriers
which are in place at the border.. / Remavir,g trade barrfi^rs and making it
easier to trade. I It's a reduttio.n of trade harriers beGween two
cnun^ries. fNa limitations on amvunt going in or out of country. / Can
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Question 1 -- Continued 

The tave been discussions in the news over the /ast while about Canada 
becoming invmlved in free or freer trade with àther countries. What exactly 
does the terni free or freer trade mean to you? 

05. continUed -- bring as epoch stuff into the country vithnte any hassle. / 
Nô regulation's on goôde.  I Being able to trade what you want Without. any 
restrictions. / More trade both ways between Canada and the United States 
with less restrictions. / An agreement between Canada and the United 
States to buy and sett to each other without limitation. / Not as much 
restrictions on goods jobs will be effected / 'More freedom on 
importing and exporting. / Be able to trade back  and forth with no 
barriers. / It is supposed to -stop the embargoes on a lot of goods Which 
are being exchanged between Canada and other countries. I I think it 
means to trade with the linit.ed States or other tountriee and restrictions 
-- will be lifted. / Cutting quantity restrictions will be easier to 
export to other countries. That's all. / No restrictions, limits or 
embargoes -- no quotas either. That's what it means to me. / It means 
that there wou'lUn't be any restrictions on goods coming in or out of 
Canada. /  Ii: meanS the lifting of export and import restrictions. / It 
means less restrictions in trade. / I think this means there is no limit 
to how Much can be traded and that people can trade for free. / Limiting 
restrictions between countries to allow Canadian companies to compete, / 
Trading things more free/y without restrictions, Free trade means that 
all barriers between cnuntries will be broken down and goods can pass 
freely. / It's when two countries lower trade restrictions between the 
Iwo  Of them. / That we arieable tô trade without restrictions. / There 
are less restrictions ieposed on importing and exporting gOods south of 
the border. / The ability to sell something withoUt any reguiations 
restriCting the sale. / No restrictions on trade between countries. / Noc 
as many restrictions mn tirade. / Les  restrictions on import and export 
goods. 

06. Less Government Restrictions/Control -- A decrease of government 
interference —and an abolition of tariffs on goods that cross borders. / 
The government should govern not be a big business. / Being able to trade 
with anyone you want tu with no government interference. / Freedom to 
trade with others in trade production -- lees government restriction 
without tariffs and duties. / Without infringements from government -- to 
have na restrictions on trade from country to country. / No government 
control over what Canada sells and what the prices are. / Less government 
restrictions -- the tariffs at the border on trade.  I Io  government 
intervention in the private sector. / There would be less government 
control and regulations on imports and exports. 

DECIMA RESEARCH LiMITED 
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Question  I  -- Continued 

There have been discussions in the news. over the last while about Canad a 
 becoming- involved in free or freer trade with Other countries, What exactly 

doeà the term free or freer trade eeao to you? 

071 Trade _Between Countries -- Yun t ve et to he kidding -- trade between 
countries / Importing and ex.porting to and from other ecuntries / It is 
where we trade or send goods back and forth .. / Canada allowed to trade 
with different countries .  freely. / An easier way for trade between 
countries. / Hard to say -- Makieg trading easier with other countries. / 
Trade something and get something else in return with other Countries. / 
Easier trade between countries. / seing able to trade with other 
countries. / (Pealing back and forth With other countries on exporting and 
importing goods. / It eans hasiralry trading back and forth goods with 
the States and visa versa. / Trading with a country that will trade back 
with us. / Open trade -- a free flow of goods and services between the 
States and Canada. / Free trade  ove r the United States border. / There is 
free access betWeen the United. States and Canada. / Products being traied 
between countries in an open matter. / Trading betWeen the two countries 
would be free. / ?xchange of products between the two countries and 
goodS. / Free exchange of goods and services between two countries. I It 
would open up a lot more opportunities for trade with other countries. / 
Import and export of goods 'between countries. / /t's a  country  having a 

. freer hand in trading with other countries. / Free trading with other 
countries. I It is to alloW us to trade wi th WhemeVer we want . . / To open 
up trade back and forth -  across the bo.:der. / It means that free trade-

- would bring more money into Canada -- trading between twO countries 
without any cost. / We should import and export to other countries- / 
Just the freedom of export and import between the various countries. / 
Being able to trade freely between countries. / Competitive business 
transactions between communities, regardless of international borders. / 
We car'  buy anything that we want to and emerica can export anything that 
they want to 

8. Better Canada-United States Relation -- 'Hope it means peace - can't 
e±plain it. / Peace between Canada and the United Stares. / Probably 
better communications with other countries. 

9. Fàflper Ptices  -- It means trade without additional cost to the consumei-
oi Canada. / Cheaper prices Stimulation of business gtoWth and trade. / 
It means that things Would be Cheaper to buy, / It's better  for  Cenadians 
becaus.e we don't have to pay as much. 	Cheaper goods and prices fOr 
Canadians on goods from the States. / It means paying less,  for things. / 
my husband hring.s food trois  One United States so without the duty his 
priés wouldn't be so high. / Less costly trade. ./ Cheaper products. / 
Things would be cheaper to the consumer. / LowLr prices for products from 
the States. / Things that have to c6me  in  civer the border Can  have  lower 
prices. / The buying end selling cf products cheaper- /  Tome  it meens_we 
will get goods cheaper from other countries. 

r, 
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Question. 1 -- Continued 

There have been discussions in the news over the lest while  about  Canada 
becoming •nvolveà in free  or  freer trade with other countries. What eXactly 
does the term free or freer trade mean to'you? 

10. Fewer Jobs in Canada -- Maybe after free trade there may be more 
unemployment. i Not too sure, but hope we don't lose many jobs -- want to 
know more. / It means a loss of a lot of jobs. / Free trade means Loss of 
jobs or fewer jobs  for Canada. / It means other countries gain jobs while 
we have jobs. 

1_ 

11. More  Jobs in Canada -- It's alright for the Canadian economy and would 
make jobs. / It would mean more jobs. It would cost less to import and 
export and therefore  more  people would be  able  to work because the cost 
Of products would come down. 

12. Prices Same. In Canada/United States -- I guess if we have goods from the 
United Statls we just pay our rate on the goeds. / Dollar for dollar, it 

Pk 
t0Stt the same to buy something in Canada as it does in the United 
States. /  Rack and forth with America at equal- prices. / If we give the 
United  States  something free then they g ive  us something free in return. 
/ We sell to them and they sell back to us at-the same price:. 

13. Increased Trade 	More exports, -- we would increase export Out of the 
company. / More trade. / This means more importing end more exportine 
goods. I Freer trade means more goods crossing the border, creating wire 
work. / Creater access to products from the States and easier to get 
PrOducis to the States. 

Lose Independence/United States Takeover -- A matter of Amerfcanizing 
Canaria -,  I Free trade means that eventually we will become part of the 
United States. / Trade with United States would be disastrous -- Canada 
couldn't mece it. The United States Is too, big too smart -- leave 
Canada where it is. / Affierica can dump everythine in here. / We're eonna 
get raked by the AMericanS. / They'll bring in food and destroy the 
Island's farming income, / The more I hear is that free trade won't he 

good for the country it will take away out independence. / That the 
country; is losing it's backbone. / The United. States coming and 
dominating out-  economy. 

15. Np Political Involvement In Trade ,  -- 'Without political hindrance -- too 
many inspections and United States is not fair. / Trade is governed by 
marlçet  issues  instead of politiCaL factors,. 

16. Cood For Canadian Economy -- Free trade with the United States 	just 
what it says, free trade. 	Free trade -- It wOuld be good for the 
Canadian economy.  I  Better economics ahead for all of us. / I think It 
means Some sort  of  economical improvement.  I  Bring money into Canada -- 
from other countries and United States. 
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r Question 1 -- continued

There have been discussions in the news over the last uhïie about Canada
becoming involved in free or freer trade with other cauu[ries. What ^xactly

does the ter.m free or freer trad2 mean to you?

17. Good Idea - General -- Free is good for Canada in a tertain way -- with

restrictions in quantity. ^ It is a great idea. / It's 'a good idiea. / I
think it's agooâ thing. 1Gnod idea -- it would help everybody. /
Trading goods like manufattured goods -- good. for Canada. I A better
trading rela.tïnnship. I We ;et a fairer deal when we trade with thern, I
guess: / Dealing withou:r having as hard-a time as before.

18: Bad Idea - General -- It's not a good idea for this 'cauntry*. f It's not a
good idea for Canada., / We might get shafted. We have to be careful how
we go into it,. especially with under developed countries. ^ Trouble --
x{m not in favour of it. I I don't thïnk we should do it as ue'11 lose
too much. / It's not working out well. / L4s,ing money for Canada. / I
think that it will hurt all small business ÏFree trade -- we'11

probably up prices for good in Canada.

19. Increased TaxesÏDutieslTarïffs

;0. InÇre4s6d Prices

21. Other -- To be Ale to do what you want to do. ^ Canadian ex.ports more
expensive here yet imports ch'eaper in other cauntri.es. / I could run my
business the way I want to. / This is pretty involved; I don't know how

one can achieve a consensus when it involves •so many industries. 1 The
government should say more about how free tirade is going to affect us. /
Somethïng similgr to the common market in Europe. I Uoesn't understand
why people don't want it. -- will. be something that va don't like about
it. J We w4uld have Co pay Les:s i!nçome tax. ^-From what Iunde-rstand, it

is free for a while, but we will be paying it baqk. Isn't it that we pay
back eventuaLly, 10 years down the road. Ï If Canada could be more
idealistic instead of practical. I The po1ic}r- to ship goods across
borders. / Its goingtn be the 5ame, no differenct. It might help the
totripar.ies to tirite off taxe-5. / That all people are equal and are
gener0us to each other. / There are pros and cons. -- you }teas of one
thing and hear of something else. What is it? / That's -wfia[ I wish to

kniDw -- relationship between Canada and the United Rates business I
think. Ï Canada warits trade with the United States. / Money, money,

monev: ^'Our trust for the United States in our di!^alings with them. J
5omecimes we're giving away this)gs; wE!'re giving away more trade here,

loosing trade. 'TradLng with _someone else. Having to pz:y for tradf^. 1
Uifference's between coat5 of buying and selling in the countries. I Free

tra.de with Limited States. / Getting closer in trading with the .Elniced

Statesq / Giving away our nsr-ural rasaurcas. / There is no such thing as
free trade. Everything is taxed.

1 9
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Question 1 Cont.inued

There have been discussions in the news over the iast while about Canada
becoming involved in free or freer trade with other countries. What exactlp
d6es the term free or freer trade mean to you?

22. Don't Know

23. No Respanae
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Question 54 

Why do you think the Americans are better bargainers? 

01. Mare Experience  -- BecaUse they have more experience -- in a better 
bargaining position all around. I They are more experiencd then 
Canadians. / Americans have much more. experience in bargaining than 
Canadians have, / More experience --  I  think they  are  better businessmen. 

They have more experience in bargaining  and  talking / They have been 
at it longer than we have -- negotiation and bargaining.. / They have 
prObably done more trading 5o they are probably better at it / More 
eXperiehce greater number of people to choose from (as bargainers). 
They have more to bargain with e.g. greeter industrial base ind a greater 
market. if They have been in the business longer than we have. / Because 
they've been at it longer. / They have been at it longer as a nation. / 
More experience -- they are biggeri bring more strength to the issue. / 
More experienced people so they have a larger and better chOice. / 
They're more experienced. / They've been at it longer. / They've dealt 
with more problems -- larger country, larger problems. / Because they've 
been lat it longer and they kneW all the dirty tricks They've had. more 
experiencl they're a more powerful country. / They have more experience 
in dealing with the rest .of the world, / They have a lot more experience 
in negotieting with people than our government.  I  More experienced. / At 
it longer -- more experience in bargaining with other countries. 

02. More Powerful -- The Americans have more power and wit than the 
Canadi-i.ns. -7—I just think that they are better bargainers. They are 
powerful, period. They know it and they let you know. / Simply because 
they are a more powerful country. / Powerful country chat they are. / 
Americans are more powerful. / More powerfu/.  f I simply think the 
Americans are a more powerful country. / They have the power.  I  More 
powe.rfül, e Little more financial help -- their taxes. / They have power 
behind them because of the size of the country and bigger industry. / 
They have more power, more at stake far every decision they make. It has 
more impact than a Canadien  decision. / More powerful. / I jus think 
because they are a big power, they can get away with more than we can. 
We are underdogs to them. f They have more power in negotiating. / They 
have more power. They have more to bargain with.  I More power, influence 
-- richer country with more •business experience. / Have more power than 
Canada -- better economic  power. / Power  males a very strong bargaining 
position, threatening. They can always use other things besides free 
trade. f  Because the United States have more power both mohitary and 
military. / The United States is the more powerful nation,  cari  influence 
others-.  I More powerful than us. They have more co bargain with. / 
Because they are more powerful they have more strength behind them. f 
Because they are more powerful than we  are,  we have ho military. 
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Question 54 - Continued 

Why do you think the Americans are better bargainers? 

3. More Money .--They are richer than us —and know more about it. f They have 
more behind them economically. / The weight of their economic wealth. / 
They are stronger economically. 	Because they have better economic 

/ They possibly have more dollars  to  back themselves. I They have 
more money, more leWyers,  more power  -- much more experience. i They have 
more money and power backing them up. / They have the money and the power 
-- that's all you need for bargaining. / They have the money. The United 
states does not need us as much as we need them. f They have more 
money. They have more to bargain With. / They have more money poWer to 
negotiate with. / More rich and powerful people in the States -- they 
'wqOuld tell the government what to do. They are not the government. 

4. Larger -- They are a ldt bigger cOuntry then us. / They are a bigger 
country, / They ere different people from us. They are bigger and have 
more gaul. / The population is bilge and they seem more powerful. T dpn't 
know. / 3U5U bicause they are bigger. / They are bigger and have eot tO 

do more bargaining. / They are a pretty large country:. / Larger country. 
/ They are larger. f More of them and chey have more at stake than the 

, Canadians do. i They have more people.  I  More of them to fight against 
tbe•less manned CanadianS . . 

5. Wore Industry/Business -- They have a lot  more  industry, More ai  stake 
then Canada / Americans have the industries. / There is more business in  

'the United States and they control a lot of Canadian industry. / Because 
they have a manufacturing .  bas is end a market 10 times the size of our. 
They have Mote to bargai'n  for  / Because they have more quantity and 
bigger industries to bargain with. i Big business is a lot more prominent 
in the United States. 	There is a lerger market -- used to  more  
competition. / Thèy have larger corporations, more people, more money, 
more power more world wide. recognition. / More to bargain with -- 'think 
of  ail the companies that the United States owns. Free - trade is to 'their 
advantage1 / They are more forceful becau•e they have more resources to 
back them up. / SecaUse they are better investors in companies, the 
country and generally money. 

6. More To Bargain With -- More to bargain with. / They have more than we 
have  ro  bargain with. / They have more to bargain with. /  Th  ey have a lot 
more to offer. / Because they have more to bargain with, they are better 
off -- not that they are better bargainers. / America has mure co offer. 
i They have more to  gain'--  natural_ resources. 

7. World Reputation -- Imerica is already well-known but Canada isn't really 
known yet, but is getting there. / They have a world-wide reputation of 
getting what they want, so they get it. / They have a greater position in 
the world than Canada. 

; ‘- 	 DECIMA  RESEARCH LIMITED 
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Question 54 -- Continued 

Why do you think the Americans are better bargainers'? 

O. More 	 They're more. aggressiVe. / They put us at a 
disadvantage maybe because we aren't as forward as they  are / They are 
more- forceful in their negotiations. / More structured, aggressiVe, / 
Maybe they are more aggressive then we are. / For one thing, they are 
much more pushier than Canadians. / They are more aggressive and are more 
competitive. They are survivors. / I think it is a matter of outlook'. 
we tend to be people of compromise and they are aggressive. / Rough, 
tough and bull-headed -- must be to get along with the Russians. 

09, Out  For Themselves -- They're out for themselves; they  dont  think about 
their country when making deals. They're not So inward looking. 
Canadiens are  always keeping one eye on the flag. / The AmericanS look 
out for themselveS first and foremost. They really dOn't care about us. 
/*They always look.after their  on  kind. / They look out ftir themselves 
more but ;ust for themselves -- we don't so mUch. / They are so full of 
themselves and they think they are number one. / They are'there for their 
own pockets, not for Canadians. / The Americans won't give anything 
away. They are more stubborn and selfish perhaps. 

10. Past Performances -- They usually have won in the past negotiations e.g. 
acid rain. / Historically, they've always been because Canada is not 
firm enough. / Historically, a smaller nation will not get a better deal 
from a 1arger nation. / They just seem to get the  becter  deals on every 
issuts. When they were dealing about fishing akong the coast they got 
the best deal. / Historically Americans expect people to follow the 
American way -- American way is the right way. 

U.  Sneakier -- They're more deVious and sneaky. / Americans are sneaky in 
doing thine, / They have more pockets, more con-artists than we have in 
Canada. 

12. Ahead GI es -- They are better because they seem to be one step ahead. / 
They seem to be way ahead of us in terms of their technology, poputation, 
everything. 

13 1  Need Them -- Becau.se Canada depends on the. United States. / t don't think 
they will settle for much les .s because we  are  more dePendent on them. /We 
ere more dependent on them than they are on us. f  We need them more than 
they need us sa we  are  forced to a certain •xtent to go along. / We zre 
approaching them first so they know  chat  we really need it -- we have 
exppeed oureep/ea. / Because they don't need us we need.  them, 50 they 
have nothing titi lose. 
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Question 54 -- Continued

Why do you think the ,AmericAn.s are better bargain^rsF

14. Better Bargainers -General -- They are, thatrs n fàtt. Canada has never

been know-n to exercise the two with Powerful nations. / They always seem

to do better in bargaining with Canadians.. / I don't know; I ju'st feel
that they are.

15. Smarter/8etter -- Canada doesntt have the people who can bargain as well
as the Amerirans. Were not using the right har.gainers. / There are more
well educated -people in the United States. fThey have more confidence- in
themselves as a nation. Ï Se2m to have more influence. f They- are more
sophisticated and understand business -and industrial affairs as a wixple.

/ Tfxey' are fast at thinking. and have to be on their tods to compete with
them.

16. Tou hér -- Because: they don 'C really tare whether they are liked or not.
They have a one track mind and wor,#.t chang^ their mind. / They are

harder nosed. They like to talk. There are more people in the United
States -who are in a better position to bargain. /Because they are
.stricter and gel the better desiL.

17. MulroneyÏGovernrnent Weak -- Brian's not reall}► as confident, so he won't

push as hard as the States.. I The pnliticiatis of Canada do not have the

power behind them to stand up to the- United States. / I feel that

Mulroney can't bargain effective].y with the United States. I We dont

have strong bargainers in government. / Out gavernmezC dt«esn' k stand up

fOr our Illeeds 1i kC2 the acid rai[l. I5511e.

18. Rea g an /Government Strong -- Because of Reagan¢ his policia5 -- he's a
stronger person. Guvernment -- th-ey don{t ask people:, they just do it.
I They have more government, more backing.

19. Stronger Bargaining Position t° They may not be better bargainers, but

they will end up with the better end of the deaL.^ We would sel l

ou.rsf^lves out for money and lose out because of greed. ^ We give up tao

much and get back too little. / Because Canadians are sbowing zheir

interes[ by putting everything on the table,-the -^^neric_aus -can afford to

bargain better. / They're bargaining from a stronger position. This
gives them an advantage in bargaining. / Secause tie "re on -the short-stick

of it. We probably need free-trade and. export more than they do, so rhar_

leaves us in a bad hargaïning position-, / They are a developed,

independent country and tan walkaway from Canada 'wher^ever they wish.

20. Other -- Just forai deals you hear and see. -- oil deal which Canadians
have purcha.sed and nothing is there. / They want it all buy cheap from us

and sell for more in -the Unïttd States. ÏThe people have more to say
about it. We have a f2w who make the dec:aian. In the United states,
ttie.y have to go through many people before they make a decision.
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Question 54 -- ContiTmed

Why do you think the Americans are better bargairaers?

21. Don' t Krlou

22. No Responsè
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Question 55 

Why do you think we can bargain firmly and effectively? 

01. Negotiators Cood/Skiiled  -- We have people who are capable of negotiating 
with the Americaos. Filave good bargainers, should be able to bargain 
firmly. / I trust the people whomill bargain with the United States'. / I 
have a strong belief in the bargaining abilities of Canadian acônoMists. 
/ We have the right peaple who can bargain for us, / We have the people 
who can do i i..  We aren't inferrier. / Because we have endugh good people 
to bargain at the upper level with the Americans. / We have the. personnel 
that can handle negotiations. / Qualifications of our bargainers -- they 
are good. / Same  people, gavernment ha  s experience. / We have the people 
and the knoTe tow  • o bargain property without losing our shirts. / We have 
people in the country  who  cari  do it. Don't: know Why, but I think. they 
•are there. / We have people capable of dealing With people in the United 
States. / Betause there are smart guys working for Mulroney, / We have 
strong penple that can bargain too. / Because the level of people that we 
would send would be as capable A.S the  Americans to do the task, / There 

' are very confident people in our country. They know wtat they are doing, 
/ Well  I  think we're pretty good negotiators. / It  part of our 
heritage. The people in Canada are géod bargainers. / I think we are 
just as good bargainers as they are. / . We are capable, cOmpetent people 
and if the right people are sent We could definitely bargain firmly and 
effective/Y. / We have enough skilled people whe can bargain effectively 
with the. Americans. / Our trade negotiators are just a$ trained as the 
American negotiators. / We have a lot of skill and negotiators. / If we 
get the right person to negotiate, we should have no  t problems. / We've. 
got eXperienced people. / Because 1 think we have good people in Ottawa 
and tney will get às the best deal they  cane  f They know what they .  are 
doing. f Because.we  have  waited long enough for this agreement and are 
well prepared for the negotiation. I We do have thinkina power on our 
own. We're not afraid of or influenced by them. / ecause we wouldn't 
jut  give -  anything away'without getting something in return. / I think 
Canada has become much more experienced at dealing with the United 
States, 'so they make sure .we get a fair shake. / We improve on our work 
and skil/s. / We will benefit by it Sa we'll du a gaod job. / We 
initiated the free trade talks  and we studied more than the AmeriCana. 

OZ. COod Parliament/Politicians -- We have our government down there. 
There. s a major force down there in the United States. f  We have a _good 
government in Canada. / Because 1 believe strongly in the government we 
have now end I believe they can  do it. I believe Mulroney cap do it. •  I 
think we should be able to  do  that. We  have  gocd ••iiticiansl they know 
what they doing. / Because I 'think we have some gaod politicians who are 
able to hold their own in international  exchange$. / We have some smart 
men in !Canada's politics. /  I  guess because. we have a good government 

• 
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Question 55 -- Continued 

Why do you think we can bargain firmly and effectively? 

02. continued -- behind us. / Our government bas experience enough to 
negotiate effectively. / We have competent politicians and we'll bargain 
effectively. / Because we are Canadian -- when the government puts its 
mind to it, they can do things well. / Existing government knows what it 
wants. They won't make concessions, but back dewn instead. / Well, we 
have a political system as old as the States and our politicians wilt do 
their bent to get a good deal. / Good Parliamemt -- we know how to go 
about it. / Were not pushovers. I feel that we have a good government. 

03. Brian Mulroney  -- I have faith in Mulroney. 	He's a strong man. / 
Mulroney talks well and I hope he wouldn't let us down no he'll handle it 
well. / Mr. Mulroney  cari  handle himself well. / It is very important that 
we have a very good Prime Minister to improve everything. / Good 
leadership -- Mulroney ie very flexible. / Because of Mulroney -- after 
doing it for a while we'd get experience. / Brian Mulroney is a pretty 

•good man -- I think he can bargain pretty well. / Hopefully, we have 
elected a leader with enough tact to be a good negotiator. 

04 4 Can.ada.  Strong  --  1  should hope that the government has the strength  nt 
 be get bullied into a - bad deal. 1 We. are, straps and equal enough. / 

Because Canadian people are as strong as American people. / We are strong 
enough to hold  or  own. / I hope that Canada is strong enough to bargain 
'firmly and effectively. / We're as strong as they are. We're not 
inferior to them, / Because we're as strong as the United States / 
Because we are strong, independent negotiators tzho  will not ,looae our 
c redibility in bargaining, Canada will show strength in the 
negotiations. / We are strong enough t'o survire. 

05. carladians InteIi 	-- I think the negotiators are intelligent enough 
to àee - that we get treated fairly. / We have a certain amount of 
knowledge in building trade offers.' / Well,. we're not all stupid. We 
know what's best for u.is. { We are just as bright as the United States. / 
We're ae ,smart as the AmeriCans. We're no StoPider than the Americans. 
/ Because we're not any more àtupid then the AmeacanS, / Were not stupid 
and we have a good knowledge of the world market.  1  Just às intelligent 
and we :have a lot of products they want. / Smatter count.ry, but we have 
intelligent people good education and good businessmen, / We are just as 
smart, as  they are. We have just as much intelligence. / I think there 
are just as smart people in oUr government as in the United  States. 
Canadians are jUst as inÉeIligent and know the issues as well as the  
Americans. / We have jus  as much knowledge out the issues as the  
Americans do. / We are much smarter nov. We have better economist$ and 
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Question 55 -- Continued 

why do you think we can bargain firmly and effectively?" 

0.5. continued -- bankers - etc. to back ut. / Thdre have a lot of intelligent 
people. in Canada wh will. be able to bargain effectively for Canada. / 
Because the Caraàians aren't that stupid. / 0141' people are jst as 
intelligent and as good in business at the Americans, / Thé heads of the 
American corporations -aren't necessarily any smarter then the heads of 
the  Canadian corporations: / Because were more aware now of how to 
protect our own intereat, equally knowledgeable on bargaining as United 
States and we're not so apt to follow the United States "rule" as in 
years past. 

Os..  !duCt5anted_ By  United States -- We have things they don't, hydro . , 
mining and forestry.  r  We he  a lot  of  resources that should be a 
benefit to them and the readers should he competent enough to manage it 
prOperty. / Reliable  date aVailabLe to United States. and we have enough 
resources to bargain effectiveIY. / We have a lot of natural resources 
that we can bargain with at least as well  as  they can. / We have things 
they need, natural gas, hydro, so they need us. / We have the natural 
resources they need. / Because we have the resources and industries with 
which to bargain effective1y  I  We have natural resources which are a 
necessity to the Americans. / We have natural resources, lï4nerals. / We 
have  something that they want  and  can sell, like wood and mining, / With 
our roots  and  our resources, we can produce just as good products as the 
United States. We  are  just as important. / Because we have à lot to Sell 
to the United Stetes electricity, power and fresh water and lumber 
and natural gas. / We have an advantage when it comes ro  ou  r reSouroes. / 
We still hold the natural resources that they needs. / We have products 
and materiels they want eg. radium. / We have lots to offer - : nature 
resources„ .  industrial .  Industry, high technology universities and 
research. i Because we have a lot of prOduCtS that cou/d be sold for 
cheaper then they have, / What-  we have to sell is a gOod product. We 
have just as much bargaining power as theY do. / We have PrOduors thar 
they want end we must have people in the government who know now to 
bargain to get :hem. i  Recause  we produce products that the United States 
needs and warts and will have to bargain for. / We have the goods they 
want. / Because we have good that they need.. / we have the know-how and 
t4ey wan t some  0£ our products. / Because Canada has a lot of :products -- 
we.  are a very .stable country. 

07. united States  .NeedS Canada- -- United States needs us so they must play 
fair. We have the backing of lowering things the United States warts. / 
We have the things, some Of them that are needed by United States. i We 
haie  the bargaining tools. We have what they want. / Because we have 
just as much to offer. / Because Canada has a lot t? offer. / We have 
lots to bargain with too. We should bargain. We  have a Lot to Offer. 
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Question 55 - Continued

Why do you think we can bargain f irm3,y and effectively?

i08. Mutual Benefits -- Ro difference in ability between United States and
Canada:. Canada has a lot to nffer -- United States will.also benefit. I

We can each offer a lot so competition will be kept at a minimum. / I
just do, n't think that we have to beg to have our products ptsrchased by
Americans. They need us as much as we need them, / We have what they
wanx and they have what we w . ant. / Becaui;a they have ideas and we are the
ones with potential for Aarerican investment. / Canada will gain more. with
the United States.

09.. Goo13 Canada/Unized. States Relations -- Because Canada and the United
States are like brother and sister.. / Because they are our neighbours --
we are good f"riands., sizi3.2r c!Tjlture s... / We"'re a fleighbourly kir^d of
country. / We always beèn friends with the United States. They would noc
hurt us. / 13ecause we are close countries so it wilL be easier to trade.

10. World Reputation Lately Canada has proven to hold their own -- more
retogrii.zed araufld the world. f Because of our reputation in international

busine^ss. / We've had imcernationaL experience and can bar-gain equally
well aii[iz. any+ane,. I We haven't J,ost out in *hat we have tak-en a stand --
gast experienc-e -- we can bold our' own.

11. Know/Cet What We Want -- Canadians know what they- want and will not be
pushed around. 1 8ec2use we know what we watt and we don't give in until
we'vegot what we want or until we Set at least three-quarters of what we
want, ^ We know what we want and we won rt settle for less. f We know what

wh're looking for so we won't be sold out. / Because wè know what ^j.e want
and we will go for it. ÎWe have out âu-n 'ideas and we are not any les.s
than the Americans.

12. Unions -- We have strvng uninns. This tnakes the people bettes

bar.gainers. 1 The unions are muth more powarful, pu[.up a good fzght.

1 13. Good Rea an/Prime Minzster Relations -- Secause of the gàod understand:.ng

bet.ween President Reagan and our Premier.

14. Strafl^/Good Leaders - People -- Because most of out, leaders .are able to
bar'gain and come out on top. / We have good leaders and busirres.smen. We

can do it, 1 Just as good as their leaders -°knqw what we want.and don't

want. / I think we can stand up for oursel'ves. We have strong Le.aders. /

Well, hecaus.è I thïflk that we have st'rong L.eadershiP qualities. 1 I think

we have equal people and it wauld be ft-ir., / Becausa we're good plannea-s

-- we will know wha.t we are gezting into. fWe have to have cotifidence in

our leaders to do a gnad job; if we dofl't, we should. / If we, pict^ed a

gaod leader, hopefully we wilL be able to. / We have just the same good

Leaders as the United States, / We have good leaders tao aod they are

educatad and rseg6tiate thé 'sarne as thiers.
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Question 55 -- Continued

6ihy do you thïnk we c*n ba.rgain I irmiy and effactively?

15. Confidence in Canada ^-- It is an acc.essibiIity we have Co bargain firrnly
and I think we do. Canada has brains. I I just have confidence. /
Because I have great confidence in the people of Canada. / I have some
faith they'll do their best. I don't thïnk they're pushavèrs. / I
believe in Canadians -and we have enough +,backbone" to do it. / Its a
good çountry and if Cartadiar,s Chink it`s goad for the country they will

be -effective. / Because of the fact that we're Caaadians. / I just think
we will be able to. / I have confidence in Canada. I We are confiden.r,
maybe not -powarful, but confïd^nt. I I'm confident in Canada's abiLity to
rsegOtiate effectively. `We are nnt: idiots as the Americans might -think ^
We should have confi.den[i^ in our federAl leadership. / We are small but
we know how to handle our own co,intry's affai.rs. We may Lose but in the

long run we will win. / detause. Canadi.ans have st.ood up for themselves up
until now.

16. Canada Able To Negotiate As Well -- We have the. same negutiation abilitp:
as. the Arnericalls and e^en better. J We are just as gond as they are. / I
think we have, a mir,d of out own as well as everyone else. Canada should
be able to vDice her own intèrests with the United States. / No
particular reason -- just dtrn"t. see why we shouldn't ne4otiate as well as
the P.mericans.o / I feel we- csn bargain as well as they can.

17- Strong Canadian Economy -- Right now, we've still got a vital econamy sa

we won 't have. to` -make vital concessions. ^ Economy is set -- it would

take a lot of money for anÿo,ne to damage Canada's economy.

1$. Our Technolpgy/Products -- We, havO the çapabiLity and, resou.rces to

tompete, but the people in charge of industry might not have our best

intere-st at heart. / We have as much capability and technology as they

have. / We have qur independence as welL as our technalo-g}r and expertise.

^ Beeau.se .we are a main p4.rt of the market place and have a strong say in

whare our goods go. I We have a lot dïÉferent industries to wor:k wkth and
help a lot. fSecause we graduce ju5t as go6d sProduct and dea1 business

wise as good as others./ We have the technology and :know-how.

19. Canada Will Ë'ï.gl^t -- Canadians wiLl put up a fight for aursel,res and not
let Canada be takeri over. / gecause we are, suddenly rezli.zing that we
have to be a little cràftier to get what we want. i Idon"t kr,nu - ue
can't gï've up. The Arnerican.s tai L1 not hând is anyeh? ng', We- must f i ght

fU^ i.r.

. ___
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iQuestion 55 - Continued 

Why do you think. we  cari  bargain firmly and effectively? 

20. E ual 0 Orturities/Fair -- Won't do anything that will diSadvantage us. 
1 think( it Would wOrk out great because we  cari co-tiperate. / There are 

good  points  on either side -- bargaining would be wide open. / Because 
Canada is our country and nobody bas the right to deny us fairness. / 
Everyone should be. given a fair chance. We should be able to bargain 
firmly -- Canadians. / They're as honest as Canadians. / Americans are 
decent. 	They won't set Out to destroy. Besides, we aren't 'completely 
stupid. / Well, it's that we have equal opportunity for both. 	If we 
didn't, it wouldn't be fair. / Çan work together, get good deal  more 

 jO bs 

21. Need to/No Choice 

22. Other -- We still have the final Word. We still have a choice of whether 
.or not we go into free trade. / Because we've beer getting the short end 
of  the stick  all this time. It's about time tO get more. / There_Would 
be a political uproar if they didn't bargain effectively. They have to, 
I  Because of  the • position that were in now4 / Because our interest are 
different and we have different needs. / We should stop being afTaid to 
do it. We should get off our ass and get on with it. / I  don't see why 
we can't. •  i I think they can Manage well on their own. / Once we' get the 
wind kicked out of us, we'll have to compete and bargain, without the 
graddaddy government looking over our shoulder.. / BecauSe we are more-a 
week country. / Because otherwise there would not be any trade talks. / 
I'm basing it on day-to-day living that we will bargain effectively. / 
Canada is a strange country. i Because our dollar is low and the lmerican 
dollar is worth more. We heed to. / Sinterity. / I just hope we could 
bargain  • ffectively. / Wea/thier.  f I  just think that they are. i Trading 
purposes, / Duty is ridiculous -- the duty added fÇ costs of the goods 
makes everything too expensive. / They won't be lobking for Votes so they 
can deal firmer. 

•3. 	Don't Know .  

24. No Response 

• 
[ - 	DECIMA RESEARCH LIMFTED 	 gg7 



• 1. 1 1 000,000 AND OVER; 
2. 100.000-999,999; 
3. 10,000-99,999;and 
4. UNDER 10,000/RURAL. 

(29Z) 
(27%) 
(10%) 
(34%) 

125 

D. DERIVATION  OF NEW VARIABLES 

89. SAMPLE STRATA 

was derived from questionnaire identification numbers. 
The resulting categories were labelled as follows: 

2. ALBERTA; 
3. SASKATCHEWAN; 
4. MANITOBA; 
S. 	BALANCE ONTARIO; 
6. METRO TORONTO 
7. QUEBEC; 
8. NEW BRUNSWICK; 
9. NOVA scOTiA; 
10. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND; and 
11. NEWFOUNDLAND. 

(12Z) 
( 9%) 
( 4%) 
( 4%). 

 (27%) 
Pz) 

(26%) 
( 3% ) 

 ( 4%) 
 ( 1%) 

( 21) 

90, REGION / 

cas  derived from 
9.89 
by collapsing responses in the following manner: 

Q.89 	 2.22 

1 	 1, 	B.C.; 	 (1 2%) 
2,3,4 	 2, 	PRAIRIES; 	 (18Z) 
5,6 	 3. 	ONTARIO; 	 (36%) 
7 	 4. 	QUEBEC; and 	 (26%) 
8,9,10.11 	 3. 	ATLANTIC. 	 ( 9%) 

91. COHMUNITY SIZE 

was derived from.questionnatre identification numbers. 
The resuiting Categories were labelled as follows: 

DEOMA RESEAKCH LIMITED 
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92. UNION FAMILY

was derived from
Q-83 .
by collaps.ing response cs[egories in the following manner:

Q.83 Q-92

1. UNION FAMILY; and
2. NDN#Ut+TION FAMILY.

1-3
4

93'. Q]CsDMWITION FREE TRADE

was derived from
Q.1
by collapsing 'reapanse categ6ries in thé following manner:

R.Z

1,2,3,4
5,6
7,8,13
14k18^19,^0,^^
9,11 1.fip17
12t1'5,21
22,23

1. LESS - NO TARIF'SlTAX;:
28 LESS RESTRICTION/GOV;
3. ItdCREASE TRAI7EÏRELAT;:
4. BAD IDEA FOR EDANEGw
5. C04b IDEA;
6. QTHEf1; and
7. DON'T KNQW1NO fkESP0NSE.

$G_ Q6C.BEST CDN EXPORTATION

was derived from

Q.6

by ca.Llapaing respanse categories in the foll.0w'ing. manner:

Q.6

1,G}3-,#,5,6,15,15
23,24,.25 ,26,27,2-8,29

7,8+y ^y

^}JV j35

10,11,12
13,14
17,18,33
21,22,32
19,20.,34,36,37,38,
44,41,31
39,42,43

1.94

1. PRINARY RENEWABLE;
2. LIIMBER;
3. LWL'.i^UY R.

4. HEAVY t^.ANUF ACTLIR I NC;.
5. PRIMARY EXTRACTIVE;.
6. TRADITIONAL MAbUFAC,
7. FUTURE HANUFMCTURING;

8, OTHER; and
9. DON'T KNQWINp RESPONSE.

ï-10

` DECIMA RESEARcH LiM1TED
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95. Q22C;CDN INDUS MOST HELD 

was dierit?ied from 
Q.22 
by collapsing response categortes in the following manner; 

Q.2?.  

1,2,3,4,5,6,116 
23,24,25,26,27,28,29 
7,8 
9,30 
10,11,12 
23,24 
17,18,33 
21,22,32 
36,37 
38,29,40 
19,20,31,35,41 - 55 

•
34,56,5? 

1.95  

1. PRIMARY RENEWABLE; 
2. LUMBER; 
3. ENERGY; 
4. HEAVY MANUFACTURING; 
5. PRIMARY EXTRACTIVE; 
6. TRADIT/OHAL MANUFAC; 
7. FUTURE MANUFACTURING; 
8. BLUE COLLAR/TRADES; 
9. WHITE COLLAR/BUSINESS; 
10. OTHER; and 
11. DON'T OW/NO RESPONSE. 

96. g23CrON INDUS MOST HARM 

was deried from 
1[24,23 
by celapsing response tategories in the following manner; 

i 

t, 

1 I 	V 
, 

I 
I 	; 

d t- 

9. .23  

1 1 2 9 3,4,5,6,15,16 
23,24,25,,26,27,28,29 
7,8 
9,30 
/0,11,12 
13,14 
17,18,33 
21,22,32 
36,37 
38,39,40 
19,20,31,35',41-55 
34,56,57 

Q.96  

1. PRIMARY RENEWABLE; 
2. LUMBER; 
3. ENERGY; 
4. HEAVY MANU•ACTURING; 
5. PRIMARY EXTRACTIVE; 
6. TRADITIONAL MANUFAC; 
7. FUTURE MANUFACTURING; 
8. BLUE COLLAR/TRADES; 
9. WHITE COLLAR/BUSINESS; , 
10. OTHER; and 
11. DON'T KNOW/NO RESPONSE. 

t .  

11111 
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ti.

was deri"veû from
Q. 34
by ca1Lapsing respon'sa categories in the fo]:.l 'owing manner:

Q. 34 Q - 91)

1-5 1: DISAGREE; {402}
6 2. DEP£NDS., and ( 9%)
7-11 3. ACREE. {512}

DECIMA RESEARCH LImITED

97. Q32C:: US DON 'T DU F.LakVOUR-`'J

was derived from
Q.32

by collapsing response categories in the.following.mann2.r:

1-5 1. DISAGREE; (211)
6 2.. DEPENUS; and ( 6i)
7-11 3. AGREE. (73Z)

98. Q3.3C:CDA RAW/US FINISHED

was derived from
Q.33
by collapsing response ca:tegarïea

Q.33 R :98

in the fo]:ko'wing rranrier:

1-5 1.. DISAGREE•, (23t)
7 2. DEPENDS; and ( 8t)
7-11 3. AGREE. (64%)

99. Q34C:FÜTUR EXPORT = INFOkLM

I



1-5 

7-11 

(632) 
( 921 
(282) 

1. DISAGREE; 
2. DEPENDS; and 
3. AGREE. 

e 

F. 

1 
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100. Q35C:US WORKER MORE PROD 

was derived from 
Q.35 
by collapsing response categories in the following manner: 

Q.35 	 q*10.2 

101. Q36C:L0W $-GOOD ECONOMY 

was derived from 
Q.36 
by collapsing.response categories in the following manner; 

Q.101  

1-5 	 /. 	DISAGREE; 	 (53%) 
6 	 2. 	DEPENDS': and 	 ( 72) 
7-11 	 3. 	AGREE. 	, 	 (40%) 

102. Q37C:CDN CO WON'T SURVIVE 

was derived from 
Q.37 
by collapsing response categories in the following  mariner:  

Q.37 	 9.1p:  

r-5 	 1., 	DISAGREE:: 	 (49%) 
6 	 2. 	DEPENDS: and 	 ( 8%) 
7-11 	 3. 	AGREE. 	 (43%) 

é 

-■ 

r 
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1 .  

921?  1, 104  

1 -5 
6 
7-11 

1. DISAGREE; 
2. DEPENDS; and 
3. AGREE. 

(28%) 
(11%) 
(61%) 
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r - 
103. Q38C:US AVANTAG/CDN FRND 

was derived from 
9.38 
by collapsing response cetegorieS in the following manner: 

Q.38 	 Q.103  

1-5 	 1. 	DISACREE: 	 (39%) 
6 	 2. 	DEPENDS; and 	 ( 7%) 
7-11 	 3. 	AGREE. 	 (54%) 

104. Q39C:FEW CDN W-CLAS PROD 

was derived from 
Q.39 
by collapsing response categories in the following manner: 

1-5 	 1. 	DISAGREE; 	 (50%) 
6 	 2. 	DEPENDS; and 	 ( 8%) 
7-11 	 3 	AGREE. 	 (43%) 

105. Q40C:FEW PROB BUT NEED 

.was derived from 
9.40 
by collapsing response categories in the following manner: 

Q.40 	 9.105 

L 
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106. q41C:FREE T. HELP ONTARIO

131

was derived from
(Z.41
by callnpsing response CBC.egOr1e5 in the followïng manner.

I

#--

Q.41 Q.106

1-5 1. .DISAGREE:, (32%)
6 2. DEPENDS; and. (12%)
7-11 3. AGREE: (57%)'

107. Q42C:CDA SHi.D LIKIT GOOD

was derl'ved. fr4a1

Q.42

by ca].la-psing response c.a[iagaries in the followir,g martner:

q_. 42 .107

1-5 1. UISAGRE^; (341
6. 2. UEPEIND5;.and (10%)
7-11 3. AGREE. {5b^)

]OS. Q43C:ND 1)IF FOR AV CDNS

was derived from
Q.43

by co1lapsir,,g response ciategaries in the following manners

Q.43 Q . 108

1-5 1. I7ISACRE-E; (63%)
6 2. DEPENDS ; and
7-11 3. ACREE. {31%)

^^^IMARESEARCH LIMITED

i
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109. Q44C:CDA WILL LA3E INDEP

was d4urLVQd from

Q.44

by collapsing re"sponse €atagaries in the fa:llawing maaner:

Q.44 Q.109

1-5 1. DiSAGItEE; (.47%)
6 2. I}EPENDS; and ( 67.)
7-li 3. AGREE. - (47%)

11o. 045C.O?ON-NO CONFIDENCE

was derived from
Q.45
by co1lapsïng respanse càtegori-es in the following rnanfler-:

q.45 Q. 1^0

1-.5 .1. DISACREE; ( .412)
6 2. DEPENDS; and ( 72)
7-11 3. AGREF. (52,z)

111. Q46C.FUTEFR Ÿ MINE ^& FOREST

vas derived from
Q.46
by collapsing response categories in the £o1louïng manner:

SL4 6 P.111

1-5 1. DISAGREE; (37X.)
6 2. DEPENDS; and ( 62)
7-11 3: AGRE£.. (571.)

El
I. DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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115. Q54C;WHY US BETTER BARGN 

was derived from 
Q.54 
by collapsing response categories in the following manner: 

Q.,4 	 Q.I15  

1,10,7 	 1. 	MORE EXPER/ENCE; 	 (43%) 
2,4 	 2. 	MORE POWERFUL/LARGER; 	 (25%) 
3 	 3. 	MORE MONEY; 	 (10%) 
15,16,19,14,8,18 	4. 	STRONGER BARGAINER; 	 (22%) 
5,6 	 5. 	MORE INDUS/BUSINESS; 	 ( 8%) 
12,17 	 6. 	US AHEAD/CDA WEAK*, 	 ( 6%) 
9,11,13,20 	 7. 	OTHER; and 	 ( 7%) 
2 1-22 	 8. 	DON'T KNOW/Mt. 	 ( 21) 

115. Q55CIWHY CDA CAN BARCA/N 

was derived from 
Q.55 
by collapsing response categories in the following manner: 

Q.55  

1 	 k. 	NEGOTRS GOOD/SK/LLED; 	 (15Z) 
2,14 	 2. 	GOOD COWLEADERS; 	 (12%) 
4,5,11,15,16 	 3. 	CDA STRONCiCAPABLE; 	 (31%) 
9,13 	 4. 	COOD CDA/US RELATION; 	 ( 4%) 
6,7,18 	 5. 	US NEED CDN/PRODUCT; 	 (15%) 
8,20 	 6. 	MUTUAL BENEPITs; 	 ( 5%) 
3 	 7. 	BRIAN •MULRONEY; 	 ( 21) 
10,12,,17,19,21,22 	8. 	OTHER; and 	 (11%) 
23,24 	 9. 	DÛT KNOWNR. 	 ( 4%) 

I dip 
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117. Q85CTYPE OF CC/SELF

was derived from "

Q:$5

by colkapsing resporr542^; categories in the following

QFEJ

2

4

manner:

.'Q 117

1. PRIMARY RENEW.ABLE`i
2. LUMBER;
3. FRIMAFtY E]CTRAGTIVE;
4. ENERGY;
5, HkNUFACTIIRING;
6. SERVICE;
7. 4lHOLESALEIRETAIY, f
8.1. PUBLIC SECTOR,
.9.. FINANCIAL SECTOR.;
10.. CONSTRUCTION;
11 . TR4 N S.P ORT / COMMUN I CA T;
12. OTHER;
13. STUDENT;
14. RETIRED; and
15.. UN-EriPLBYEIi.

118. Q85Ç:TYPE COIWAGE EARNR

,was deri.ved from

Q.114

by collapsing response categories in thE^ fol lbwing manne- r:

Q.114

1,3
2
5

^^^IMA RESEARCH.LNITED

.118

1, PR IMA RY MNEWABLE }
2. LUtfBERt
3•. PRIMAfiY EXTRACTIVE;
4.. ENERGY;

5. KkNiJ.xACTLTRING;
6. SERVICE
77. li }30L ESA LE i iiE TA IL,
8. PUBLIC SECTOR;
9. FINANCIAL SECTQR-,
10. CONSTRUCTION;
11. T1tANSPORTICOMMUNLCAT,
12. O.THER;:
13. STLTDENT;

14. , RETIRED, arrd
15. UNÉ'SPLOYED.



119. SOCIAL ACTIVISM SCALE 

136 

was derived from 
Q.100 
Q.101 
Q.102 	. 
according to the following scale: 

CODE VALUE 	0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 

Q100 	999 	3 	12 	999 	N/A N/A 

Q101 	999 ' 	3 	6 	9 	12 	999 

Q102 	999 	8 	6 	4 	2 	999 

RANCE 	 8 	  32 

STATS 	 8 	  32 

The resulting response categories are labelled as follows: 

1. Inactive; 
2. Low Level Activist; 
3. Mid Level Activist; and 
4. High Level Activist. 

(20Z) 
(272) 
(372) 
(In) 

• 
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120. EMPLbYMENT BY SEX

137

was derived from
Q.87
Q.84
according to the following reference matrix:

Q.84: EMPLOYED

^.

i
T

I
J

J

0

0 1 2

Q.
8 0 0 tl 0
7:

S 1 0 2
E

X

2 0 4 3

The resulting response categories were labelled as follows:

1. -MEN UNEMPLOYED;
2. MEN EMPLOYED; .012)
3. WOMEN UNEMPLOYED; and (392)
4. WOMEN EMPLOYED. (25%)

(25%)

. -
DECIMA RESEARCH LIMITED
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121. SELF/GOVT AND U.S. 

was derived from 
Q.12 
Q.11 
according to the following reference matrix: 

Q.11 

0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 

0 	X 	X 	X 	X 	X 	X 

Q. 
1 	1 	X 	3 	2 	1 	1 	0 
2 

2 	X 	4 	3 	2 	1 	0 

3 	X 	5 	4 	3 	2 	0 

4 	X 	6 	5 	4 	3 	0 

5 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 	0 

The resulting response categories were labelled as follows: 

1. COLDER THAN GOVT; 
2. COOLER; 
3. SAME; 
4. CLOSER; and 
5. MUCH CLOSER. 

.1•11, 

(14Z) 
(23Z) 
(39Z) 
(18%) 
( 6%) 

IMP 

■•■•■ 
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1 2 2 . 44dN.ERSHI P HATIONALIST

was derived f rGm

Q.4:FAVoUR LIMIT F'8R£ICtJ OWN
Q.5:LIMIT FOR OWN tF LESS JOBS
acc,^rding to the fo110wïng refezence matrï,x:

Q.4 `

•^

J

J

7

The re5uitï-ng response ca.tegorxes asc^ lab.ell.ed as followa:

I. NATIQNALIST;

^71^)2. No COST NATIONALIST;
3. VQN=VATIBNAI.IST; and
4. DON'T KNO6} - A/A. (492)

( 2Z)

,

DECiMA RESEOCH WiTED -- - 2ED
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23. CULTURAL NATIONALIST

was derived from
.- Q.50 _

Q.51

accôrding to the following reference matrix:

Q.50

`- ^ 0 1 2 3

0 X X X X

Q.
5 1 X 3 2 4

2 X 3 1 4

^ The resulting response categories are labelled as follows:

I. NATIONALIST;
(28%)2. NO COST NATIONALIST;

3. NON NATIONALIST; and (17%)
-14- 4. DON'T FiNOW/N/A (542)

I

I

3 X 3 4 4

j
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124. REGION 2

1 r

+{1

,a ? •

was derived from questionna'ire numbers.

The resulting categories were labelled as follows:

I. BRITISH COLUMBIA;
2. ALBERTA;
3. SASKATCHEWAN;
4. MANITOBA;
5. BALANCE ONTARIO;
6. METRO TORONTO;
7. BALANCE QUEBEC;
8. METRO MONTREAL;
9. NEW BRUNSWICK;
10. NOVA SCOTIA;
11. PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND; and
12. NEWFOUNDLAIJD.

DEC(MA RESEARCH LIMITED
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